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Pare 1. 

SYCAMORE NEAR WORTHINGTON, IND., THE LARGEST BROAD-LEAVED TREE IN THE 

U.S. FIVE FEET ABOVE THE GROUND ITIS 42 FT. 3 IN. IN CIRC.; THE EAST BRANCH 

IS 27 FT. 3 IN. IN CIRC. AND THE WEST BRANCH IS 23 FT. 2 IN. IN CIRC. SEE JOUR, 

HEREDITY, VOL. 6 :407 31915, 





Preface 

The first edition of Deam’s “Trees of Indiana” was published in 

1911. By limiting the distribution, the edition of 10,000 lasted 

about three years. The demand for a book of this kind was so great 

that a second edition of 1,000 copies was published in March 1919. 

This edition was exhausted within five days after its publication was 

announced, and thousands of requests for it could not be filled. These 

came from all classes of people, but the greatest demand was from 

the school teachers of the State. 

Since forestry 1s an integral part of agriculture which is now taught 

in our public schools, and since a book on the trees of the State is in 

demand, the Conservation Commission has authorized a revised 

edition of “The Trees of Indiana.” What was formerly Bulletin No. 

3 of the Division of Forestry is now published as Publication No. 13 

of the Department. The reader’s attention is called to a new de- 

parture in illustrations, which were made from photographic repro- 

ductions of specimens in Mr. Deam’s herbarium. The photographs 

were taken by Mr. Harry F. Dietz of the Division of Entomology. 

It is believed that it will be gratefully received by the public and will 

stimulate an interest in forestry that should achieve practical results. 

RICHARD LIEBER, 

Director, The Department of Conservation. 
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Trees of Indiana 

The present edition has been entirely rewritten. While the general 

plan of the first edition has been followed, some changes have been 

made. 

The number of trees included has been wholly arbitrary. All woody 

plants of the State which generally attain a maximum diameter of 

10 cm. (4 inches) at breast high are regarded as tree forms. Alnus 

rugosa which so closely resembles Alnus ¢ncana, is an exception, and a 

deseription of it is given to aid in the identification of our tree form of 

Alnus. Also several species of Crategus are included which commonly 

do not attain tree size. The species of all Crategus begin to flower 

and fruit many years before they attain their maximum size. The 

genus is much in need of study, and the smaller forms are included 

to stimulate a study of the genus, and in order that the larger forms 

may be more easily and certainly identified. 

The number of introduced trees has been limited to those that more 

or less freely escape at least in some parts of the State. The one excep- 

tion is Catalpa bignoniotdes, which is given to help separate it from 

our native catalpa, both of which are now commonly planted. 

Botanic Description.—The botanic descriptions have been made 

from specimens collected in Indiana. In most instances the material 

has been quite ample, and collected from all parts of the State. Tech- 

nical terms have been avoided, and only when precision and accuracy 

were necessary have a few been used which can be found in any school 

dictionary. The length of the description varies in proportion to the 

Importance and interest of the species and the number of characters 

necessary to separate it from other forms. The characters used are 

those which are the most conspicuous, and are generally with the 

specimen at hand. In most instances mature leaves are at hand, and 

these are most fully described. When leaves are discussed, only mature 

and normal leaves are considered. The descriptions are not drawn to 

include the leaf forms, and sizes of coppice shoots or seedlings. 

Measurements of simple leaves do not inelude the petiole unless 

mentioned, 

(13) 
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When the term twig is used, it means the growth of the year. Branch- 

lets and branches mean all growth except the present year. By seasons 

are meant the calendar seasons. 

The size of trees is designated as small, medium and large. These 

terms are defined as follows: Small trees are those that attain a diameter 

of 2 dm.; medium-sized trees are those whose maximum diameter is 

between 2 dm. and 6 dm.; large-sized trees are those which are common- 

ly more than 6 dm. in diameter. Diameter measurements are at 

14. dm. (414) feet above the ground, or breast high. 

The common names given are those most generally used in our area. 

Where common names are rarely applied to our forms, the common 

commercial or botanical common name is given. In some instances 

where a tree is known by several names, one or more of which are often 

applied to a related species, the liberty has been taken to select a 

common name which should be restricted to the one species. 

Botanical names are usually pronounced according to the English 

method of pronouncing Latin. The accented syllables have been 

marked as follows: the grave (\) accent to indicate the long English 

sound of the vowel and the acute (/) accent to show the short or 

otherwise modified sound. 

Measurements have been given in the metric system, and in some 

instances the Enghsh equivalent has also been given. 

The nomenclature attempted is that of the International Code. 

The sequence of families is that of Gray’s Manual, 7th Edition. 

Distribution.—The genera! distribution of the species is first 

given, which is followed by the distribution in Indiana. The general 

distribution has been obtained by freely consulting all the local floras 

and general works on botany. The Indiana distribution has been 

obtained for the greater part from specimens represented in the writer’s 

herbarium and from notes in doing field work during the past 24 years. 

Since the first edition of the “Trees of Indiana” was published the 

writer has traveled over 27,000 miles in Indiana, via auto, making a 

special study of the flora of the State, and has visited every county and 

has traversed practically every township in the State. In discussing 

numbers in distribution it was decided to use terms already in common 

use, but to assign a definite meaning to cach as follows: Very common 

means more than 25 trees to the acre; common, 5-25 trees to the acre; 

frequent 1-5 trees to the acre; infrequent, 1 tree to 2-10 acres; rare, 

1 tree to every 11-100 acres; very rare, 1 tree to more than 100 acres; 

local when the distribution is circumscribed or in spots. 

Where a species has the limit of its range in our area, its distribution 

is sometimes given at length for scientific reasons. It should be re- 

membered that some of the older records of distribution were made by 
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geologists or inexperienced botanists, and when such records are ques- 

tioned it is done with a spirit of scientific accuracy. Some of our early 

authors did not distinguish between cultivated and native trees, which 

involves the distribution of certain species. 

The habitat of many species is discussed; which suggests forestal, 

horticultural and ornamental possibilities. Then too, the habitat of a 

tree, helps to identify it. When associated trees are given, those are 

enumerated which are characteristic of the species throughout its range 

in our area and they are arranged in the order of their abundance. 

A county map of the State is included which will assist in finding the 

range of cach species. A forestal area map is also added to visualize 

certain habitats of the State. 

The range and distribution of the species in the State has been given 

considerable attention to encourage investigation along this line. 

Remarks.— Under this title the economic uses of the trees and their 

products have been given. In addition horticultural and unclassified 

information is included. 

Hlustrations.—All of the illustrations except two are photographic 

reproductions of specimens in the writer’s herbarium. The two draw- 

ings were used in the first edition. 

About 20 of the photographs were made by Paul Ulman, and the 

remainder by Harry F. Dietz, who has laboriously tried to obtain good 

reproductions from the material at hand. 

Explanation of Map of Certain Forestal Areas.—In describing 

the distribution of certain species of trees within the State, it was found 

convenient to speak of certain forestal areas which are here deserbed, 

and are illustrated by a map which may be found at the end of the text. 

Lake Region:—The southernmostlakesin Indiana are those located in 

the southwestern part of Wells County; Lake Galacia about five miles 

northeast of Fairmount in Grant County; Lake Cicott in Cass 

County; and Kate’s Pond about 114 miles northwest of Independence 

in Warren County. Roughly estimated, all of Indiana north of a line 

connecting these lakes might be considered the lake area of the State. 

Prairie Area:—While the interior of Indiana has quite a few small 

areas called prairies, the real western prairie did not extend far into the 

State. The dividing line is very irregular, and several elongated lobes 

extended farther cast than indicated by the map. The larger areas 

vast of the line were the extensive prairie area of the Kankakee Valley; 

the northern part of Pulaski County; and parts of White and Tippe- 
canoe Counties. ‘Anob”’ Area:—This is the hilliest part of the State 

and is located in the south-central part. It is contained in the un- 

elaciated portion of the State, and includes the “knobs” of the 

Knobstone, Chester and Mansfield sandstone areas of Indiana. In 
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this area are included the scrub pine and chestnut oak, with one excep- 

tion; sorrel tree and the chestnut, with two possible exceptions. The 

Flats:—This 1s a level stretch of country, here and there deeply eroded. 

Being level, and the soil a fine compact clay, the drainage is poor which 

suggested the local name “flats.” The Lower Wabash Valley:—This 

is part of Knox, Gibson and Posey Counties which is usually inundat- 

ed each vear by the Wabash River. 

Acknowledgments.—The character and qualities of the wood have 

for the greater part been taken from the works of Britton and 

Brown, Hough, and Sargent, to whom indebtedness is acknowledged. 

The Salicaceae, except the genus Populus was written by C. R. Ball, 

of the Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, D.C. The Malaceae 

was contributed by W. W. Eggleston, also of the Bureau of Plant In- 

dustry, Washington, D.C. These authors were asked to make their 

part conform to the general plan of the book. Mr. Ball and Mr. 

Eggleston are recognized authorities on the respective parts they have 

written and users of this book will appreciate the value of having these 

difficult parts written by our best authorities. The author wishes to 

gratefully acknowledge this great favor. 

The most grateful acknowledgement is given to Prof. Stanley 
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isms. 
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field and clerical work. 
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Key to the Families. 

Leaves linear or seale-like.....0.000000.00.0..0..0.0.. PIN ACB Ao occcne a 

Leaves not as above. 

A. Leaves compound. 

Leaves palmately compound...................... AESCULACES®....... 5 
Leaves pinnately compound. 

Leaves without an odd leaflet at the end......... CAESALPINACE®.. 

Leaves with an odd leaflet at the end. 

Leaves alternate. 

Leaflets toothed all around................. JUGLANDACES.... 

Leaflets entire, or with 1-4 teeth near the base. 

Trees with thorns, leaflets entire, generally 

less than 4 em. (11% inches) long......FABACE®........ 

Trees without thorns, leaflets entire or with 

1-4 teeth near the base, generally longer 

than 4 em. (114 inches).............. SIMARUBACE® 

Leaves opposite. 
Leaflets 3-5, fruit in pairs.................. ACERACEM......... 

Leaflets 5-11, fruit single................... OLBACER..........- 

A. Leaves simple. 

Leaves opposite or whorled. 

Petioles more than 4 em. (114 inches) long. 

Blades palmately 3-5 lobed................... ACERACES....... 
Blades entire or with 1 or 2 lateral lobes.......BIGNONIACES...... 

Petioles less than 4 em. (114 inches) long. 

Flowers 4-parted, stone of fruit round......... CORNACES......... 

Flowers 5-parted, stone of fruit flattened.......CAPRIFOLIACEER.... 

Leaves alternate. 
B. Leaves entire. 

Trees with thorns and a milky sap............ Mactura IN 

Morace®&..... 

Trees without thorns, sap not milky. 

Leaves 3-5 nerved at the base. 
Leaves 3-nerved at the base.............. CELTIS IN 

ULMACER..... 
Leaves 5-nerved at the base.............. CERCIS IN 

CaABSALPINACE.E.. | 

Leaves with 1 primary nerve. 

Leaves usually more than 1.5 dm. (6 inches) 
long, flowers solitary. 

Flowers appearing before or with the leaves. ANONACEE.... 
Flowers appearing after the leaves........ MAaGNOoLIACES... 

(17) 
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Leaves less than 1.5 dm. (6 inches) long, flow- 

ers in clusters. 
Bark and leaves aromatic................ LAURACES......... 163 

Bark and leaves not aromatic. 

Fruitcdry, al acorns .. creases hae ee talons QUERCUS IMBRICARIA 

IN FaGacE®..... 119 

Fruit fleshy. 

Fruit with one seed, stone cylindrical. .Nyssa IN 

CorRNACE®...... 259 

Fruit with more than one seed, 

rarely one, seeds flat............ EBENACE®........ 265 

B. Leaves finely serrate, coarsely toothed or lobed. 

C. Leaves with one primary vein. 
Bark and leaves aromatic...............0.0.0.00. LAURACE.B......... 163 

Bark and leaves not aromatic. 
Staminate and pistillate flowers and fruit in catkins. 

Seales of winter buds 2, ovary many-seeded, 

seeds with a tuft of hairs atthe summit....SaLix IN 

SALICACLE...... 34 
Seales of winter buds more than 2, ovary 1- 

seeded, seeds without a tuft of hairs at the 

SUMMATION atria i c-cunics adeno ayn aia asians Ae ae BETULACER........ 78 

Staminate and pistillate flowers and fruit not in 

catkins. 
Fruit dry. 

rulh: a SaMaras sey a peek poe ie ase we Uimus In ULMAce® 137 
Fruit not a samara. 

Bark smooth; fruit spiny................ FaGachm®.......... 92 

Bark furrowed; fruit a smooth capsule....ErRicacem......... 263 

Fruit fleshy. 
Flowers more than 8 mm. (1% inch) broad, 

fruit edible, apple-like. 

Trees mostly with thorns, fruit with rem- 

nant of calyx at apex of fruit, normally 

with more than 1 seed.............. MAvLace®......... 171 

Trees without thorns, fruit with no rem- 

nant of calyx at the apex, fruit a 1- 

seeded edible drupe................. AMYGDALACER..... 216 

Flowers less than 8 mm. (14 inch) across, 

fruit a non-edible drupe............... CoRNACEM........ 259 

C. Leaves with more than 1 primary vein. 

Staminate and pistillate flowers in catkins. 

TR UTRE Noccepecet mace ethane groan: AON S ect IEA Mecca toss PopuLus IN 

SaLicacEaR...... 45 

Fruit Heshye sna cues saa Sed ahaa ca cesehed Morus In 

MorachEm....... 151 

Staminate and pistillate flowers not in catkins. 

Pistillate and staminate flowers separate. 

Leaves 3-nerved at the base, fruit a 1-seeded 

(ORAUU Se partereert erro rected ta tetnes ree ac eee he CELTIS IN 

ULMAcBR....... 146 
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Leaves 5-nerved at the base, fruit a head of 

carpels or achenes. 

Bark fissured, not peeling off in flakes, leaves 

ALOMAUI Cctv ac btiny btecodvcantinen Maan wore ALTINGIACEE...... 166 

Bark peeling off in flakes, leaves not aromatic. PLATANACE®....... 168 

Pistillate and staminate flowers in one. 

UN inva se dealktooe rereeneaece ahora nm enemeen ta ton nde te TIGTACGH B.A cdi: LOD 

SOR UUM bie FLO Hiya sree, orca tm ie eee et erence a ete MALACEM......... 

PINACEAE, Tue Pine Famity. 

Trees and shrubs with a resinous sap, which yields rosin, tar, tur- 

pentine and essential oils. The leaves are linear or scale-like, alternate, 

whorled or clustered; flowers naked, appearing in the spring; fruit a 

cone or sometimes berry-like. A large family of trees and shrubs, con- 

taining over 200 species, found in many parts of the world, and of great 

economic importance. In Indiana only nine species are native, and the 

distribution of seven of these species has always been very limited. 

Leaves linear, in clusters of 2, 3, 5 or more than 5. 

Leaves in bundles of 2-5. 0.00.00... cc ene 1 Pinus. 

Leaves in bundles of more than 5...........0.0..00.00005 2 Larix. 

Leaves linear and solitary, or scale-like. 

Leaves all linear. 

LOaiVESKOWTUISE). 5 G56 oo dieneenach yk obo Jilted tame oe 3 Tsuga. 

Leaves sharp-pointed. 
Leaves green on both sides, alternate................ 4 Taxodium. 

Leaves glaucous beneath, opposite or whorled........ 6 Juniperus. 

Leaves all seale-like, or some of the branches with linear 

sharp-pointed leaves. 

Leaves all scale-like, fruit a cone of 8-12 imbricated scales. 5 Thuja. 

Leaves seale-like or some linear and sharp-pointed, fruit 

AV Ry STi vet ey he tence beg as ereech aa Melati he 8 6 Juniperus. 

I. PINUS. Tue Pines. 

Evergreen trees with needle-shaped leaves in bundles of 2-5 or 7; 

flowers appearing in the spring, the staminate clustered at the base of 

the season’s shoots, the pistillate on the side or near the end of the 

shoots; fruit a woody cone which matures at the end of the second 

season, or more rarely at the end of the third season; scales of the cone 

variously thickened; seeds in pairs at the base of the scales. 

There are about 70 species of pines of which three are native to 

Indiana. Commercially the pines are classed as soft and hard. In our 

area the soft pines are represented by the white pine, while the gray 

and Jersey pines are classed as hard pines. 



Leaves 5 in a bundle, 6-12 em. long........... Sh eGR 1 P. Strobus. 

Leaves 2-3 in a bundle. 
Seales of cones unarmed, leaves usually 2-4 em. long. ..... 2 P. Banksiana. 

Seales of cones tipped with a short spine, leaves usually 

Over Al Gres LOM Gm ache td yank be has ae ek wlan sasha esaleases 3 P. virginiana. 

1. Pinus Strébus Linneus. WuitE Pine. Plate 2. Bark 

greenish and smooth on young trees, becoming reddish or gray and 

furrowed on old trees; young twigs scurvy-pubescent, soon smooth 

and light brown; leaves normally 5 in a bundle, sometimes more, 6-12 

em. long, 3-sided, sharp-pointed, bluish-green, maturing and falling 

at end of second season; cones ripening at end of second season, usually 

10-20 em. long; wood light, soft, not strong, works easily, takes a good 

polish, and warps little. 

Distribution.— Newfoundland to Manitoba, south to Iowa, Ken- 

tucky and along the Alleghany Mountains to northern Georgia. The 

mass distribution of this species is to the north of our area, and in 

Indiana it is locat and found in small numbers. It is a common tree on 

some of the dunes bordering Lake Michigan, and is found locally 

throughout the area bordering Lake Michigan. Its distribution in this 

part of the State has not been studied, but it is believed that in Lake 

and Porter Counties it is not at present found far from the Lake. 

Blatchley! reports “a thicket of this species about a peat bog on the 

Hayward farm one mile east of Merrillville in Lake County.’? The 

writer has seen it as a frequent tree in a black oak woods about four 

mules southwest of Michigan City, also quite a number of large trees 

seven miles northeast of Michigan City in a swampy woods, associated 

vith white elm, black ash, soft maple, ete. 

Nieuwland? reports a single tree found in a tamarack swamp 25 miles 

east of Michigan City near Lydick in St. Joseph County. The next 

appearance of this species is to the south in Warren County on the out- 

crops of sandstone along Big Pine, Little Pine, Rock and Kickapoo 

Creeks. It is found more or less on bluffs of these creeks. It was the 

most abundant along Big Pine Creek, and followed up the creek for 

a distance of about ten miles, or midway between Rainsville and Indian 

Village. To the south it is next found in Fountain County on the out- 
crops of sandstone along Big Shawnee and Bear Creeks. Franklin 

Watts who owns the “Bear Creek Canyon’ just south of Fountain 
says he remembers the area before any cutting was done along the 

creek. He says that the white pine was 2 common tree along the creek 

for a distance of half a mile and that a few scattered trees were found 

as far as 40 rods from the creck. He stated that the largest trees were 

1931898 
7O:1913. 

iInd. Geol. Rept. 2 
yAmer. Mid. Nat. ¢ 
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Waite Pine. ) (x}o. PINUS STROBUS Linneus. 
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about 30 inches in diameter and as high as the highest of the surrounding 

trees. Moving southward it is next found on a ridge of sandstone in 

Montgomery County on the south side of Sugar Creek about a mile east 

of the shades. Here it is closely associated with hemlock which is 

absent in all of the stations to the north. Coulter! 1eports a colony in 

the “knobs” of the northeast corner of Floyd County. This species 

was also reported from Clark County by Baird and Taylor. The writer 

has made inquiry and diligently searched for this species in this county 

but failed to locate it. In the vicinity of Borden where the Jersey pine 

grows, millmen distinguish two kinds of pines. Investigation showed 

that both are Jersey pine. The one with resinous exudations along 

the trunk is one kind, and trunks without exudation is the other. 

Since Baird and Taylor include cultivated trees in their list of the plants 

of Clark County, it is proposed to drop this reference. 

Remarks.—White pine on account of the excellent qualities of its 

wood is in great demand, and has always ranked as one of our leading 

timber trees. In fact it was so highly prized that practically all of the 

original stand of this species has been cut. 

The tree adapts itself to many habitats, hence has been used exten- 

sively for forestry purposes both in America and Europe. In fact it was 

the most used tree in forestry until about ten years ago when the white 

pine blister rust was discovered in America. This disease is now found 

in practically all of the states where this species forms dense stands. 

However, Federal and State authorities are trying to stamp out the 

disease. In Indiana it is a species well worth a trial for forestry pur- 

poses, especially in windbreaks where other species are used. 

2. Pinus Banksiadna Lambert. Gray Pine. Jack Pine. Plate 

3. A small tree 10-15 m. high with reddish-brown bark, broken into 

short. flakes; shoots of season yellow-green, turning reddish-brown, 

smooth; leaves dark green, in twos, 2-5 cm. long, divergent, curved or 

twisted, rigid, sharp-pointed, persisting for two or three years; cones 

sessile, sharp-pointed, oblique at the base, 3-5 cm. long, usually 

pointing in the direction of the branch; wood light, soft and weak. 

Distribution.—The most northern of all of our pines. Nova Scotia 

to northern New York, northern Illinois, Minnesota and northward. In 

Indiana it is found only on and among the sand dunes in the immediate 

vicinity of Lake Michigan, and in no instance has it been seen more 

than three miles from the Lake. Found sparingly in Lake, Porter and 

Laporte Counties. It is the most abundant in the vicinity of Dune 

Park. 

iProc. Ind. Acad. Sei. 1901:297:1902. 
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3. Pinus virginiana Miller. Jersey Pine. Scrus Pine. Plate 

4. Bark dark-brown with rather shallow fissures, the ridges broken, 

somewhat scaly; shoots green, light brown or purplish with a bloom, 

becoming a gray-brown; leaves in bundles of two, rarely three, twisted, 

usually about 4-5 em. long, deciduous during the third or fourth year; 

cones sessile or nearly so, narrowly conic when closed, 4-7 cm. long, 

opening in the autumn of the second season; scales armed with a curved 

spine 2-4 mm. long; wood light, soft, weak, brittle and slightly resinous. 

Distribution,—Long Island to South Carolina, Alabama and north 

to Indiana and Licking County, Ohio. The distribution in Indiana is 

quite limited, and has never been understood by authors who variously 

give it as found throughout the southern part of Indiana. It 1s confined 

to the knob area of Floyd, Clark and Scott Counties, and the south- 

eastern part of Washington County. In the original forest it is con- 

fined to the tops of the knobs where it is associated with Quercus 

Prinus (Gray’s Man. 7th Edition). It propagates easily from self- 

sown seed, hence is soon found on the lower slopes of cut-over lands, 

and soon oceupies fallow fields. It is now found in the open woods 

several miles east of the knobsin the preceding counties, but pioneers 

of this sectionsay it was not a constituent of the original forests but 

has come in since the original forests were heavily cut over. It is 

believed that it crowned the knobs over our area from 5-10 miles wide 

extending through the counties named and extending northward about 

25 miles. This species is found in the open woods on a few hills on 

the Millport Ridge in the northern part of Washington County, and it 

appears as if native, but investigation showed that it had spread from 

a tree on the site of a pioncer’s cabin. It is also found as a frequent 

escape on the wooded bluff of Raccoon Creek in the southern part of 

Owen County, and appears as native here. It is associated on the bluff 

and slope with hemlock. Chas. Green, a man of sixty years, who owns 

the place says the trees were seeded by a tree planted in his father’s 

yard nearby. His father also planted a white pine in his yard, and it is 

to be noted while the Jersey Pine has freely escaped the white pine has 

not, although the habitat seems favorable. 

Remarks.—In its native habitat on the exposed summits of the 

“knobs” it is usually a small tree about 3 dm. in diameter and 10 m. 

high. When it finds lodgement on the lower slopes and coves it may 

attain 2 diameter of 7 dm. and a height of 25 m. This tree is really 

entitled to be called “old field pine’ on account of its ability to establish 

itself on them. 

From the ease with which this species propagates itself from seed it 

seems worthy a trial for forestry purposes in the “knob” area of the 
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State. However, all attempts to grow this species from seedlings at the 

Forest Reserve have failed. 

2, LARIX. Tue Larcues. 

Larix laricina (Du Roi) Koch. Tamarack. Plate No. 5. 

Tall spire-like trees, usually 2-3 dm. in diameter, rarely as large as 

5 dm. in diameter; bark gray or reddish-brown, scaly; twigs slender, 

smooth, light brown, becoming a dark gray brown; leaves scattered 

along the shoots of the season, in fascicles on the older branches, usually 

20-50 in a bundle; filiform, 1-2.5 em. long, obtuse at apex, triangular 

in cross-section, all falling off late in autumn; staminate flowers borne 

on the short leafless branches, the pistillate appear with the leaves 

on the branches of the previous season; cones borne on short, stout 

branchlets, normally erect or inclined to be so, 10-20 mm. long, purplish 

brown while growing, turning to a ight brown at maturity, persisting 

on the tree for about a year; wood hard, heavy, light brown, variable in 

strength. 

Distribution.—Labrador, Newfoundland south to southern New 

York, West Virginia, northern Ohio and Indiana, Wisconsin, Minne- 

sota and northward. In Indiana it is confined to the northern part of 

the State, and has not been reported south of the northern part of Cass 

County. The most southern station in the eastern part of the State is 

about Lake Everett in the northwest part of Allen County. It is found 

on low borders of lakes, in swamps and in bogs. In all of its stations 

in Indiana it is found growing near the water level in great depths of 

olganic matter more or less decomposed or in beds of peat, which con- 

tain little or practically no soil. Where it is found, it usually forms a 

pure stand. 

Remarks.—Formerly the tamarack was a common tree in its area. 

Recently many of the tamarack swamps have been drained. This 

with heavy cutting has reduced the supply of tamarack in Indiana to 

an insignificant amount. The tamarack is popularly classed as white 

and yellow—the yellow being considered the better of the two. In our 

area it is used principally for poles and posts. There is a diversity of 

opinion as to the durability of tamarack in contact with the soll. The 

most authentic information places the life of fence posts at about ten 

years. 

3. TSUGA. The HEMtLocks, 

Tsuga canadénsis (Linnieus) Canicre. Hemuock. Plate 6. 

Tall trees, 3-7 dm. in diameter, with reddish-brown or grayish bark, 

deeply furrowed; shoots very slender and hairy, becoming smooth in a 
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LARIX LARICINA (Du Roi) Koch. Tamarack. (x 1.) 
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few years; leaves apparently 2-ranked, persisting for about three vears, 

linear, short petioled, 6-13 mm. long, usually about 10 mm. long, 

usually flat, obtuse or notched at apex, bright green and shiny above, 

bluish-white beneath; staminate flowers appear early in the spring 

from buds in the axils of the leaves of the previous season, the pistillate 

terminal, erect, oblong; cones almost sessile and pendulous, borne on 

the end of last year’s branch, maturing the first season, ovoid, 1.5-2.5 

em. long; wood light, soft, brittle, not durable, difficult to work, 

splintery but holds a nail well. 

Distribution.— Nova Scotia south to Delaware, west to Minnesota 

and southeastward through Indiana and eastern Kentucky, thence 

southward on the mountains to northern Alabama. In Indiana it is 

not found! north of Brown County. It is found in hmited numbers at 

the following places: on a bluff of Bean Blossom Creek in Brown 

County; on asteep wooded slope on the south side of a small creek about 

one and a half miles north of Borden in Clark County, and also reported 

on the bank of Silver Creck between Clark and Floyd Counties; a few 

trees on the top and sides of the cliffs about one mile east of Taswell in 

Crawford County; a few trees on the bluff of Guthrie Creek in Jackson 

County; a few trees along the north fork of the Muscatatuck River 

between Vernon and North Vernon in Jennings County; a few trees 

on the south bank of Back Creek near Leesville in Lawrence County; 

frequent on the banks of Sugar Creek near the ‘Shades’? in Mont- 

gomery County; a few trees on the bank of Raccoon Creek in the 

southern part of Owen County; frequent on the bank of Sugar Creek in 

Turkey Run State Park in Parke County; a few trees on the banks of 

Raccoon and Walnut Creeks in Putnam County. Also reported by 

3celer? as found on a bluff of White River in Morgan County. 

In all of its stations it is found on sandstone bluffs on the south side 

of streams, giving it a north or northwest exposure. In a few of the 

stations there are no small trees, but in Montgomery County along Sugar 

Creck it is reproducing well. 

Remarks.—Hemlock is of no economic importance in Indiana. 

The bark is much used in tanning. Hemlock 1s frequently used for a 

hedge plant, also as a specimen tree in parks, ete. 

4. TAXODIUM. Tue Batp Cypress. 

Taxodium distichum (Linnzus) L. C. Richard. Cypress. Plate 

7. Large tall straight trees, up to 18 dm. in diameter and 45 m. high, 

usually with a buttressed base which is frequently hollow. In wet 

situations it develops steeple-shaped projections from the roots to 

usee discussion under Abies balsamea on page 290. 
2Proc. Ind. Hort. Soe. 1892:53:1893. 
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above the water level, known as ‘“‘knees’’; bark gray or reddish-brown, 

separating from the trunk in Jong thin narrow strips; shoots light green, 

smooth, turning reddish-brown the first year, then a darker brown; 

leaves spirally arranged, appearing as if 2-ranked on vegetative shoots, 

linear, 5-15 mm. long, sessile, acute, yellowish-green, turning brown in 

the fall and dropping off; staminate flowers numerous, borne on long 

terminal panicles, pistillate flowers solitary in the axils of the leaves; 

fruit a cone, globose, about 2.5 cm. in diameter, the surface with some 

wrinkles made by the edges of the closely fitting scales; wood light, soft 

and straight-grained, rather weak, does not warp or shrink much and 

reputed to be very durable when exposed to soil or weather. 

Distribution.—Along the Atlantic coast from Delaware to Florida 

and along the Gulf west to Texas and north along the Mississippi 

Valley to Indiana. In Indiana it has a pecular and limited distribu- 

tion. The mass distribution was just north and west of Decker in Knox 

County. Collett! estimates that 20,000 acres were “covered with a 

fine forest of cypress’. Wright? maps the other places in the southern 

part of Knox County where the cypress was known to have occurred. 

At present the only cypress in Knox County 1s in the extreme south- 

west part of the county, and is known as Little Cypress swamp. Here 

it is associated with such trees as white elm and Schneck’s oak. It is 

believed that it extended only a few miles north of the Deshee 

River. Going southward it has not been seen in Gibson County, and 

is first noted in Posey County along the Wabash River in a cypress pond 

about 12 miles southwest of Mt. Vernon. Then again in Posey County 

along the Ohio River on the shores of Hovey Lake, and in a slough 

about 3 miles east of Mt. Vernon. It occurred in a few spots in Vander- 

burg County along the Ohio River southwest of Evansville. It again 

appears in limited numbers along Cypress Creek a few miles east of 

Newburg in Warrick County, which is its eastern? known limit. 

The cypress in all of its stations is found only in places that are for 

the greater part of the year under water. 

Remarks.—The original stand of cypress in Indiana has practically 

all been cut, and the swamps drained and now under cultivation. In 

the slough east of Mt. Vernon for several years, thousands of seedlings 

of the year have been noted, but for some reason they do not survive a 

second year. The present indications are that the cypress will be ex- 

tinct in Indiana before many years because practically no small trees 

can be found. 

This species is highly recommended by some nurserymen for orna- 

iInd. Geol. Surv. Rept 1338 :1874. 
2Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1897:173:1898. 
3Baird & Taylor’s reference to this species is regarded as a cultivated tree or as an error; 

Manual Public Schools of Clark County, Ind. 1878-9, page 62. 
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mental planting. It proves hardy in the southern part of the state. 

It is a fast growing tree, adapted to a wet soil, but will succeed in drier 

situations. 

5. THUJA. Arpor-vitar. 

Thuja occidentalis Linneus. ARBoR-viTAE. Plate 8. Small 

evergreen trees with a conical crown, bark on old trees reddish-brown 

or dark gray, shreddy; branchlets compressed, reddish-brown; leaves 

all closely appressed, in alternate pairs, scale-hke, about’3 mm. long on 

young branchlets, on old branches somewhat longer together with a 

spine 2-3 mm. long; flowers appear early in the spring from the ends of 

the branches; cones mature the first season, about 1 em. long and .5 

em. in diameter; wood soft, brittle, weak and durable. 

Distribution.—New Brunswick to Manitoba, south to Minnesota 

and New Jersey thence southward along the Alleghanies to North 

Carolina and Tennessee. In Indiana it is found native! only in Lake and 

Porter Counties. In Lake County a few isolated specimens have been 

found in several places near Lake Michigan. In Porter County it is 

known only in a large tamarack swamp north of the Mineral Springs 

stop on the Traction line, and about a mile from Lake Michigan. 

Here about 100 trees are found scattered over an area of less than two 

acres. The largest specimen measures 70 cm. in circumference. This 

species 1s doomed to early extinction in our area. No doubt it already 

has vanished from Lake County, and it is probable that the colony 

north of Mineral Springs is the last of the species in Indiana. 

Remarks.— While only found in a swamp in Indiana, this species 

adapts itself to all kinds of soils and exposures. It transplants readily 

and is used for ornamental purposes, and for windbreaks. Dwarf forms 

are frequently planted for hedges. The wood is used principally for 

poles and posts, and is commercially known as white cedar. 

6. JUNIPERUS. Tue Junrpers. 

Evergreen shrubs or trees, leaves opposite or whorled, sessile, scale- 

like or short-linear; fruit berry-like; seeds 1-3. 

Juniperus virginiana Linneus. Rep Cerpar. Plate 9. A 

small tree, usually 1-2 dm. and rarely up to 5 dm. in diameter; bark 

shreddy; branches usuaJly more or less ascending which gives the tree 

a narrow conic appearance; shoots green, soon turning light to reddish- 

brown and on older branches gray or dark brown; leaves 4-ranked, scale- 

like and 1.5-2 mm. long, or subulate, decurrent at base and 3-10 mm. 

Jong on vigorous branches or very small trees; flowers terminal; fruit 

iHamilton County by Wilson, no doubt from a cultivated tree. 
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ripening the first season, berry-like, globose but longer than wide, with 

a bloom and a very resinous pulp about the seeds which are usually 

1 or 2; wood light, brittle, close-grained, durable and fragrant. 

Distribution.—Nova Scotia south to Florida, west to Texas and 

north to South Dakota. It is found in all parts of Indiana, although 

sparingly in the northern part, especially where streams with bluffs are 

absent. No doubt this species in the original forests was confined prin- 

cipally to the bluffs of streams and rocky ravines. Since the forests have 

been cut, it is now found growing along fences, in open dry woods, and 

in southern Indiana it is a common tree in old abandoned fields, and in 

waste places. 

Remarks.—Red cedar has had many uses, and the large trees have 

been practically all harvested. It is now used principally for poles, 

posts, cross-ties, clgar boxes and lead pencils. It is the best wood known 

for lead pencils. The odor is so objectionable to insects that a market 

has been made for chests of this wood in which to store clothing and 
furs. 

SALICACEAE.!| Tur Witiow Famity. 

Trees or shrubs with bitter bark; simple alternate leaves; flowers 

in catkins, which fall off as a whole, the staminate after flowering, the 

pistillate after ripening and scattering of the seeds, the staminate and 

pistillate on different plants (dicecious); flower scales single, below 

each flower; fruit a lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate capsule opening length- 
wise into 2 recurving carpels or valves; seeds numerous, minute, oblong, 
bearing a tuft of hairs at the base. Genera 2, Salix, the willows, and 
Populus, the aspens and poplars, or cottonwoods, separated by the 
following characters, those applying only to Indiana trees species in 
parentheses: 

Buds covered by a single scale; (leaf-blades mostly enlongated, 

more than twice as long as wide); flower scales entire or 

rarely shallowly toothed at apex; stamens mostly 2 or 3-8 

Gilg oe cheeses nessa eta vee ate Or ae 1 Salix. 
Buds covered hy numerous seales; (leaf-blades mostly cordate- 

ovate, less than twice as long as broad); flower scales 

deeply cut or lacerate; stamens more than 10........... 2 Populus. 

1. SALIX. Tue Wittows. 

Trees or shrubs (occasionally herbaceous) with usually clustered 
teims, twigs round; leaf-blades lanceolate and long-acuminate or 
slleptic-lanceolate and short pointed in all Indiana tree species, finely 

iContributed by C. R. Ball, Bureau Plant Industry, Washington, D.C., except the 
genus Populus. 
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toothed or nearly entire; catkins appearing before (precocious), with 

(ccetancous), or after the leaves (serotinous); each pistillate flower with 

alittle gland at the base of the pedicel on the inside. 

A large genus of several hundred species varying from tiny shrubby 

or subherbaceous plants secareely an inch in height to 0.5 m. (2 feet) 

or more in diameter, in alluvial lowlands; occurring under Indiana 

conditions from cold bogs and iriver banks to dry sand dunes. Willows 

are used for many purposes, among them ornament, shade, hedges, 

posts, poles, mattresses, revetments to protect levees, baskets, fish- 

weirs, whistles, etc., while the wood is used for charcoal, which is es- 

pecially prized for gunpowder making, and the bark is used for tanning 

and furnishes salicin, which is used in medicine as a substitute for 

quinine and as a tonic and febrifuge. 

Small to large trees; leaves narrowly to broadly lanceolate, 

mostly long pointed, finely and rather closely toothed; 

flowers appearing with the leaves; capsules not hairy. 

Native trees; leaves green on both sides (No. 1) or white 

(glaucous) beneath (No. 2), and then with very long 

points and long slender twisted petioles which are 

never glandular; stamens 3-5-7 or more. 

Twigs dark green, spreading; leaves narrowly lanceolate, 

green on both sides; petioles short.................... 1S. nigra. 

Twigs yellowish, somewhat drooping; leaves broadly 

lanceolate, glaucous beneath; petioles long, twisted.. 2 8. amygdaloides. 
European trees, cultivated for ornament and use; leaves 

always glaucous beneath; stamens always 2. 

Teeth on edge of leaf 8-10 to each em. (20-25 to the inch); 

petioles usually glandular; capsules almost sessile. ... 3 S. alba. 

Teeth on edge of leaf 6-S per em. (15-20 to the inch); peti- 

oles usually glandular; pedicels 0.5-1 mm. long........ 4 8. fragilis. 
Shrubs or rarely small trees; leaves elliptical or oblanceolate, 

short pointed; margin entire or coarsely wavy or shallow- 

toothed; flowers before the leaves; stamens 2; capsules 
long, hairy. 

Twigs and leaves not hairy; leaves thin.................. 4 S. discolor. 
Twigs and sometimes the lower suface of the leaves densely 

Hairy; leaves thiGK et. occ scae ba guarncteenedci gee com ee copenes 5 S. discolor 

eriocephala. 

1. Salix nigra Marshall. Wittow. Buack WinLow. Plate 10. 
Shrub or tree 5-20 m. (17-65 feet) high, dark green in mass color; 
bark of trunk thick, rough, flaky, dark brown to nearly black; twigs 
brittle at base, the younger pubescent and green, becoming glabrous 
and darker with age; buds ovate, small, 2-3 mm. (lg inch) long; 
petioles 3-6 or 8 mm. (1¢-3¢ inch) long; stipules small, ovate to 
roundish; leaf blades narrowly lanceolate, acute or rounded at. base, 
long-acuminate at the apex, 6-11 em. (2 14-4 14 inches) long, 7-12 
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mm. (14-15 inch) wide, often faleate (scythe-shaped), the so-called 

variety faleata), finely serrate, green on both sides, shining above, 

paler and dull beneath, glabrous or sometimes pubescent beneath on 

midrib and larger veins; flowers appearing with the leaves in late April 

in the southern part a the State and well into May in the northern 

part; catkins slender, 2-5 or 6 em. (4/5-2 or 219 inches) long, the 

staminate bright nee capsules 3-5 mm. ('¢ inch) long, ovoid or 

ovoid-lanceolate, on pedicels 1-2 mm. (1/16 inch) long. 

Distribution.—New Brunswick and New England, westward to the 

eastern part of the Great Plains area from North Dakota to Texas, 

and, in some forms, westward across that State and into Mexico. It 1s 

interesting that this species, the first willow published in America, in 

the first book on American Botany ever published in this country, 

should be abundantly and widely distributed in the United States. 

Specimens have been seen from the following counties in Indiana :— 

Allen (Deam); Bartholomew (Deam); Clark (Deam); Crawford 

(Deam); Dearborn (Deam); Dubois (Deam); Decatur (Deam); Floyd 

(Deam); Fulton (Deam); Harrison (Deam); Hendricks (Deam); 

Henry (Deam); Jackson (Deam); Jay (Deam); Jennings (Deam); 

knox Sea ; Kosciusko (Deam); Lagrange (Deam); Marion (Mrs. 

Chas. C. Deam); Marshall (Deam); Miami (Deam); Mor gan (Deam); 

Noble pace ; Ohio (Deam); Parke Dean Perry (Deam); Porter 

(Deam); Posey (Deam); Pulaski (Deam); Ripley (Deam) ; SHetban 

(Deam; Sullivan (Deam); Tippecanoe eDesen: Vermillion (Deam); 

Wabash (Deam); Warrick (Deam); White (Deam). 

Economic Uses.—The black willow is used very extensively along 

the lower reaches of the Mississippi River in making matresses which 

protect the levees from washing. In 1912, it was estimated that 150,000 

cords were used annually. 

2. Salix amygdaloides Andersson. WiLLow, PEACH-LEAVED WIL- 

Low. Plate 11. Trees 3-12 m. (10-40 feet) high, yellowish-green in 

mass color; bark of trunk fissured, dark brown or reddish-brown; twigs 

longer and less brittle than those of Salix nigra, yellowish to reddish- 

brown, usually somewhat drooping, giving a ‘“weeping”’ effect, which, 

with the color, makes the species easily recognizable from a distance; 

buds ovoid, about 3 mm. (1¢ inch) long, colored as the twigs; petioles 

long, slender, twisted, 5-15 or 20 mm. (14-4/5 inch) long; leaves lance- 

olate to broadly lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, rounded or somewhat 

acute at base, long-pointed at apex, closely serrulate, 5-12 cm. (2-5 

inches) long, 1.5-3 em. (3/5-114 inches) wide, yellowish-green above, 

glaucous beneath, glabrous; flowers appear from late April throughout 

May, usually later than those of Salix nigra; catkins slender, 3-5 cm. 
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(1-2 inches) long, the fertile becoming 4-8 em. (119-3 inches) long in 

fruit; capsules lanceolate, 4-5 mm. (1/6 inch) long; pedicels slender, 

2 mm. (1/12 inch) long. 

Distribution.—From Western Quebec and Central New York, 

west to the Cascade Mountains in British Columbia, Washington and 

Oregon, south to Colorado and northwest Texas. In Indiana fairly 

common in the northern third, rare in the central third, and lacking 

in the southern portion of the State. 

Specimens have been seen from Indiana from the following counties: 

Elkhart (Deam); Fulton (Deam); Henry (Deam); Jasper (Deam); 

Kosciusko (Deam); Lake (Deam), (Umbach); Laporte (Deam); Marion 

(Mrs. Chas. C. Deam); Marshall (Deam); Pulaski (Deam); Steuben 

(Deam); Wells (Deam); White (Deam). 

3. Salix Alba Linneeus. Wittow. Wuite Wititow. Plate 12. 

Trees with 1-5 spreading stems, 5-20 m. (17-65 feet) high; bark rough, 

coarsely ridged, gray to brownish; twigs brittle at base, green or yellow- 

ish, glabrous; buds 5-6 mm. (14 inch} long; petioles 5-10 mm. (1/5- 

2/S5inch) long, seldom glandular; leaves lanceolate, 5-12 cm. (2-5 inches) 

long, 1-2.5 em. (2/5-1 inch) wide, acuminate at apex, usually acute at 

base, leaves bright green above, glaucous beneath, thinly to densely 

silky on both sides when young, often permanently silky beneath, 

margins with about 9-10 teeth per em. (2/5 inch), usually glandular; 

flowers with the leaves, in April and May; catkins slender, cylindrical, 

3-6 ecm. (114-215 inches) long; scales pale yellow; capsules ovoid-conical, 

3-5 mm. (14 inch) long, almost sessile. The common form usually 

is referred to variety vitellina (Linnzeus) Koch, with orange twigs and 

more glabrate leaves. 

Distribution.—A_ native of Europe which has been frequently 

planted and sometimes escapes. 

Specimens have been seen from Indiana from the following counties: 

Gibson (Schneck); Hamilton (Mis. Chas. C. Deam); Harrison (Deam); 

Switzerland (Deam); Warren (Deam); Wells (Deam). 

4. Salix fragilis Linneus. WriLLow. Crack WiLLow. Plate 13. 

Tree very similar to Salix alba; twigs very brittle at the base (hence the 

name), green to reddish; petioles 7-15 mm. (14-58 inch) long, glandu- 

lar just below the base of the leaf; leaves lanceolate, acuminate, 7-15 

cm. (3-6 inches) long, 2-3.5 em. (4/5-1 14 inches) wide, coarsely serrate 

with 5-6 teeth to each em. (2/5 inch) of margin, dark green and shining 

above, paler to glaucous beneath, rarely green, glabrous on both sides; 

catkins appearing with the leaves in late April and during May, 4-8 em. 

(1 14-3 inches) long; capsules slenderly conical, 4-5 mm. (1/5 inch) 

long, on pedicels 0.5-1 mm. (1/16 inch) long. 
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Distribution.—A native of Europe. It has been frequently planted 

and often escapes. 

Specimens have been seen from the following Indiana counties: 

Benton (Deam); Clark (Deam); Laporte (Deam); Switzerland (Deam) ; 

Union (Deam); Wells (Deam). 

Economic Uses.—This species and the white willow are introduced 

from Europe and extensively grown for the production of charcoal to 

use in powder making. 

5. Salix discolor Muhlenberg. Pussy Wittow. Swamp WILLow. 

Giaucous WILLow. Plate 14. Shrubor small tree, 2-4 or occasionally 

7-5 m. (7-15 or 25 feet) high; bark thin, usually smooth, reddish brown; 

twigs stoutish, reddish-purple to dark brown, often pubescent (see the 

variety); buds large, 5-10 mm. (1/5-2/5 inch) Jong, colored as the 

twigs; stipules large, mostly roundish, entire or toothed; leaves short- 

lanceolate to elliptic or elliptic-oblanceolate, acute or short-acuminate 

at the apex, rounded or acute at the base, 5-10 em. (2-4 inches) long, 

2-3.5cem. (4/5-116 inches) wide, nearly entire to coarsely wavy-toothed 

on the margins, dark shining green above, densely glaucous and occa- 

sionally somewhat pubescent beneath, especially on midrib and pri- 

maries; flowers appear in late March or in April before the leaves; 

catkins sessile, on old wood, stout, dense, the staminate very beauti- 

ful (pussies), without leaf-bracts at base, 2-5 em. (1-2 inches) long, the 

pistillate becoming 3-8 cm. (114-3 inches) long in fruit; scales elliptic- 

oblanceolate, densely clothed with long shining hairs; capsules conic- 

rostrate, 7-10 or 12 mm. (44-¥% inch) Jong, densely gray-woolly; 

pedicels 1.5-3 mm. (1/16-)ginch) long. 

Distribution.—Nova Scotia south to Delaware and west to the 

eastern edge of the Great Plains area. Fairly well distributed over the 

entire State of Indiana. Specimens have been seen from the follow- 

ing counties: Allen (Deam); Dearborn (Deam); Decatur (Deam); 

Elkhart (Deam); Fulton (Deam); Gibson (Schneck); Hancock (Mrs. 

Chas. C. Deam); Henry (Deam); Jackson (Deam); Jay (Deam); Jef- 

ferson (Deam); Jennings (Deam); Knox (Deam); Lake (Deam); 

Marion (Mrs. Chas. C. Deam); Marshall (Deam); Newton (Deam); 

Porter (Deam); Randolph (Deam); Ripley (Deam); Shelby (Mrs. Chas. 

C. Deam); Sullivan (Deam); Tippecanoe (Deam); Wabash (Deam); 

Warren (Deam); Wayne (Deam); Wells (Deam); White (Deam). 

5a. Salix discolor variety eriocéphala (Michaux) Andersson. 

Differs from the species chiefly in rather densely pubescent twigs and 

buds; thicker and more lanceolate leaves, usually more orless pubescent 

beneath; and the sometimes more densely pubescent catkins. 

Distribution.—Range of the species but less common. Specimens 

have been seen from the following Indiana counties: Cass (Deam); 
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Decatur (Deam); Fulton (Deam); Gibson (Schneck); Jackson (Deam); 

Jay (Deam); Knox (Deam); Laporte (Deam); Pulaski (Deam); Sullivan 

(Deam); Warren (Deam); Wayne (Deam). 

2. POPULUS. Tue Poptars. 

Rapidly growing trees; buds usually large, scaly and more or less 

resinous; leaves alternate, broad, toothed or sometimes lobed; flowers 

appearing before the leaves on large pendulous catkins; anthers red or 

purple. 

In the following key mature leaves from trees are considered: 

Petioles round or channeled, scarcely or not at all flattened 

laterally. 

Leaves chalky-white tomentose beneath, some of them 

more or less lobed, blades 6-10 em. long.............. 1 P. alba. 

Leaves pubescent or whitish tomentose while young, never 

lobed, blades 10-17 em. long...................... 2 P. heterophylla. 
Petioles strongly flattened laterally especially near the blade. 

Winter buds more than 8 mm. in length, stamens more than 

20, capsules more than 3 mm. in diameter, leaves broadly 

deltoid, majority more than 8 em. wide.............. 3 P. deltoides. 

Winter buds less than 8 mm. in length, stamens fewer than 

20, capsules less than 3 mm. in diameter, leaves roundish 

ovate, majority less than 8 cm. wide. 

Winter buds more or less pubescent, dull; leaves general- 

ly with less than 12 teeth to a side..............0.... 4 P. grandidentata. 

Winter buds smooth or rarely somewhat pubescent, 

glossy; leaves with more than 12 teeth to aside....... 5 P. tremuloides. 

1. Populus alba Linneus. SILVER-LEAF PopLtar. Plate 15. Short- 

trunked trees with a round top, up to a meter or more in diameter; 

bark on young trees smooth, greenish-white or gray, becoming furrowed 

on old trees, gray or dark brown; shoots white tomentose, becoming 

smooth in age; Jeaves ovate or triangular, 3-5 lobed or irregularly toothed, 

hairy on both surfaces on expanding, becoming dark green and glabrous 

above, remaining white tomentose beneath; stamens about 8; wood 

light, soft and weak. 

Distribution.—Introduced from Europe and escaped in all parts of 

the State. 

Remarks.—This tree has long been under cultivation, and several 

horticultural forms have been introduced. It is falling into disuse 

on account of its habit of sending up root shoots. It adapts itself 

to all kinds of soil, grows rapidly, transplants easily, stands pruning 

well and has few insect or fungous enemies. 
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2. Populus heterophylla Linneus. Swamp  Corronwoop. 
Swamp Popiar. Plate 16. Tall trees up to 5-8 dm. in diameter; 
bark of old trees very thick, broken into long ridges which are separated 
by deep furrows, reddish-brown but generally weathered to ash-color; 
shoots densely woolly at first, becoming glabrous before the second 
season; leaves broadly-ovate with petioles 2-10 em. long, more or less 
woolly on both surfaces on unfolding, becoming glabrous above and 
remaining woolly beneath, at least on the larger veins, rarely becoming 

entirely glabrous, usually cordate at the base, blunt at apex, margins 
rather regularly crenate-serrate; flowers in April; capsules ripening in 

June, about 6 mm. in diameter, on stalks 5-10 mm. long; wood same as 

the next species. 
Distribution.—Along the Atlantic Coast from Connecticut to 

Florida and along the Gulf to Louisiana, and northward along the 

Mississippi Valley to Michigan. It is found in many parts of Indiana. 

In the northern counties it is found in “gumbo” soils in swamps. It is 

a common tree in the river swamps of the lower Wabash Valley where it 
reaches its greatest size. There are no records for the extreme south- 
eastern part of the State, although it has been found in swamps in 

Harrison and Clark Counties and is found in many counties of Ohio. 

Remarks.—The pith of the shoots of this species is orange which 

easily distinguishes it from all other species of the genus which have 

a white pith. This species in all of its range is closely associated 

with the common cottonwood, and millmen make no distinction in the 

price or qualities of the timber. 

3. Populus deltoides Marshall. Corronwoop. Caroiina Pop- 

Lar. (Populus balsamifera var. virginiana (Castiglioni) Sargent). 

Plate 17. | One of the largest trees of the Indiana forests; bark of very 

old trees very thick, broken into ridges up to 1 dm. or more in thickness, 

separated by deep furrows, reddish-brown, weathering to a gray; leaves 

hairy on both surfacesas they unfold, soon glabrous except on the 

margins which are more or less ciliate, broadly-deltoid, usually 7-12 

cm. long, and about as wide, base more or less truncate or cordate, or 

somewhat wedge-shaped, with rather short acuminate tips, crenate- 
serrate; capsules ovate, about 6 mm. in diameter, on stalks 1-2 mm. 
long; wood light, soft, weak, sap wood white, heartwood small and 
brown; warps badly on drying. 

Distribution.— Quebec to Florida and west to the Rocky Mountains. 

Throughout Indiana in low ground along streams, in swamps and about 

lakes. On account of its habit of growing only in low ground it is 

infrequent in the hill country of southern Indiana. 

Remarks.—The cottonwood is adapted to a moist soil, propagates 
easily, grows rapidly and is one of the best trees for forestry purposes 
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for planting overflow lands, and for planting where a quick shade is 

desired or for temporary windbreaks. 

The leaves of this tree are quite variable and several forms have 

been described. The Carolina poplar of nurserymen has an upright 

habit of growth and was formerly much planted as a shade tree. Its 

undesirable qualities have condemned it, and most cities now prohibit 

its planting. 

Cottonwood has many uses, and was formerly a very important 

timber tree, but the supply has so diminished that large trees have 

become quite scarce. The thick bark was much used by the boys of 

the pioneers for whittling out toys, ete. 

4. Populus grandidentata Michaux. LarGr-TooTHED ASPEN. 

Plate 18. A small or medium-sized tree, 1-4 dm. in diameter; bark 

smooth, grayish-green or whitish, becoming furrowed and dark brown on 

the trunks of old trees that grow in the northern part of the State, 

especially when growing inaswampy habitat. Inthesouthern part of the 

State where the tree usually grows onthe top of hills, the bark does not 

darken so much, frequently remaining alight to dark gray until maturity. 

Shoots more or less woolly at first, becoming glabrous, reddish-brown; 

leaves on sprouts and very young trees very velvety beneath, slightly 

hairy above, ovate in outline, cordate at base and with blades up to 20 

cm. in length; leaves on older trees a yellow green, glabrous, ovate, 

blades usually 6-10 em. long, coarsely and unevenly toothed, the base 

slightly rounded, rarely truncate or slightly cordate, the apex pointed 

or rounded; petioles strongly flattened laterally; stamens 6-12; capsule 

about 5 mm. long on a stalk about 1 mm. long; wood soft, light and not 

strong. 

Distribution.—Nova Scotia west to northern Minnesota and south 

to the Ohio River, and along the Alleghany Mountains to South Caro- 

lina. Found throughout Indiana, except we have no authentic records 

for Gibson! and Posey? Counties. In the northern part of Indiana it is 

found in great colonies about lakes, etc. or rarely a few trees on the 

crests of gravel and sand ridges. In southern Indiana it is found in the 

“knob” area in small colonies on the tops of the ridges associated with 

scrub pine and chestnut oak and is rarely found in low ground in this 

part of the State. 

Remarks.—This species is too rare to be of much economic im- 

portance. It could be most profitably used for excelsior and pulp wood. 

iCoulter’s record for Gibson County by Schneck is regarded as an error because 
Schneck himself does not report it, and there was no specimen in the Schneck herbarium. 

»Deam’s record in Rept. Ind. St. Board Forestry 1911:124:1912 was a manuscript 
error. 
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5. Populus tremuloides Michaux. Quakinac AspEN. Plate 19. 

A straight narrow tree up to 3 dm. in diameter, usually about 1-5 dm. 

in diameter; bark usually smooth, greenish-white or gray, on older 

trees becoming rough or fissured, and turning darker; shoots glabrous 

or with a few hairs, turning reddish-brown the first season, later to 

a gray; leaves of sprouts and very small trees usually ovate with a 

cordate base and two or three times as large as leaves of older trees; 

mature leaves on older trees variable, glabrous, the prevailing type has 

au bluish-green leaf which is widely ovate or nearly orbicular, 3-7 

em. long, tiuncate or slightly rounded at the base, usually abruptly 

short-pointed at apex, finely and regularly serrate, the unusual type 

of leaf is thinner, yellow-green, ovate, 23 as wide as long, rounded 

or wedge-shaped at base, gradually tapering to a point at the apex, 

otherwise as the prevailing form; stamens 6-12; capsules about 6 mm. 

long, on stalks about 1 mm. long; wood light, soft and weak. 

Distribution.—One of the most widely distributed of North 

American trees. It ranges from Labrador south to Pennsylvania, thence 

southwest to northern Mexico, and then north to northern Alaska. It is 

found at sea level and at elevations of 10,000 feet. There are records 

of its occurrence in all parts of Indiana. In all of its Indiana stations 

it grows only in low ground about lakes, swamps, ponds, low places 

between sand dunes, and along streams. In many places in the lake 

region it is found in almost pure stands over small areas. 

Remarks.—In Indiana this species is not of sufficent size and 

abundance to be of much economic importance. 

JUGLANDACEAE. Tue Waxnut Faminy. 

Trees with large, aromatic, odd pinnate leaves; flowers appearing 

after the leaves unfold, the staminate in catkins, the pistillate solitary 

or in clusters; fruit a nut in a fleshy or hard fibrous shell; kernel edible 

or astringent. 

Pith of twigs chambered; staminate catkins thick, sessile or 
short stalked; stamens 8-40, glabrous; nuts with a network 

Of LOMB. PFO JECIONS cosh cigUiinn Shue ehe neck bundy oehdsees waar 1 Juglans. 

Pith of twigs not chambered; staminyte catkins slender, long- 

stalked; stamens 3-10, hairy; nuts more or less angled but 

PS TTC i ayed ses eeecase Beanies wo asain ee cits cad eneek pre soe hee tent ele aged ne 2 Carya. 

1. JUGLANS. Tire Waxnuts. 

Trees with furrowed bark; pulp surrounding nut continuous, without 

lines of dehiscence on the surface. 
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Bark gray, ridges smooth; upper part of leaf-scar of last year's 
twigs with a mat of hairs; pith dark-brown; fruit oblong, 

rss Clam yeas apen see, pet GF ostoa exch ecedes accu abc gutndeelanagletaicts. we 1 J. cinerea. 

Bark dark brown, ridges rough; upper part of leaf-scar of last 

year’s twigs without a mat of hairs; pith light brown; fruit 

orbicular to slightly elongate, husk not clammy......... 2 J. nigra. 

1. Juglans cinérea’ Linneus. Burrernur. Plate 20.) A 

medium sized tree, usually less than 6 dm. in diameter; leaf-scars with 

upper margin convex or rarely notched; leaves 3-6 dm. in length; 

leaflets 7-19, the middle pairs the longest, clammy, almost sessile, 

oblong-lanceolate, 6-12 em. long, fine serrate, rounded at base and 

acuminate at apex; flowers in May or June; fruit ripens in October, 

4-8 em. long with 4 prominent longitudinal ridges; kernel sweet and 

very oily; wood light, soft, not strong, coarse-grained but takes a good 

polish. 

Distribution.— Valley of the St. Lawrence River south to the Gulf 

States and west to Nebraska. TFound in all parts of Indiana, although 

very sparingly in some counties. It is an infrequent tree in our range, 

and in only a few localities is it frequent or common. It is found along 

streams and in ravines, and in two instances it has been noted in old 

tamarack marshes. It prefers a well drained gravelly soil, and is rarely 

if ever found in a compact soil. 

Thrifty trees of any size in the woodland are now rarely seen. The 

tops of the larger trees are usually found in a more or less dying con- 

dition. Benedict and [lrod! as early as 1892 make the following 

observation in a catalogue of the plants of Cass and Wabash Counties: 

“A few scrubby, half dead trees were seen, the last of their race. It 

seems unable to adapt itself to new conditions, and is rapidly dying 

out.” 

Remarks.—This tree is often called the white walnut to distingush 

it from the black walnut from which it is easily separated. It is too 

rare in Indiana to be of economic importance, except that trees growing 

in the open are spared for the nut crop. Trees growing in the open 

develop a short trunk with a wide spreading top and are apparently 

much healthier than when grown under forest conditions. The bark 

of the root is used in medicine as a hepatic stimulant. 

2. Juglans nigra Linneus. Watnur. Plate 21. One of the 

largest and most valuable trees of the Indiana forest. Leaf-scars with 

the upper margin notched; leaves 3-7 dm. long, mature leaves glabrous 

above and pubescent beneath, leaflets, usually 11-23, almost. sessile, 

ovate-lanceolate, 4-10 cm. long, finely serrate, long-pointed at apex; 

iInd. Geol. Rept. 17:263:1892. 
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flowers in May or June; fruit ripens the first year, in September and 

October, globose to oblong, 5-8 em. in diameter; nut variable, from 

subglobese to ovoid or elliptical, more or less rounded or pointed at the 

ends, 1.5-3.5 em. through the widest diameter; kernel edible; wood 

heavy, hard, strong, rather coarse, heart wood dark brown, durable, 

works easily and takes a high polish. 

Distribution.—Ontario south to the Gulf States and west to Texas 

and Nebraska. It was more or less frequent to common in all parts of 

Indiana in well drained rich soils. 

Remarks.— This tree is frequently called black walnut. On account 

of the many excellent qualities of the wood, the walnut has been a 

choice timber tree from pioneer days to the present. It served the 

pioneer for rails, and in his buildings for sleepers, rafters, interior 

finish, furniture, ete. It soon sprung into commercial importance, and 

has been used for almost everything for which wood is used. Indiana 

and Ohio have furnished the greatest amount of walnut. The supply of 

lumber from old forest-grown trees has become so scarce that it is sought 

in old buildings, rail fences, old stumps and old furniture has been worked 

over. That the demand for walnut timber will not cease is assured; this 

should encourage Jand owners to grow this tree. It is adapted to a 

moist, rich, deep soil and will do well in such a habitat in all parts of the 

State. Where such land is set aside for forestry purposes, no better tree 

could be used for planting. Since the tree develops a long tap root which 

makes it dificult to transplant, it 1s recommended that the nuts be 

stratified in the fall, and the germinated nuts be planted in April or 

May. The foliage of the walnut is often attacked by the ‘tent cater- 

pillar’? which can be easily destioyed by burning abaut sun down when 

the larve collect in a bunch on or near the trunk of the tree. Since 

the nut of the walnut is of considerable commercial value, it is recom- 

mended that the walnut be planted along fences, about orchards and as 

one of the species in windbreaks. 

2. CARYA. The Hicxoriss. 

Trees with hard, tight or scaly bark; leaflets alternate, odd-pinnate, 

glandular-dotted beneath; leaflets serrate, usually unequal at the base, 

the lateral sessile or nearly so, the terminal short-stalked, the lowest 

pa the smallest, upper pair and terminal the largest, bruised leaflets 

characteristically aromatic; staminate flowers in slender catkins, 

anthers hairy; pistillate flowers in small clusters; fruit a bony nut con- 

tained in a woody husk which separates more or less completely from 
the nut into four parts. 
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PLate 21. 

JUGLANS NIGRA Linneus. BLack WaLnur. (x WM.) 
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There are now recognized! fifteen species and several varieties of 

hickory, all of which grow in the United States east of the Rocky 

Mountains. Hickory grows in no other place in the world, except one 

species in northern Mexico. The wood of the different species of hickory 

is not of equal commercial value, but the wood of the commercial 

species heads the list of Indiana woods. for strength, toughness and 

resiliency. 

The individuals of the several species vary much in respect to their 

bark, size and pubescence of the twigs, number and size of the leaflets, 

size and shape of the nuts. No attempt will be made to deal with all 

of the extreme forms, and only those reported by Heimlich? and Sar- 

gent? will be discussed. 

Bud seales 4-6, valvate (in pairs), leaflets generally curved 

backward. 

Leaflets 9-17, generally about 13; nut elongated, circular in 

cross-section; kernel sweet... ...0...0.0.0.0. 000000008 1 C. illinoensis. 

Leaflets 5-9, generally 5-7; nut about as broad as long, 

compressed in cross-section; kernel bitter. ........... 2 C. cordiformis. 

Bud seales more than 6, imbricated (not in pairs); leaflets not 

eurved backward. 

Branchlets usually stout; terminal buds large, 7-25 mm. 

long; the year’s growth usually more or less hairy; dry 

husks 4-10 mm. thick. 

Prevailing number of leaflets 5......00000000.......0.. 3 °C. ovata. 

Prevailing number of leaflets more than 5. 

Trees of low ground; bark of young trees tight and 

light, of older trees scaly, separating into long thin 

plates; branchlets usually light orange color; 

nuts usually large, compressed, 3-6 cm. long, 

POMC CUA tre ASG ces chan tates auclsny 3 0) haben eae ae bones a hee 4 C. laciniosa. 

Trees of high ground; bark of young trees tight and 

dark, of elder trees tight and deeply furrowed, the 

thick ridges broken into short lengths which on 

very old trees locsen at the base; branchlets red- 

dish-brown; nuts usually about half as large as 

the preceding and usually with a rounded base... 5 C. alba. 

Branchlets usually slender; terminal buds small, 5-12 mm. 

long; the year’s growth usually glabrous, rarely hairy; 

dried husk 1-2.5 mm. thick. 

Branchlets and leaves not covered when they first appear 

with rusty-brown pubescence. 

iSargent in Bot. Gaz. Vol. 64: ¢ 
, eHeimlich in Proc. Ind. Acad 1917:437:439:1918 credits most of my records 

jointly with Prof. G. N. Hoffer. This isan error. On my invitation Prof. Hoffer accompanied 
me nine days in the field doing mycological work. While he gave me valuable assistance in 
collecting during these days, his assistance and responsibility stopped there and he never 
asked or expected to be consider joint author. Again on our trip we collected only in Daviess, Gibson, Fountain, Knox, Lawrence, Martin, Pike and Sullivan Counties. 

gSargent L.c. 

1918. 
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Prevailing number of leaflets 5; fruit usually smooth and 

tapering at base to a short stem (fig-like); shell of nut 

thick, kernel sweet and astringent............... 6 C. glabra. 
Prevailing number of leaflets generally 7; fruit usually 

granular, rarely tapering at the base to a short stem 

(fig-like); shell of nut thin, kernel sweet without 

AS GYAN O GING Verein ceeded ctlemcy teby slaapie aed vs ae neni es tl ie i ak 7 C. ovalis. 

Branchlets and leaves densely covered when they first 

appear with rusty-hbrown pubescence............... 8 C. Buckleyi. 

1. Carya illinoénsis (Wangenheim) K. Koch. Pecan. Plate 22. 

Very tall slender trees up to 15 dm. in diameter; bark tight, sometimes 

becoming scaly on very old trees, fissured, ridges narrow, ashy-brown 

tinged with red; twigs at first hairy, becoming smooth or nearly so and 

reddish-brown by the end of the season; leaves 3-5 dm. long; leaflets 

9-17, ovate to oblong-lanceolate, somewhat curved backward, 7-15 

cm. long, taper-pointed, hairy when they unfold, becoming at maturity 

smooth or nearly so, dark green above, and a yellow-green beneath; 

clusters of staminate catkins sessile; fruit single or in small clusters, 

oblong 3.5-6 cm. long, the winged sutures extending to the base, the husk 

splitting to below the middle; nut ovoid-oblong, reddish-brown; wood 

heavy, hard and not strong. 

Distribution.—In the Mississippi Valley from Indiana and Iowa 

south to Texas. In Indiana it was a native of the southwest part 

of the State. It was a common tree in the river bottoms of Point 

Township of Posey County, and in the bottoms of the southwest part 

of Gibson County. It was found more or less frequently in the bottoms 

of the Wabash Valley, as far north as to within four miles of Covington 

where the author collected specimens in 1918. It followed the bot- 

toms of the Ohio River east at least as far as Clark County. Michaux! 

gives it as rare in the vicinity of Louisville. Victor Lyons of Jefferson- 

ville says that it was a native to the east part of Survey 29 of the Ilinois 

Grant, and one tree in the north-west corner of No. 32; and there were 

nine trees 9-10 dm. in diameter in Floyd County on “Loop Island’. 

A large tree grew in the bottoms near Bethlehem in Clark County, which 

is said to have been a native. 

Young? says that there are two trees in Jefferson County, one planted, 

the other probably native. Coulter® says ‘‘there are several trees in the 
river bottoms.” 

There are several trees on the Elisha Golay farm about one mile 

east of Vevay which are in rows, which show that they were planted. 

The largest has a trunk 2.2 m. long anda circumference of 31 dm. 

i:André Michaux's Travels 1793-1796. 
2Flora of Jefferson County. Ind. Geol. Surv. Rept. 2:283: 
3Flora of Jefferson County. Ind. Geol. Surv. Rept. 6:265: 
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PLATE 22. 

CARYA ILLINOENSIS (Wangenheim) K. Koch. Precax. (x 1.) 

The two nuts to right are from the MeCallister hybrid pecan tree. 
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It followed the north fork of White River as far as Greene County, 
and the south fork of White River as far as Seymour. A pioneer told 
me he remembered a small colony in the eastern part of Washington 
County in the bottoms near the Muscatatuck River. In Indiana 
it is found only in very low land which is subject to overflow. 

Remarks.—So far as the wood is concerned, the pecan is the poorest 

of all hickories. It has only about one-half the strength and stiffness 

of the shell-bark hickory. Although the wood is inferior, the pecan has 

the distinction of producing the best nut of any native tree of America. 

The pecan was well known to the Indians, and some authors say the 

range of the species was extended by planting by the Indians. It has 

been a nut of commerce ever since the area of its range has been settled. 

It was planted by the pioneers, and recently nurserymen took up the 

subject of growing stock by budding and grafting from superior trees. 

At present there are about 100 horticultural varieties. The horticul- 

turist has developed forms twice the size of the native nuts, and with 

shells so thin as to be styled “paper-shelled.’’ The pecan has been ex- 

tensively planted for commercial purposes in the southern states, but 

information obtained from owners of pecan trees in Indiana indicate 

that the winters are too severe for profitable pecan culture in Indiana. 

During the winter of 1917-18 the whole of a tract of 13 year old pecan 

trees on the Forest Reserve in Clark County was killed back to the 

ground. In Noble County about one mile south of Wolf Lake is a tree 

planted about 50 years ago that is about 9 dm. in circumference that 

frequently sets nuts but they never mature on account of the early 

frosts. 

2. Carya cordiférmis (Wangenheim) K. Koch. Pianut Hick- 

ory. Plate 23. Large tall trees with tight bark, usually a light 

gray, sometimes darker, fissures shallow and very irregular; twigs at 

first green, somewhat hairy, soon becoming smooth or nearly so, and a 

yellowish-brown, or reddish-brown by the end of the season; leaves and 

leaflets variable, the prevailing type of trees have smaller leaves with 

with Jong and narrow leaflets, the unusual form has larger leaves up 

to 4 dm. in Jength with terminal leaflets up to 2 dm. in length and 8.5 

em. in width, and the last. pair almost as large; fruit sub-globose or rare- 

ly oblong, 2-3.5 cm. long; wings of sutures extending to below the mid- 

dle, rarely one reaching the base; husk about 1.5 mm. thick, tardily 

separating to about the middle; nut ovoid or oblong, slightly flattened 

laterally, often as wide or wider than long, depressed, obcordate, with 

a short or long point at the apex, ovoid or rounded at the base, smooth 

or rarely with four distinct ridges; shell very thin and brittle; kernel 

very bitter; wood heavy, very hard, strong, tough and close-grained. 
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oe) PLATE 

CARYA CORDIFORMIS (Wangenheim) K. Koch. Pianur Hickory. 

(x 14.) 

The nuts are from different trees to show variation. 
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It has about 92 per cent of the strength and about 73 per cent of the 
stiffness of shell-bark hickory. 

Distribution.—Valley of the St. Lawrence River west to Nebraska 
and south to the Gulf States. In Indiana a map distribution of the 
species in the State shows that it has been found in practically all of the 

counties on the west, north and east borders. It is usually found 

in rich soil along streams and in rich woods, and may be found in all 

of the counties of the State. Despite the fact that no animal agency 

was active against the propagation of this tree, it was rarely found 

more than as an infrequent tree throughout our range. 

Remarks.—The hickories as a class, except the pecan, can not stand 

“civilization,’? especially much tramping about the base. It appears 

that the pig-nut hickory is the most easily affected. In Parke County 

about Coxville great numbers of the trees have been killed by the borers. 

For the uses of the wood see shell-bark hickory. Since this species 

does not produce as much marketable lumber as the shell-bark hickory, 

and the nuts are valueless, it should not be recommended for planting 

in the farmer’s woodlot. The rossed bark of this species is preferred 

by manufacturers of split-bottomed chairs, and is known by them as 

“vellow-bud”’ hickory. 

3. Carya ovata (Miller) Kk. Koch. SHeLLBARK Hickory. Plate 

24. Large and very tall trees; bark of young trees tight, beginning to 

scale when the trees reach 1-2 dm. in diameter, separating into long thin 

strips on old trees; twigs at the end of the season usually stout, 3-5 mm. 

in diamter near the tip, but some are slender and as small as 2.5 mm. 

in diameter, at first covered with hairs, becoming smooth at the end of 

the season or remaining hairy, reddish-brown; winter buds hairy, the 

terminal one on vigorous shoots long-ovoid, outer scales sharp-pointed ; 

ordinary leaves 2-4 dm. long; leaflets 3-5, the lateral sessile or 

nearly so, the terminal one on a stalk about 1 dm. long, up to 

10 cm. wide and 22 cm. long, leaflets variable in shape from 

ovate to oval, oblong-oval or obovate, all long taper-pointed, hairy 

beneath when they unfold and remaining hairy until maturity or some- 

times becoming almost glabrous; fruit variable in size, 3-6 em. long, 

usually subglobose, furrowed along the sutures at least near the outer 

end; husk freely splitting to the base, except one tree which was noted 

where the husk remains on the nut, rarely opening for only a short 

distance at the apex, very variable in thickness from 4-10 mm.; nut 

exceedingly variable, compressed, 4-angled, the angles generally visible 

to the base, 2-3 cm. long, more or less pointed, rarely rounded at the 

base or obcordate at the apex, generally ovate to ova] in outline, some 

almost freakish in shape; shell generally thin; kernel.sweet ; wood heavy, 
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PLatTeE 24. 

CARYA OVATA (Miller) K. Koch. SuetuparK Hickory. (x 1%.) 
The nuts are from different trees to show variation. 
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very hard and strong, close-grained, light brown, sap wood white and 
thin on old trees. 

Distribution.—Quebee west to southern Minnesota, Kansas and 
eastern Texas, thence eastward to the Atlantic through the north part 
of the Gulf States. It is frequent to common in all parts of Indiana 

except on the hills of the southern part. It prefers rich moist soil and 

is generally found in bottom lands or on rolling land, and if in dryer 

situations on the sides of hills. It is generally associated with red oak, 

big shellbark hickory, swamp white oak, sweet gum, linn, white ash, 

slippery elm, sugar maple, beech, etc. In the forest it is a tall straight 

tree with few main branches for a crown. No tree carries its taper 

better than this species. When grown in the open the side branches do 

not shade off, and it grows to a medium height with a wide spreading 

crown. 

Remarks.—The writer has one specimen from Wells County which 

no doubt should be referred to this species, but the description has not 

been drawn to cover it. The twigs are very slender and pubescent; the 

leaves are normal and pubescent; the fruitis obovoid, 24 cm. long; husk 

less than 1 mm. thick at outer end and 2 mm. thick at the base; nut 

obovoid, 1-8 cm. long, little compressed, rounded at the base, rounded 

at the apex, slightly angled, angles obscure on lower half; otherwise 

as the type. 

The species is very variable and no dependence can be placed upon 

such characters as pubescence of the twigs, leaves or fruit, size of the 

twigs, color of the anthers, size or shape of the nuts. 

The wood of the shellbark and the big shellbark hickories is the most 

used of all the hickories because it is generally freer from knots and 

blemishes. Hickory is used principally for carriage and wagon stock, 

agricultural implements, handles and fuel. The supply of hickory is 

fast waning, and in the near future will be limited. 

The hickories are very slow growing trees. They develon a long tap 

root, hence are hard to transplant. Hickory should constitute an im- 
portant part of the woodlot. If this species is not well represented, 

germinated nuts should be planted. The nut of this species usually 

sells for $3.00 to $5.00 per bushel, which should encourage land owners 

to plant it in the open along fences and about the orchard. It should 

be remembered that hickory will not stand much tramping by stock. 

3a. Carya ovata variety fraxinifolia Sargent. Trees and Shrubs 

2:207:1913. Is described as “having leaflets lanceolate to slightly 

oblanceolate, acuminate, thick and firm in texture, lustrous above, 

pubescent along the midribs below, the terminal 1.4-1.5 dm. long from 

4.4-5 em. wide, and raised on a slender puberulous petiolule, the lateral 
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leaflets unsymmetrical at the base, sessile, those of the lowest pair 

7-9 cm. long, and from 2.5-3 em. wide. Sargent! says “this variety 

occurs in Indiana,” basing his authority upon my specimens of which 

he has duplicates. Heimlich? reports this variety from White County, 

and at the same time he reported the variety from Daviess, Martin and 

Wells Counties, based upon specimens collected by the author and 

determined by Sargent. I have carefully studied the specimens from 

Daviess, Martin and Wells Counties, and they do not agree with 

Sargent’s description of the variety. While most of the leaves of the 

specimens in question agree with the description, some do not, which 

excludes it from the variety. 

3b. Carya ovata variety Nuttallii Sargent. Trees and Shrubs 

2:207:1913. This variety is described as having “nut rounded, 

obeordate or rarely pointed at apex, rounded or abruptly pointed 

at the base, much compressed, prominently angled, about 1.5 

em. long and 1-1.2 em. thick; the involucre 4-10 mm. thick, 

splits freely to the base. Except in size of the fruit there appears 

to be no character by which the variety can be distinguished from 

the common Shagbark.’? Heimlich’ reported this variety from Dekalb 

County, based upon specimens collected by the author and determined 

by Sargent. The nuts of the specimens from Dekalb County are 2 cm. 

long. The author has specimens from Wells County that agree with 

the description. 

4. Carya lacinidsa (Michaux filius) Loudon. Big Shellbark Hic- 

kory. Plate 25. Large tall trees with trunks like those of the 

shellbark hickory; bark of young trees tight, beginning to scale when the 

trees reach a diameter of 1-2 dm., on older trees separating and scaling 

off into long thin narrow strips; twigs at the end of the season stout, 

4-7 mm. thick near the tip, the twigs of the season hairy at first, becom- 

ing glabrous or nearly so by the end of autumn, yellowish or late in 

autumn arusty brown, frequently retaining the leaf-stalks of the leaves 

of the previous season until spring which is peculiar to this species; 

terminal buds large, ovoid to ovoid-oblong, 10-25 mm. long; ordinary 

leaves 3-5 dm. long; leaflets 5-9, prevailing number 7, ovate to oblong- 

lanceolate or obovate, the largest 1-2 dm. long, velvety beneath when 

they unfold and remaining hairy beneath until maturity, rarely nearly 

glabrous; fruit ovate, subglobose, oblong or obovate, 3.5-7 cm. long; 

dry husk 3.5-11 mm. thick; nut variable, generally much compressed, 

up to 5.5 cm. long, usually circular in outJine, but varying from ovate 

to obovate and oblong, usually each side has 2 or 3 ridges which extend 

1Bot. Gaz. Vol. 66:236:1918. 

»Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1917:435:1918. 
iProc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1917:435:1918. 
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PLATE 25. 

CARYA LACINIOSA (Michaux filius) Loudon. Bia Sueui-Bark Hickory. 

(x 4.) 
The nuts are from different trees to show variation. 
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more or less often to the base; shell very thick; kernel sweet; wood and 

uses same as that of the shellbark hickory. 

Distribution.—Southwestern Ontario south to Alabama and west 

to Louisiana, Nebraska and Iowa. Found throughout Indiana, except 

there are as yet no records from the extreme northwest counties. It is 

frequent to common in moist rich woods, or 1n river bottoms which is its 

favorite habitat. It is usually associated with the shellbark hickory 
where it grows in moist situations. Sometimes in the river bottoms it 

grows in situations too wet for the shellbark hickory. In the lower 

Wabash bottoms it becomes a common tree. 

Remarks.—This hickory is also known as the big sealybark hickory 

and hard-head hickory. The nuts are an article of commerce and by 

some are preferred to the shellbark hickory although the nuts are hard 

to crack. This objection is easily overcome by wetting the nuts, and 

drying them by using heat which cracks the shell, making them easy to 

crack. 

5. Carya alba (Linneus) K. Koch. Wuirre Hickory. Plate 26. 

Medium sized tall trees up to 10 dm. in diameter; bark tight, of two 

types, one light colored, thin and fissured into a net-work. This form 

has been seen only in the river bottoms of the southwestern part of the 

State. The common type of bark is thick, with thick ridges, dark but 

on the older trees it weathers to a light gray and becomes thickly 

covered with lichens; terminal twigs of branches at end of season stout, 

3.5-7 mm. in diameter nearthe tip, densely hairy at first and remaining 

hairy throughout the season or becoming almost glabrous, reddish- 

brown; terminal bud large, ovate, 10-20 mm. long; ordinary leaves 

2-4 dm. long, the rachis and under side of leaflets densely hairy when 
they unfold, remaining pubescent until maturity; leaflets 5-9, prevailing 

number 7, long-oval, ovate-lanceolate, or obovate; fruit usually globose, 

more rarely short elliptic, ovate or obovoid, the husk rather tardily 

opening to nearly the base, or only checking open at the top; dried husk 

3-8 mim. thick; nut variable in shape, little compressed, somewhat 

globose, a little longer than wide, more rarely wider than long or short 

elliptic, usually 2.5-3.5 em. long, generally rounded at the base and 

short-pointed at the apex, more rarely pointed at the base and long 

pointed at the apex, (one specimen is at hand that is almost a square 

box), usually with 4-6 angles, on some forms obscure; shell thick; kernel 

very small, sweet; wood and uses same as shellbark hickory. 

Distribution.—Southwestern Ontario south to the Gulf and west to 

Texas, Missouri and Iowa. Found throughout Indiana, except there 

are no records from the extreme northwestern counties. This species 

except in the lower Wabash Valley is confined to the uplands. It is 
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PLATE 26. 

CARYA ALBA (Linneus) K. Koch. Wuire Hickory. (x 14.) 

The puts are from different trees to show variation. 
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rather a rare tree in northern Indiana, but becomes more or less frequent 

in the western part of the State south of the Wabash River and more or 

less frequent to common on the hills in all of the State south of Marion 

County. It is most abundant in the unglaciated area. 

Remarks.—This species is called mockernut by text books, and bull 

hickory in the vicinity of New Albany. 

5a. Carya alba varicty subcoriacea Sargent. Trees and Shrubs 

2:207:1913. Only one tree of this variety is known in Indiana and it is 

located in Posey County on the bank of the cypress swamp about 13 

miles southwest of Mt. Vernon. Specimens from this tree were sent to 

Sargent and he referred them to this variety.' It differs from the 

type in the larger size and shape of the fruit and nut. The dried fruit 

is 5 em. long, oblong. The nut is oblong, 4.4 em. long, pointed at 

both ends, or some nuts somewhat ovate in shape and more rounded 

at the base, little compressed and strongly angled; shell very thick, 

5 mm. at the thinnest place; kernel very small and sweet. 

The nut easily distinguishes it from all forms of hickory. The author 

has bought hickory nuts for table use for several years from Posey 

County and this nut is frequently found in the assortment which 

shows that this variety is more or less frequent in that section. 

6. Carya glabra (Miller) Spach. Buack Hicxory. Plate 27. 

Very tall medium sized trees, upto 7 dm. in diameter; bark tight, usually 

dark, fissures shallow on some and quite deep on others; twigs reddish- 

brown, glabrous, terminal buds small, ovoid, about 7-12 mm. long; 

ordinary leaves 2-3 dm. long; leaflets generally lanceolate, sometimes 

quite wide, or wider beyond the middle, prevailing number 5, the 

terminal usually 11-19 em. long, somewhat pubescent on unfolding, 

more or Jess pubescent below at maturity, usually only the midrib, 

axils and larger veins with hairs; fruit generally smooth and obovoid, 

rarely globose or oval, 22-40 mm. long; husk sometimes not opening, 

more often one or more of the sutures open to less than half way, 

1-2 mm. thick; nut about 20-30 mm. long and 16-25) mm. 

wide, rounded at the apex, elongated and rounded at the base, angles 

wanting or obscure; shell very hard and thick, about 1.5 mm. thick 

at the thinnest point; kernel sweet and astringent; wood and uses same 

as that of the shellbark hickory. 

Distribution.—Southern Ontario south to the Gulf States and west 

to Texas and Iowa. This species is reported for all parts of the State. 

However, the records for the northern counties were made when this 

species was not separated from Carya ovalis, and since the latter species 

is quite frequent in the northern counties it is best to refer the early 

iBot. Gaz. 66:237:1918. 
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PLATE 27. 

CARYA GLABRA (Miller) Spach. Buack Hickory. (x }3.) 

Fruit from different trees to show variation. 
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records to Caryaovalis. The most northern station based upon an exist- 

ing specimen is the north side of the Mississinewa River east of Eaton 

in Delaware County. It is a frequent, common to very common tree 

on the hills in the southern part of the State. It has its mass distribu- 

tion in the unglaciated part of the State, although it is locally a frequent 

to a common tree of the hills of the other southern counties. It ap- 

pears that this species has the ability to invade areas after the vir- 

gin forest is cut, and it is not an uncommon sight to see this species 

in almost pure stands on the hills of cut-over lands. 

Remarks.—This species is often called pignut. Sargent wisely 

suggests that this name be used exclusively for Carya cordiformis. The 

great abundance of this species in Brown, Morgan and Monroe Counties 

has been instrumental in building up a large business in the manufacture 

of hickory chairs and furniture. Frames of furniture are made from the 

very young trees, and backs and seats from the bark of old trees, which 

are cut, stripped of their bark, and often left to rot. 

6a. Carya glabra variety megacarpa Sargent!. This variety 

was reported for Indiana by Heimlich.? His report was based on a 

specimen collected by the author in Franklin County. It was named 

by Sargent who has a duplicate specimen. Sargent in his revision of 

the hickories does not include Indiana in its range. The size of the 

fruit is the character that marks the variety and I do not believe this is 

sufficient to warrant its separation. I have, therefore, included all 

Indiana forms under the type. 

7. Carya ovalis (Wangenheim) Sargent. SMALL-rRUITED HicK- 

ory. Plate 28. Medium sized tall trees; bark usually tight on 

the trunk for a distance up to 1.5-3 m., then becoming more or less 

scaly like the shellbark hickory, on some trees the bark is very thick 

and is quite scaly but it does not flake off in thin plates as the shell- 

bark hickory; twigs purplish or reddish-brown, generally smooth by the 

end of the season, generally 3-4 mm. thick near the tip; terminal winter 

buds ovoid, 7-10 mm. long, covered with yellow scales and more or less 

pubescent; average size leaves 2-3 dm. long; leaflets 3-7, prevailing 

number usually 7, sometimes 5, usually lanceolate, frequently oval or 

slightly obovate, the terminal 12-21 em. long, at maturity usually 

pubescent beneath in the axils of the veins, more rarely also the veins 

covered with hairs; fruit varies greatly in size and shape, the most 

common form is obovoid, more rarely oval, or subglobose, 25-42 mm. 

in length, granular and covered with yellow scales; husk usually 

splitting to the base, although tardily on some, often quite aromatic, 

dry husk 1.1-3 mm. thick; nut variable in size and shape, from elliptic 

1Bot. Gaz. 66:244:1918. 
2»Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1917:436:1918. 
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PLATE 28. 

CARYA OVALIS (Wangenheim) Sargent. Sma.u-Fruirep Hickory. (x 14.) 

The nuts show the species and its varieties. 
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to obovoid, 15-30 mm. long, compressed, generally about 20 per cent 

wider than thick, usually rounded at the base, generally slightly 

obovoid with the apex rounded, or obcordate; a common form has 

the four sides rounded, as wide as long or almost so, with the ends 

abruptly rounded so as to appear almost truncate, the elliptic form with 

both ends pointed is our rarest and smallest form; the surface on all 

forms is quite smooth, except the elliptie forms which have the angles 

usually extending from the tip to the base, on other forms the nuts are 

usually not prominently angled and on some the angles are very obscure 

except at the apex; shell usually thin, 1-1.5 mm. thick; kernel sweet; 

wood and uses the same as that of the shellbark hickory. 

Sargent! has described five varieties of this species, three of which 

he credits to Indiana. The writer has sent him specimens from over 

100 trees of this species, and he has variously distributed them to the 

type and varieties. Heimlich has reported Sargent’s determination of 

many of these specimens in the Proc. Ind. Acad. Science, 1917 :436-439: 

1918. The writer cannot agree with the determinations and believes 

further field study is necessary to discover characters by which the 

several forms can consistently be divided. 

To stimulate the study of this species, the original description of the 

varieties together with Sargent’s characterization of the type are quoted 

because they are contained in a book not usually found in libraries. 

To these descriptions are added new characters which Sargent gives in 

his revision of the hickories in Bot. Gaz. 66:245-247:1918. 

Carya ovalis (type). 

“In the shape of the fruit and in the thickness of its involucre this 

tree is of four distinct forms; in all of them the involucre splits freely 

to the base, or nearly to the base, the shell of the nut is thin and the 

seed, although small, is sweet and edible. The extremes of these forms 

are very distinct, but there are forms which are intermediate between 

them, so that it is difficult to decide sometimes to which of the forms 

these intermediate forms should be referred. The first of these forms, 

as the fruit agrees with Wangenheim’s figure, must be considered the 

tvpe of the species. The fruit is oval, narrowed and rounded at the base, 

acute at the apex, usually from 2.5-3 em. long and about 1.5 em. in 

diameter. The involucre is from 2-2.5 mm. thick and occasionally one 

of the sutures remains closed. The nut is oblong, slightly flattened, 

rounded at the base, acute or acuminate and four-angled at the apex, 

the ridges extending for one-third or rarely for one-half of its length, 

from 2-2.5 em. long and about 1.5 em. in diameter. The shell is usually 

about 1 mm. thick.’’ “The type of this species and its varieties have 

glabrous or rarely sightly pubescent leaves, with usually 7 thin leaflets.’’ 

iTrees and Shrubs 2:208-209:1913 and Bot. Gaz. 66:247:1918. 
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7a. Carya ovalis variety obcordata (Muhlenberg) Sargent. 

“The fruit varies from subglobose to short-oblong or to slightly obo- 

vate, showing a tendency to pass into that of the other varieties of 

the species. It varies from 2-3 ecm. in diameter, and the involucre, 

which is from 2-5 mm. thick, splits freely to the base or nearly to the 

base by narrowly winged sutures, one of them rarely extending only 

to the middle of the fruit. The nut is usually much compressed, often 

broadest above the middle, slightly angled sometimes to below the 

middle, rounded at the base and. much compressed, often broadest 

above the middle, slightly angled sometimes to below the middle, 

rounded at the base and rounded and often more or less obcordate at 

the apex.” 

7b. Carya ovalis variety odorata (Marshall) Sargent. ‘‘The 

name may have been given by Marshall to this variety on account 

of the strong resinous odor of the inner surface of the fresh involucre 

of the fruit, which I have not noticed in that of the other forms. The 

fruit is subglobose 01 sometimes slightly longer than broad, flattened 

and usually from 1.3-1.5 cm. in diameter. The involucre varies from 

1-1.5 mm. in thickness and splits freely to the base by distinctly winged 

sutures. The nut is rounded or acute at the base with a short point, 

rounded at the apex, very slightly or not at all ridged, pale colored, 

from 1.2-1.5 em. long and wide and from 1-1.2 em. thick.’’ 

7c. Carya ovalis variety obovalis Sargent. ‘‘In the fourth form 

the fruit is more or less obovate, about 2.5 cm. long and 2 em. in 

diameter, and the involucre varies from 2-4 mm. in thickness. The 

nut is much compressed, pointed or rounded at the apex, rounded 

at the base, usually about 2 cm. long, nearly as broad and about 1.5 

em. thick.’’ “The fruit resembles in shape that of Carya glabra, but the 

involucre is thicker and splits easily to the base or nearly to the base.” 

7d. Carya ovalis variety obcordata, f. vestita Sargent. Bot. 

Gaz. 66:246:1918. This is a form described from a specimen collected 

by the author on the border of Dan’s Pond in Knox County. It differs 

from “the variety obcordata in the thick tomentose covering of the 

branchlets during their first year. The leaves of this form are slightly 

pubescent in the autumn on the under surface of the midribs. Although 

the nuts are more compressed than those of the ordinary forms of var. 

obcordata, the fruit is of that variety. The branchlets are unusually 

stout for a form of Carya ovalis and are covered with rusty tomentum 

during their first year and are more or less pubescent in their second 

and third seasons.”’ 

Distribution.—Western New York west to Illinois and south to 

North Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas and Mis- 
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sourl. The species is found in all parts of the State, although the dis- 

tribution of the varieties has not been worked out. The habitat of 

this species is high ground, and only rarely is it found in low ground. 

It prefers hills, slopes, base of the terraces of streams, and in the 

northern part of the State gravelly ridges and sandy soil. In all of its 

range it is usually associated with white and black oak. It is in- 
frequent in the southern part of the State but north of the Wabash 

River it becomes more frequent and in some places it becomes common 

to very common. It is a common tree in Wells County north of the 

Wabash River and in the northern part of Lagrange County, and in 

both places a wide range of forms occur, some of which are not covered 

by the preceding description. No one of our trees offers a better op- 

portunity for intensive study than this hickory. 

Remarks.—Text books call this species the small-fruited hickory. 

It is not commonly distinguished from the other hickories, but in 

Wells County where it is common the boys call it ‘Ladies’ Hickory.” 

8. Carya Buickleyi varicty arkansana Sargent.' Plate 29. 

Medium sized trees, bark tight, dark, deeply furrowed; mature twigs 

more or less pubescent, reddish brown; terminal buds ovoid, about 

8 mim. long, thickly covered with yellow scales, and more or less 

pubescent; leaves 2-3.5 dm. long, rachis permanently pubescent; 

leaflets 5-7, prevailing number 7, lanceolate, terminal one about 15 cm. 

long, tawny pubescent on unfolding, more or less glabrous at maturity ; 

fruit clipsoid to slightly obovoid, very aromatic, about 3.5-4 em. long, 

covered with yellow scales; husk usually splitting to below the middle, 

3-4 min. thick; nut oblong to slightly obovoid, 3-38.5 em. long, scarcely 

compressed, rounded at each end, the four ridges faint except at the 

apex; shell thick, about 2 mm. at the thinnest point; kernel sweet ; 

wood same as the white hickory which it most closely resembles. 

Distribution.—Southwestern Indiana, south in the Mississippi 

Valley to Louisiana and Texas. Known in Indiana only from one tree 

in Knox County on the sand ridge on the east side of what was formerly 

a cypress swamp, about two miles north of Decker. The soil is the 

Knox sand. It is associated with black and black jack oaks. 

Remarks.—The description has been drawn from ample material 

from this single tree. 

iBot. Gaz. 66:249:1918. 
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PLATE 29. 

SANA Sargent. (x 1.) 
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BETULACEAE. Tue Bircu Famity. 

Trees or shrubs with simple, petioled, alternate (in pairs on the 

older branches of Betula) leaves; staminate flowers in long drooping 

catkins, 1-3 in the anil of each bract, the pistillate in short lateral 

or terminal aments; fruit a nut or samara. 

Staminate flowers solitary in the axil of each bract, without a 

calyx, pistillate flowers with a calyx; nut wingless. 

Bark of tree smooth; staminate aments in winter enclosed in 

bud seales; nut exposed, its subtending bract more or 

less: irregularly S=élefit.. 05 pee dans qyn tia ete pe gw des ee 1 Carpinus. 

Bark of older trees shreddy; staminate aments in winter 

naked; nut enclosed in a bladder-like bract.......... 2 Ostrya. 

Staminate flowers 3-6 in the axil of each bract, with a calyx, 

pistillate flowers without a calyx; nut winged. 

Winter buds sessile; stamens 2; fruit membranous and hop- 

like; fruiting bract deciduous at the end of the season 

when the nut escapes..........0.00 006 eee 3 Betula 

Winter buds stalked; stamens 4; fruit woody and cone-like; 

fruiting bracts woody and persisting after the nuts escape, 4 Alnus. 

1. CARPINUS. Tue Horneean. 

Carpinus caroliniana Walter. Warer BeEecu. BuiuEe BEEcH. 

Plate 30. A small tree up to 3 dm. in diameter, usually 1-1.5 dm. in 

diameter with fluted or ridged trunks; bark smooth, close, gray; twigs 

hairy at first, soon becoming glabrous; leaves ovate-oblong, average 

leaves 6-10 em. long, pointed at the apex, double-serrate, hairy when 

young, glabrous at maturity except on the veins and in the axils beneath, BIS 

pubescent, not glandular, staminate catkins appearing in early spring; 

nut at the base of a 3-cleft bract about 2 cm. long, nut broadly ovate, 

compressed, pointed and about 5 mm. long; wood heavy, hard, tough 

and strong. 

Distribution.— Nova Scotia west to Minnesota and south to Florida 

and Texas. In Indiana it is frequent to common throughout the State 

in moist rich woods. It prefers a moist rich soil; however, it has a range 

from the tamarack bog to the dry black and white oak slope. It is 

tolerant of shade and is seldom found outside of the forest. 

Remarks.—This tree is too small and crooked to be of economic im- 

portance. It is regarded as a weed tree in the woodland, and should be 

removed to give place to more valuable species. 
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PLATE 380. 

CARPINUS CAROLINIANA Walter. Water or BLug Bercu. (x 14.) 
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2. OSTRYA. Tue Hor Hornseam. 

Ostrya virginiana (Miller) Willdenow. Ironwoop. Plate 31. 

Small trees up to 5 dm.! in diameter, usually about 1-2 dm. in diameter ; 

bark smooth and light brown on small trees, shreddy on older trees; 

shoots hairy, becoming at the end of the season glabrous or nearly so 

and a reddish-brown; leaves oblong-ovate, other forms rare, average 

size about 7-12 cm. long, acuminate, usually double-serrate, hairy on 

both surfaces when they unfold, glabrous or nearly so above at maturity, 

more or less pubescent beneath, especially on the midrib and veins; 

staminate spikes develop in early winter; fruit hop-like about 2-4 cm. 

long; nut oblong-ovate about 7mm. long and half as wide, compressed, 

light brewn; wood very hard, tough, close-grained, strong, light brown. 

Distribution.—Nova Scotia west to Manitoba, south to the Gulf 

States and west to Texas. It is frequent to common in all of the 

counties of the State. However, it is entirely absent in the lower 

Wabash bottoms, except rarely on high grounds in this area. It 

prefers well drained dry soil, and is most frequent when it is associated 

with beech and sugar maple, although it is often quite plentiful in white 

oak woods. It is shade enduring and is one of the under trees in the 

forest where it grows very tall and slender and free from branches. 

When it grows in exposed places such as bluffs, it retains its side 

branches and is usually bushy. 

Remarks.—The trees are too small to be of much economic impor- 

tance. It is 30 per cent stronger than white oak, and 46 per cent more 

elastic. These exceptional qualities were recognized by the Indians and 

it was used by them where wood of great strength and hardness was 

desired. Likewise the pioneer used it where he could for handles, 

wooden wedges, etc. Since it grows neither large nor fast, 1t is usually 

regarded as a weed tree in the woodland, and should be removed to give 

place to more valuable species. 

Ostrya virginiana variety glandulosa Spach. This is the name 

given to the form which has the twigs, petioles, peduncles and often 

the midrib and veins of the leaves beneath covered more or less with 

short erect, reddish, glandular hairs. 

It is found with the species, but is not so frequent. 

3. BETULA. Tue Bircues. 

Trees and shrubs with bark tight, scaly or separating into very thin 

plates and peeling off transversely, whitish or dark colored; staminate 

catkins developing in autumn and dehiscing in early spring before or 

iIn 1916 in Allen County along Cedar Creek, IT measured a specimen that was 15.6 
dm. in cire. b.h. with a clear bole of about 3m. 
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Tronwoop. (x !9.) Koch. K. OSTRYA VIRGINIANA (Miller) 
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with the appearance of the leaves, pistillate catkins ovoid or cylindric; 

fruit a small winged flat seed, bearing at the apex the two persistent 

stigmas. 

Bark of twigs usuaJly with a slight wintergreen flavor; leaves 

with 7-15, usually 9-11 pairs of prominent veins; rounded 

or slightly cordate at the base; fertile catkins generally 

10 mm. or more in diameter..................-2000-- 1 B. lutea. 

Bark of twigs usually bitter, not wintergreen flavored; leaves 

with 4-11, usually 4-9 pairs of prominent veins, more or 

less obtusely angled at the base; fertile catkins generally 

less than 10 mm. in diameter (rarely 10 mm. or more, 

B. nigra). 

Bark of trunk chalky-white; fruiting aments drooping or 

spreading. 

Bark below base of lateral branches darkened-triangular in 

outline; leaves long acuminate and lustrous above; 

staminate catkins usually solitary.........0.0...... 2 B. populifolia. 

Bark below base of lateral branches not darkened; leaves 
ovate and not lustrous above; staminate catkins usually 

Dis aig: Sak unr on ee sults. aaa eth aie Te oahcla tats reais cig Mire at Ga ae ay 3B. papyrifera. 
Bark of trunks dark; fruiting aments erect or nearly so..... 4 B. nigra. 

1. Betula Jutea Michaux filius. Brrco. Yrttow Biren. Plate 

32. Medium size trees; bark of small trees and of the branches of old 

trees smooth, silver or dark gray, freely peeling off in thin strips, be- 

coming on older trecs a dark brown, rarely tight, usually fissured into 

wide plates and rolling back from one edge; the shoots of the year hairy, 

greenish gray, becoming glabrous or nearly so and reddish-brown by the 

end of the second year, not aromatic when bruised but when chewed 

sometimes a faint wintergreen odor can be detected; winter buds 

pointed, reddish-brown, the lower scales more or less pubescent, gener- 

ally with a fringe of hairs on the margins; leaves usually appearing in 

pairs, ovate to ovate-oblong, 4-14 cm. long, taper-pointed, oblique 

and wedge-shape, rounded or shghtly cordate at the base, sharply 

and rather coarsely serrate, hairy on both sides when they appear, 

becoming at maturity glabrous or nearly so above, and remaining 

more or less pubescent below, especially on the veins, both surfaces 

with few to numerous resinous dots; petioles permanently hairy, 

generally 5-13 mm. long; flowers appear in May; staminate spikes in 

clusters at the ends of the branches, about 6 cm. long, scales broadly 

ovate, blunt, fringed with hairs, green-tipped with a margin of reddish- 

brown; pistillate spikes solitary in the axils of the leaves, mature spikes 

2.5-5 cm. long, generally 2.5-3 cm. long, commonly about half as thick as 

long, recurved to ascending, commonly about horizontal, sessile or on 

short stalks; scales very variable, 5-11 mm. long, generally 7-8 mm. long, 

sometimes as wide as long but generally about one-fourth longer than 
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PLATE 32. 

BETULA LUTEA Michaux filius. Yrttrow Bircw. (x 15.) 
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wide, densely pubescent on the back, or rarely glabrous on the back, 

ciliate, glabrous or nearly so on the inside, commonly with a few brown 

or black glands on the margin, commonly lobed to more than one- 

third of their length, lobes ascending or divaricate, the lateral generally 

the larger and almost as long as the narrower middle lobe; nuts divested 

of the wings, slightly obovate, about 3 mm. long, wings about two-thirds 

as wide as the nut and usually with a fringe of hairs at the blunt apex. 

Distribution.—The distribution of this species is variously given 

as from Newfoundland west to Manitoba and south in the Alleghenies 

to Georgia. It is now definitely known that the species of Betula 

hybridize which may account for the pecular forms often encountered. 

That there are geographic races or Mendelian segregates of this species 

is evidenced by the different interpretations given this species by dif- 

ferent authors. Betula alleghanensis Britton appears to be one of them. 

The descriptive difference between Betula lenta and Betula lutea is not 

clear, which has resulted in many authors crediting Betula lenta to 

Indiana and the area west of Indiana. 

The preceding description does not agree with that of Betula (lutea 

exactly, and has been drawn to cover the specimens at hand from In- 

diana which the author has from Allen, Crawford, Lagrange, Lake, 

Marshall, Porter and Steuben Counties. It has recently been reported 

from White County by Heimlich.!. He saws: “Specimens were taken 

from two trees about two miles south of Buffalo near the water’s edge 

of the river.” The writer has visited this locality and found here, and 

also on the island above the bridge a little farther down the river, 

Betula nigra, but could not find Betula lutea. Since Heimlich did not 

report Betula niyra, which unmistakably occurs here, I assume he has 

confused the two species. It is very local in its distribution, and appears 

to be confined to swamps, borders of Inkes, and streams in the 

extreme northern part of the State. It has not been scen south of the 

northern end of the State, except a few small trees found clinging 

to the walls of the cliffs of a ravine about one mile east of Taswell 

in Crawford County. The walls of this ravine are about 25 meters 

high; associated with it were a few trees of hemlock, and on the top 

of the cliffs, laurel (AKalmia latifolia). 

Large trees of this species in Indiana are usually from 4-6 dm. in 

diameter and about 15 m. high. The number in any one station is 

usually few, although there were formerly patches where it was plentiful. 

Van Gorder? reports for Noble County Betula lenta which should be 

transferred to this species, and he says: “‘There is a marsh of several 

acres of birch in Section 15 of York Township.”’ The largest area now 

iProc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1917:443:1918. 
gInd. Geol. Rept. 18:61:1894. 
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known is that contained in the large tamarack swamp near Mineral 

Springs in Porter County. In this swamp are found tamarack and 

white cedar. It was in this swamp that the writer found a peculiar 

form of birch which has been determined as Betula Sandberg?. Since 

this species! is recognized as a hybrid of Betula papyrifera and Betula 

pumila variety glandulifera, and the last parent of this hybrid is not 

found in the vicinity, a discussion of this form is not presented. In 

the immediate vicinity are found only Betula lutea and Betula pumila. 

Betula papyrifera is found about a mile distant to the south. It is 

assumed that this form is a cross between Betula lutea and Betula pumila. 

2. Betula populifolia Marshall. Gray or Wuite Birch. Plate 

33. A small tree; bark a chalky white, not separating into thin layers, 

inner bark orange, on the trunks of old trees nearly black; shoots at 

first covered with numerous glands, becoming smooth and yellowish 

or reddish-brown; leaves generally long-deltoid, average blades 3-6 cm. 

long, usually long taper-pointed, truncate or nearly so at the base, 

irregularly cdouble-serrate, slightly pubescent on the veins when young, 

soon becoming glabrous; fertile catkins 1.5-3 em. long and about 7 

mm. in diameter; bracts of eastern trees differ from those of Indiana 

trees which are about 3-4 mm. long, lobed to about 1/3 of the distance 

from the apex, lateral lobes the largest and strongly divaricate, puber- 

ulent on the back; seed strongly notched at the apex; nut slightly obo- 

void; wings much broader than the nut. 

Distribution.— Nova Scotia west to southern Ontario and south to 

Delaware and Pennsylvania. In Indiana it has been reported from 

Lake, Laporte, Porter, St. Joseph and Tippecanoe Counties. There 

may be some doubt about the Tippecanoe record, since many of the 

older records were made from cultivated trees. The numbers of the 

species in Indiana were always limited. It is not able to meet changed 

conditions and it has already almost disappeared from our area. I 

was told that formerly this species was found all about a lake in Laporte 

County, but it has all died out. Its appearance in Indiana is peculiar 

since it is not found west of us, or north in Michigan or east in Ohio. 

This small group of trees near Lake Michigan is three or four hundred 

miles from the nearest of their kind. 

Remarks.—This species is called white and gray birch. The 

largest tree seen in Indiana was about 2 dim. in diameter and 13m. high. 

3. Betula papyrifera Marshall. Paper or Canoe Bircu. Plate 

34. Rather a small tree; bark thin, creamy white; chalky, dark near the 

base on old trees, separating in thin papery layers; shoots green, glandu- 

lar and hairy, becoming glabrous and reddish-brown; leaves ovate or 

rhombic-ovate, acute to long taper-pointed, truncate, rounded or 

iMinnesota Bot. Studies 4:454:1916. 
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PLATE 35. 

BETULA POPULIFOLIA Marshall, Wurre or Gray Biren. (x 14.) 
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Puate 54. 

BETULA PAPYRIFERA Marshall. Parser or Canop Bircu. 
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wedge-shape at the base, average blades 5-8 em. long, usually regular- 

ly double-serrate, hairy at first, becoming glabrous above or nearly so, 

remaining more or less pubescent below, especially on the veins and 

with tufts of haus in the axils of the veins, minutely glandular on both 

surfaces, sometimes with only a few glands on the midribs above; 

fertile catkins 2-4 em. long and about 6-9 mm. wide, bracts about 4 mm. 

long, pubescent on both faces, lobed to about one-third the distance 

from the apex, the lateral lobes the largest, divaricate or slightly re- 

curved; seed deeply notched at apex, nut oval, pubescent at the apex, 

wings as broad as, or broader than the nut. 

Distribution.—Alaska to Labrador, south to New York, northern 

Indiana, Colorado and Washington. In Indiana it has been reported 

from Lake, Laporte, Marshall and St. Joseph Counties. It has not 

been found as a native in Ohio. This species 1s another example of a 

northern form finding its southern limit near Lake Michigan. 

Remarks.—This species in other parts of the country is known as 

white, paper and canoe birch. I have not seen specimens more than 

2 dm. in diameter in Indiana. 

4. Betula nigra Linneus. Biack or Rep Bircu. Plate 35. A 

medium sized tree; bark on young trees peeling off transversely in thin 

reddish-brown strips which roll back and usually persist for several 

years, bark of older trees dark brown, furrowedand separating into short 

plates or pecling off in strips; young twigs hairy, becoming glabrous and 

reddish at the end of the season; leaves rhombic-ovate, acute, short and 

broadly wedge-shaped at the base, blades of ordinary leaves 4-8 em. long, 

irregularly toothed, glabrous above and pubescent beneath, rarely 

entirely glabrous; fertile catkins generally 2-3 cm. long, and usually 

slightly less than 1 em. wide; bracts 6-10 mm. long, pubescent, ciliate, 

lobed to near the middle, the lobes about equal; nuts broadly ovate, 

broader than its wings, pubescent at the apex; wood heght, strong, 

close-grained, heart wood light brown. 

Distribution.—Massachusetts west to Minnesota and south to 

Florida and Texas. In Indiana it is found more or less frequent in the 

counties bordering the Kankakee River, and as far east as St. Joseph, 

Marshall and Miami Counties. Along the Kankakee River it is fre- 

quently a tree of 6-8 dm. in diameter. This species has not been found 

in Michigan, northeastern Indiana or northern Ohio. It has never been 

noted near Lake Michigan, and the nearest point is Cedar Lake in Lake 

County about 20 miles south of the Lake. It is more or less frequent 

along certain streams throughout the southwestern part of the State. 

Tt is found as far north as Putnam and Marion Counties and eastward 

as far as Bartholomew, Scott and Clark Counties. There are no 

records for this species for eastern Indiana or western Ohio. About 
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PLATE 35. 

BETULA NIGRA Linneus. Brack or Rep Bircn. (x 19.) 
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Hovey Lake in Posey County it reaches its greatest size, where trees 

up to 8 dm. in diameter and 30 m. high are to be found. In the ‘‘flats’’ 

in certain parts of Jackson and Scott Counties it becomes a common 

tree, associated with pin oak and sweet gum. 

Remarks.—This 1s the most abundant birch of Indiana. In fact all 

other species are too rare to be of economic importance. The fact that 

other species of birch are so rare in Indiana, is the reason that this 

species 1s simply called “Birch.”? Outside of Indiana it is known as red 

birch and river birch. The principal use of this wood in this State is 

” 

for heading. 

All of the birches, especially the horticultural forms, are used more 

or less for ornamental planting. They are beautiful trees but are 

short lived. 

4. ALNUS. Tue Avpers. 

Trees or shrubs; bark astringent; staminate and _ pistillate catkins 

begin to develop early in summer and flower the following year early in 

the spring before the leaves appear; bracts of the fertile catkins thick 

and woody, obdeltoid with 3-rounded lobes at the apex; nuts obovate, 

reddish-brown. 

Leaves sharply double-serrate, the ends of the primary veins 

forming the apex of the larger teeth, glaucous beneath; 
nuts with a narrow thick margin..................... 1 A. ineana. 

Leaves single-serrate, pale beneath; nuts without margins... 2 A. rugosa. 

1. Alnus inecana (Linneus) Muenchhausen. SpeckLED ALDER. 

Plate 36. Shrubs or small trees; bark generally smooth and a red- 

dish-brown with a tinge of gray, with grayish dots, hence its name; 

twigs hairy at first, becoming smooth by the end of the season and a 

golden or reddish-brown with many fine dark specks; leaves broadly- 

oval, acute or short-pointed at apex, usually broadly rounded at the 

base, average blades 6.5-11 cm. Jong, glaucous beneath, hairy on 

both sides on unfolding, at maturity becoming glabrous above or 

with a few hairs on the veins, beneath remaining more or less hairy 

until late in autumn when usually only the veins are hairy; pistillate 

catkins resembling small cones, 1-1.5 em. long and usually 7-12 mm. wide, 

near the ends of the branches, usually in clusters of 2-7. 

Distribution.—Newfoundland to the Saskatchewan, south to New 

York, northeastern Ohio, northern Indiana and Nebraska. In Indiana 

it is confined to the northern tier of counties. I have specimens from 

Elkhart, Lagrange, Lake and Porter Counties. It was reported from 

Carrol] County by Thompson, but in the absence of a verifying speci- 

men I am inclined to think this citation should be referred to Alnus 
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PLATE 36, 

ALNUS INCANA (Linneus) Muenehhausen. SpeckLeD Auprer. (x ?2.) 



rugosa. This species grows in low ground on the borders of 

streams, borders of swamps and in almost extinct sloughs near 

Lake Michigan. It is also found along Pigeon River in the eastern part 

of Lagrange County. In the vicinity of Mineral Springs in Porter 

County it is locally a common shrub o1 tree. It has the habit of stooling 
out, and commonly the several specimens will be deflected from a ver- 

tical from 20-45 degrees. The largest specimens arefrom 1-1.4 dm. in 

diameter and about 10 m. high. 

Remarks.—This species could be used to good advantage in orna- 

mental planting in low ground. It grows rapidly, is easily transplanted 

and its foliage is dense and attractive. 

2. Alnus rugodsa (DuRol) Sprengel. SmMoorH AupgerR. Plate 37. 

Shrubs with fluted or angled trunks, resembling Carpinus; bark thin, 

smooth or nearly so, reddish-brown, weathering gray; twigs hairy at 

first, becoming gray or reddish-brown by the end of the season and 

more or less glabrous and covered with small dark specks; leaves obo- 

vate, barely acute or rounded at apex, wedge-shape at base, average 

blades 6-10 em. long, hairy on both surfaces while young, becoming 

smooth or nearly so above, remaining more or less hairy beneath, es- 

pecially on the veins, under surface of leaves sufficiently glutinous 

to adhere to paper if pressure be apphed, margins set with short callous 

teeth, about .5-1 mm. long; fertile catkins cone-shape, 10-20 mm. long 

and about 7 mm. in diameter, borne at the ends of branches in clusters 

of 2-5. 

Distribution.—Maine to Minnesota, south to Florida and Texas. 

In Indiana it is quite local. It has been reported in many of the 

counties of northern Indiana north of the Wabash River. It has been 

found in several of the southern counties and asfar north as Salt Creek 

in Monroe County. No reports for the central part of the State. It 

is absent also in all of the eastern counties of the State, and the western 

part of Ohio. It is found growing in clumps in wet woods, swamps, 

cold bogs and along streams. It is usually a tall slender shrub; however, 

a specimen has been seen that measured 7 cm. in diameter and 5 m. 

in height. 

Remarks.—Of no value except for ornamental planting in wet 

eround, 

FAGACEAE. Tur Bercu Famity. 

Trees with simple, alternate, petioled leaves; flowers of two kinds; 

fruit a one-seeded nut. This is the most important family of trees 

occurring in the State. 



PLATE 387. 

ALNUS RUGOSA (Du Roi) Sprengel. SmoorH ALDER. (x 4.) 
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Winter buds long and slender, at least 4 times as long as wide; 

staminate flowers in globose heads on drooping peduncles; 

nuts ‘sharply Bsangledi: : 3525 eae ag hace ae es seas acted 1 Fagus. 
Winter buds not long and slender and less than 4 times as 

long as wide; staminate flowers in slender catkins; nuts 

not as above. 

Staminate catkins erect or spreading; nut flattened on one 

side and enclosed in a spiny, woody husk.......... 2 Castanea. 
Staminate catkins drooping; nuts not flattened on one side, 

seated in a scaly, woody cup...........0.00cceeee 3 Quercus. 

1. FAGUS. Tue Beecu. 

Fagus grandifolia EKhrhart. Brecu. Plate 38. Large tall trees 

with bark from light to dark gray; twigs densely covered at first with 

long hairs, soon becoming glabrous and turning to a reddish-brown; 

terminal winter buds about 2 cm. long; leaves ovate to ovate-oblong, 

long taper-pointed to merely acute, wedge-shape to cordate at base, 

regularly and usually minutely serrate, average blades 7-12 em. long, 

silky when young, becoming at maturity glabrous above and nearly 

so beneath except on the veins; flowers appear in May; fruit a bur, 

supported on a club-shaped pubescent penduncle about 1.5 cm. long, 

covered with short recurved prickles, densely rufous-pubescent, its 4- 

valves enclosing the two triangular brown nuts; nuts edible; wood very 

hard, strong, usually tough, difficult to season, close-grained, takes a 

high polish, sap wood white, heart wood reddish. 

Distribution.—Nova Scotia, southern Ontario to Wisconsin, south 

to the Gulf States and Texas. It is found in every county of the State, 

although it is local in the prairie and dry sandy regions of the north- 

western part of the State. It is a frequent to a very common tree on the 

high ground in many parts of the State. If the high ground and hills 

of the State are not forested with white and black oak, beech is almost 

certain to be the prevailing species. Wherever beech is found it is 

usually a frequent to a common tree, and it is not uncommon to see 

areas which are almost a pure stand of this species. It is also a fre- 

quent to a common tree in southern Indiana in what is called the 

“flats.’? Here it is associated with sweet gum and pin oak. On the 

slopes of hills of the southern counties it is associated with a great 

variety of trees. In the central part of the State its most frequent 

associate Is the sugar maple. In the northern counties it has a wider 

range of associates, including white oak, ash, slippery elm, buckeye, 

ironwood, ete. It should be added that tulip is a constant associate 

except in the “‘flats.’’ In point of number it ranks as first of Indiana 

trees. 
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PLATE 38. 

FAGUS GRANDIFOLIA Ehrhart. Brrcu. (x 14.) 
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Remarks.—Specimens with the habit of retaining their branches 

which lop downward, usually have thicker sap wood and are harder to 

spht. This form is popularly styled the white beech. The form with 

smooth tall trunks with upright branches usually has more heart wood, 

splits more easily and is popularly distinguished as red beech. The term 

yellow beech is variously applied. This species is a large tree in all 

parts of the State, although the largest specimens are found in the 

southeastern part of the State. In the virgin forests trees almost 1 

m. in diameter and 30 m. high were frequent. 

Beech was formerly used only for fuel, but in the last few decades 

it has been cut and used for many purposes, and the supply is fast 

diminishing. The beauty of this tree both in summer and winter, 

sunshine or storm makes it one of the most desirable for shade tree 

planting, but I have failed to find where it has been successfully used. 

It is one of the few trees that does not take to domestication. When 

the original forest is reduced to a remnant of beech, as a rule, the 

remaining beech will soon begin to die at the top. It is difficult to 

transplant. When planted the hole should be filled with earth ob- 

tained from under a living tree, in order to introduce the mycorrhiza 

that is necessary to the growth of the tree. 

2. CASTANEA. Tue CHESTNUT. 

Castanea dentata (Marshall) Borkhausen. Cuyuestnut. Plate 39. 

Large trees with deeply fissured bark, smooth on young trees; young 

twigs more or less hairy, soon becoming glabrous and a reddish-brown; 

leaves lanceolate, average blades 13-22 cm. long, taper-pointed, wedge- 

shape or obtuse at the base, coarsely serrate, teeth usually incurved, 

at maturity glabious on both sides; flowers appear after the leaves in 

the latter part of June or early in July, the staminate catkins from 

the axils of the leaves of the year’s growth, 1.5-3 dm. long, pistillate 

flowers in heads on short stalks in the axils of the leaves, usually on 

the branch beyond the greater part of the staminate catkins; fruit 

a globular spiny bur 5-7 cm. in diameter which contains the nuts; 

nuts usually 1-3, rarely 5, flattened on one side, edible; wood light, 

soft, not strong, checks and warps on seasoning, yellowish-brown, 

durable in contact with the ground. 

Distribution.—Maine, southern Ontario, Michigan, south to Dela- 

ware and in the mountains to Alabama, and west to Arkansas. In 

Indiana it is found locally in the south central counties. The most 

northern station where I have seen trees that are native to a certainty 

is in Morgan County a short distance north of Martinsville. There 

are a few trees on the south bank of White River in Mound Park about 
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PLATE 39. 

CASTANEA DENTATA (Marshall) Borkhausen. CHrestnutr. (x 19.) 
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2 miles east of Anderson. This site was formerly an Indian village, and 

the trees may have been introduced here. The late A. C. Benedict 

formerly of the State Geological Survey, told me he saw a colony in 

1878 in Fayette County on the farm of Dr. B. Ball, about 3 miles west 

of Connersville on the east side of Little Willams Creek. The trees 

were at least 6 dm. in diameter. The western line of distribution would 

be a line drawn from Martinsville to a point a few miles west of Shoals 

and south to Tell City. 

Remarks.—The greatest numbers of this species are found on the 

outcrops of the knobstone in Clark, Floyd, Harrison, Jackson, Lawrence, 

Martin, Orange and Washington Counties. It grows on high ground, 

associated with white and black oak, beech, etc. The species in all of 

our area grows to be a large tree. In the Ind. Geol. Rept. 1874:70:1875 

there is a reference to a “stump in Jackson County that was 9 ft. and 

2 in. in diameter.’ This species is rather gregarious in habit, and 

rarely are isolated trees found. It is quite local in its distribution, 

but where found it is usually a common tree. The bark was much used 

in tanning, and the timber for poles, ties and posts. |The demand for 

this species has led to heavy cutting, so that the present supply is prac- 

tically limited to inferior or small trees. The nut crop in this State 

is usually badly infested by the weevil. 

This species is easily propagated by seed or seedlings. It is recom- 

mended for forest planting in all parts of its natural range and other 

parts of the State where the soil is very sandy and free from limestone. 

This species never attains to an old age when growing close to the 

limestone. It grows rapidly and requires little pruning. The only 

objection to planting it for forestry purposes is that it might be in- 

fested by the chestnut bark disease which is fatal to this tree. This 

disease is far to the east of us, and there are wide barriers to its western 

migration. Since a chestnut grove would soon grow into post and 

pole size, in the event the grove would be killed by the bark disease, 

the crop could be harvested and the loss would be more of the nature 

of a disappointment than a financial one. If planted in a cleared area 

the seedlings should be spaced about 5 x 5 feet if no cultivation can 

be done. If the trees can be cultivated, plant 7 x 7 or 8 x 8 feet and 

grow corn for one or two years between the rows. 

3. QUERCUS. Tue Oaks. 

The leaves of Indiana oaks are deciduous; flowers appear in April 

or May, very small, the staminate on slender pendulous catkins, the 

pistillate solitary or in clusters in scaly bud-like cups; fruit an acorn 

which takes one or two years to mature, ripening in September or 
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October. The species that mature their fruit the first year are popu- 

larly and commercially classed as ‘‘white oaks.’? Those that mature 

their fruit the second year are classed as “red, black or bristle-tipped 

oaks.”’ 

The oaks are the largest genus of Indiana trees, and commercially 

are the most important of all trees of the State. They are the Jongest 

lived of all the trees that occur in the State, and while they have 

numerous insect enemies none of them prove fatal to it, except a certain 

gall insect. 

Note:—In collecting leaf specimens of oaks for identification it 

should be borne in mind that the foliage is quite variable. The leaves 

of seedlings, coppice shoots and of vigorous shoots of old trees some- 

times vary considerably in size, form and leaf-margins. Also leaves of 

old trees that grow in the shade usually have the margins more nearly 

entire than the typical leaves. For example leaves may be found on 

the lower and interior branches of a pin oak which are not lobed to 

beyond the middle, which throws them into the red oak group. 

Bark gray, (except in No. 5) more or less sealy; mature leaves 

never with bristle tips; fruit maturing the first year. 

Mature leaves smooth beneath.......................... 1 Q. alba. 

Mature leaves pubescent beneath. 

Primary veins beneath show regular pinnate venation. 

Some of the primary veins beneath end in a sinus..... 2 Q. bicolor. 

All primary veins beneath end in teeth of the margin... 
Tips of leaves of fruiting branches sharp-pointed, 

usually forming an acute angle; fruit sessile or 

NGAI SOs sw wvierron 9 Ake 5 ea aR tly an Mah gee ede 3 Q. Muhlenbergii 
Tips of leaves of fruiting branches rounded or if 

sharp-pointed, it rarely forms an acute angle; 
fruit peduncled. 

Petioles green and woolly pubescent beneath 

(rarely almost glabrous); under surface of 

leaves velvety to the touch; bark gray, scaly, 

of the white oak type; trees of low ground... 4 Q. Michauxii. 
Petioles yellowish and smooth beneath, or rarely 

somewhat pubescent; under surface of leaves 

leaves not velvety to the touch; bark dark, and 

tight, of the red oak type; trees of high ground 

(in Indiana confined to the ‘‘knobstone” 

LOA entre seere tree wea a hn uen Ge noon es 5 Q. Prinus. 

Primary veins beneath show irregular venation. 

Last year’s growth pubescent; acorns generally less 

than 12 mm. in diameter..................... 6 Q. stellata. 

Last year’s growth glabrous or nearly so; acorns more 

than 12 mm. in diameter. 
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Leaves sinuate dentate, sometimes lobed near the 
base, velvety to the touch beneath; peduncles 

of fruit longer than the peticles.............. 2 Q. bicolor. 

Leaves irregularly lobed, harsh or rarely velvety or 

smooth to the touch beneath; peduncles of fruit 

shorter than the petioles. 

Cup of fruit fringed; apex of lobes of leaves gener- 

ally rounded; trees of lowland.............. 7 Q. macrocarpa 

Cup of fruit not fringed; apex of lobes of leaves 

generally acute; trees of swamps in the ex- 

treme southwestern counties of Indiana..... 8 Q. lyrata. 

Bark dark, tight and furrowed; leaves with bristle tips; fruit 

maturing the second year. 

WsGaAMES EM HEE tyes Sete ke Soi ty ie wa Bane eae deen 9 Q. imbriearia. 

Leaves more or less deeply lobed, the lobes and teeth con- 

spicuously bristle pointed. 

Mature leaves smooth beneath, except tufts of hairs in 

the axils. 

Leaves lobed to about the middle, the lateral lobes 

broadest at the base; cup saucer-shaped; nut about 

1.5-2 em. in diameter; terminal buds reddish. 10 Q. rubra. 

Leaves lobed to beyond the middle, frequently those 

grown in dense shade not so deeply lobed, some or 

all of the lateral lobes broadest toward the apex. 

Cup saucer-shaped, rarely enclosing the nut for 

more than !3 its length; trees of the low lands 

and swamps. 

Leaves glo above; blades usually 10-12 em. long; 

eups usually 1.5 em. or less broad; terminal 

buds chestnut brown.................005. 11 Q. palustris. 

Leaves dull above, usually about 15 em. long; cups 

1.5-2.5 em. broad, rarely as narrow as 1.5 em.; 

terminal buds grayish brown.............. 12 Q. Schneckii. 

Cup hemispheric, generally enclosing the nut for 

half its length; trees of the uplands. 

Inner bark yellowish or orange; kernel of nut 

vellowish or orange, and very bitter. 

Terminal buds usually 5 mm. or less in length, 

ovoid and generally blunt, reddish-brown; 

scales of cup closely appressed; trees local 

in the extreme northwest part of the State.13 Q.  ellipsoidalis. 

Terminal buds usually longer than 6 mm., usually 

angled and sharp-pointed; scales of cup not. 

closely appressed; trees of all parts of the 

SiGaCes teeta ae eed Seer ty ae eee tne aad 14 Q. velutina. 

Inner bark reddish or gray; kernel white and not 

VOL alton Magee | Eeheteauee wicenwante hans 15 Q. coccinea. 

Mature leaves more or less pubescent on the whole under 

surface. 
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Leaves grayish or yellowish pubescent beneath; scales 

of cup with a reddish-brown border; nut enclosed 

for about 13 its length......................04. 16 Q. faleata. 

Leaves brownish or rusty’ pubescent beneath, some- 

times appearing grayish; scales of cup without a 

dark border; nut enclosed for about half of its length. 

Leaves expanded at the apex, and generally with 

three lobes; mature twigs generally scurvy-pubescent 17 Q. marilandica. 
Leaves deeply lobed; mature twigs generally glabrous.14 Q. velutina. 

1. Quercus Alba’ Linneus. Wuire Oak. Plate 40. Large 

trees with gray, fissured bark, flaky on the branches, on the upper part 

of the trunks of some trees the bark loosens at the fissures and peels 

back, forming flat strips which remain attached at one side; twigs at 

first hairy, becoming smooth; leaves mostly obovate in outline, generally 

8-20 cm. long on petioles 0.5-2 cm. long, more or less deeply lobed into 

5-9 lobes, the lobes ascending and generally blunt and entire, sometimes 

the lobes have one or two secondary lobes, Jeaves narrowed and oblique 

at the base, smooth above, smooth and glaucous beneath; acorns sessile 

or on stalks up to 2 em. long; nuts quite variable on different trees 

as to size and shape, ovoid or oblong, 18-30 mm. long; cup flat on the 

botton, tuberculate and encloses about 14 of tbe nut; scales blunt and 

woolly. 

Distribution.—Maine, southern Ontario, Minnesota south to 

Florida and Texas. Found in all parts of Indiana. In point of number 

it is exceeded only by the beech, although it has a more general distribu- 

tion. It is adapted to many types of soil, and is found in almost all 

situations in Indiana except in very wet soils. It is sparingly found 

in the sand dune area. On the clay soils of the northern part of the 

State it is a frequent to an abundant tree, and in the southern part of 

the State it often forms complete stands on the slopes of the hills. 

The white oak is one of the largest and possibly the longest lived 

tree of Indiana. While it is able to adapt itself to many situations, 

it grows to the largest size in a porous, moist and rich soil. 

Remarks.—Wood heavy, hard, close-grained, tough, strong and 

durable. On account of its abundance, and wide range of uses, it has 

always been the most important timber tree of Indiana. 

Formerly the woods were full of white oak 1-1.5 meters (3-5 ft.) in 

diameter, but today trees of a meter (3 ft.)in diameter with long 

straight trunks are rare indeed. Michaux who traveled extensively in 

America 1801-1807, while the whole Mississippi Valley was yet a wilder- 

ness, remarks: ‘‘The white oak is the most valuable tree in Amer- 

ica.’ Heobserved the ruthless destruction of this valuable tree, and 

predicted that the supply would soon be depleted, and that America 
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PLaTeE 40. 

QUERCUS ALBA Linneus. Warr Oak. (x 15.) 

Acorns from different trees to show variation. 
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would be sorry that regulations were not adopted to conserve the supply 

of this valuable tree. Michaux’s prediction has come true, and yet no 

constructive measures have been provided to insure the Nation an ade- 

quate supply of this timber. It should be remembered that it requires 

two to three hundred years to grow a white oak a meter in diameter, 

and if we are to have white oak of that size in the next generation the 

largest of our present stand must be spared for that harvest. 

White oak was formerly much used in construction work, but it has 

become so costly that cheaper woods take its place. At present it is 

used principally in cooperage, interior finish, wagon and car stock, 

furniture, agricultural implements, crossties, and veneer. Indiana has 

the reputation of furnishing the best grade of white oak in the world. 

Little attention has been given this valuable species either in horti- 

cultural or forestal planting. This no doubt is due in a great measure 

to the slow growth of the tree. It should be used more for shade tree, 

ornamental and roadside tree planting. Thereare good reasons why 

white oak should be much used in reforestation. The cheapest and 

most successful method of propagating white oak is to plant the seed 

in the places where the trees are desired to grow. This is best done by 

planting the acorns as soon as they fall or are mature. The best results 

will be obtained if the nuts are planted with the small end down, and 

covered about an inch deep with earth. If the ground is a hard clay 

soil and the small end of the nut is placed down a half inch of earth on 

the nut is sufficient. Rodents often destroy the nuts, and if this 

danger is apprehended it is best to poison the rodents or to stratify the 

seed, or grow seedlings and plant them when they are one year old. In 

forestal planting it is suggested that the planting be 4 x 4 feet. 

The white oak is quite variable in the lobing of the leaves, and in 

size and shape of the fruit, and in the length of its peduncle. The 

variable lobing of the leaves has lead several authors to describe var- 

ieties based on this character. The latest is that of Sargent! who des- 

scribes: “The trees with leaves less deeply divided, with broad rounded 

lobes and usually smaller generally sessile fruit,’? as Quereus alba 

variety latiloba. 

Quercus alba x Muhlenbérgii (X Quercus Deami Trelease). This 

rare hybrid was discovered in a woods about 3 miles northwest of 

Bluffton Indiana by L. A. Williamson and his son E. B. Williamson in 

1904.2 

The tree is still standing and in 1918 bore a heavy crop of seed. A 

liberal quantity was sent for propagation to the Arnold Arboretum, 

New York Botanical Gardens, and Missouri Botanical Gardens. The 

iSargent in Bot. Gaz. Vol. 65:435:1918. q 
“This hybrid was described in the Report of the Indiana State Board of Forestry for 

1911. 
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Arboretum succeeded in germinating several seed. The New York 

Gardens succeeded in getting 5 seedlings. The Missouri Gardens failed 

to get any to germinate. About a gallon of seeds was planted in the 

Clark County State forest nursery and all failed. 

2. Quercus bicolor Willdenow. Swamre Wuire Oak. Plate 41. 

Large trees; leaves on petioles 5-20 mm. Jong, 8-18 cm. long, obovate, 

wedge-shaped or narrowly rounded at base, rounded or pointed at the 

apex, margins coarsely divided with rounded or blunt teeth or some- 

what pinnatifid, primary venation beneath somewhat regular, but usual- 

ly some of the veins end in a sinus of the margin, both surfaces hairy at 

first, becoming smooth above and remaining velvety pubescent beneath; 

the upper surface of the leaf a bronze or dark green and the under sur- 

face grayish due to the dense tomentum, which in some instances be- 

comes sparse and short, in which case the under surface is a light green; 

acorns usually in pairs on stalks 2-7 cm. long; nuts ovoid, 2-2.5 cm. long, 

enclosed for 13-14 their Jength in the cup; scales of cup acute to 

very long acuminate, scurvy pubescent and frequently tuberculate; 

kernel sweetish. 

Distribution.— Maine, southern Ontario, southern Minnesota south 

to Georgia and Arkansas. Found in all parts of Indiana. It is always 

found in wet places. In most of its range it is associated with the bur 

oak from which it is not commonly separated. In the northern counties 

it is usually associated with pin and bur oak, and white elm; in the flats 

of the southeastern part of the State it is usually associated with cow 

oak and sweet gum, while in the southwestern counties it 1s found most 

commonly with Spanish and pin oak. 

Remarks.—Commercially the wood is not distinguished from white 

oak, and the cut is sold for that species. 

3. Quercus Muhlenbérgii Engelmann. CHinquaPIN Oak. SWEET 
Oak. YELLOW Oak. CHESTNUT Oak. Plate 42. Large trees; leaves 

on petioles 1-3 em. long, blades very variable in size, shape and leaf 

margins, generally 10-20 cm. long, oblong-lanceolate to broadly obovate, 

narrowed or rounded and more or less unequal] at the base, taper-pointed 

at the apex, the apex always forming an acute angle, margins coarsely 

and rather regularly toothed, primary veins beneath regular and 

straight, and end in a prominent gland in the point of the teeth, teeth 

more or less incurved, leaves smooth and dark green above, and grayish 

pubescent beneath; acorns generally sessile, but often on short stalks 

up to 1 em. long; nut ovoid to oblong ovoid, 10-18 mm. long, enclosed 

for 14-14 its length in a very thin cup; scales of cup ovate, blunt- 

pointed or merely acute, sometimes tuberculate near the base of the 

cup, grayish pubescent without; kernel sweet, and the most edible of 

all of our oaks. 
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PLATE 41. 

QUERCUS BICOLOR Willdenow. Swamp WHITE Oak. (x 19.) 
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Puate 42. 

QUERCUS MUHLENBERGIL Engelmann. Crinquarin Oak. (x 15°) 

Detached acorns and leaves from different trees. 
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Distribution.— Vermont, southwestern Ontario to Wisconsin and 

south to Florida and west to Texas. Found in limited numbers in all 

parts of Indiana, although Hill’s record for Lake county is the only 

record in the block of the 12 northwest counties. It is without a doubt 

found in every county south of the Wabash River. It is a rare or an 

infrequent tree in practically all parts of its range. It is generally found 

on the dry banks of streams, river terrace banks, rocky bluffs of streams, 

and only rarely in level dry woods. In the southern counties it is 

sometimes found on clay or rocky ridges. In most of its range it is 

now so rare that most of the inhabitants do not know the tree. 

Remarks.—Wood similar to white oak, and with the same uses. 

In White County a pioneer was found who knew the tree only by 

the name of pigeon oak. He said it received this name from the fact 

that the wild pigeons were fond of the acorns. 

The leaves of this tree vary greatly in size, shape, and leaf margins. 

The fruit also varies on different trees in the shape of the nut, and 

the depth of the cup. These variations have lead some authors to 

separate the forms and one histological study! seems to support minor 

differences. It has been observed that the leaves in the top of some 

trees may be thick, narrow and with long incurved teeth, while the 

leaves of the lower branches will be strongly obovate, thinner, and the 

teeth more dentate. In a general study it is best to include the poly- 

morphic forms under one name. The distribution of the shallow 

and deep cup forms is so general that no regional or habitat areas can 

be assigned to either of them in Indiana. 

4. Quercus Michatixii Nuttall Quercus Prinus Sargent). Cow 

Oak. Basket Oak. Plate 43. Large trees; Jeaveson petioles 1-3 cm. 

long, generally 1-2 dm. long, obovate, narrowed or narrowly rounded 

at the base, short taper-pointed, the apex generally blunt, the mar- 

gins coarsely toothed, the teeth broad and rounded or more rarely 

acute, shaded leaves sometimes with margins merely undulate, hairy on 

both surfaces when young, becoming at maturity a dark yellow green 

and glabrous above, sometimes remaining somewhat pubescent along 

the midrib and the principal veins, leaves grayish and woolly pubescent 

beneath; acorns solitary or in pairs, sessile or on very short stalks, up to 

almost a cm. in length; nuts ovoid or oval with a broad base, enclosed 

for about 1, their length by the cup, the cups thick and generally 

2-3 em. broad; scales ovate, acute, rather blunt-pointed and more or 

less tuberculate near the base of the cup, tomentose on the back; kernel 

sweet. 

iElliott: Histological variations of Quercus Muhlenbergii. University of Kansas Science 
Bul. 9:45:54:8 Plates:1914. 
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PLATE 45. 

QUERCUS MICHAUXIL Nuttall. Cow or Basker Oak. (x 14.) 
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Distribution.— Delaware, southern Indiana, Missouri, south to 

Florida and west to Texas. In Indiana it is believed that its distribu- 

tion is pretty well known and well defined. It is an inhabitant of low 

wet woods, although large trees may be found in fairly dry: woods which 

have been made dry by drainage. In discussing the distribution it must 

be remembered that this species was reported as Quercus Prinus before 

the sixth edition of Gray’s Manual which was published in 1890. 

Gorby’s' reference to Miami County should be ignored, because he 

compiled his list of trees from a list of common names to which he 

appended the scientific names. His list includes several species which 

are not native, and his water willow (Dianthera americana) is an herb- 

aceous plant. Wilson’s? report for Hamilton County I believe also 

to be anerror. Wilson preserved no specimen. Since Hamilton County 
has no cow oak habitat, and Wilson was not acquainted with the 

species, I think this reference should be transferred to the broad- 

leaf form of Quercus Muhlenbergit. The author has collected and 

distributed authentic specimens from a point 214 miles southwest of 

Napoleon in Ripley County. This species is reported by Meyncke for 

Franklin County as searce, and by Collins for Dearborn County. Since 

the habitat of the species is found in these counties, it is fair to admit 

them into the range of the species. This species is a frequent to a very 

common tree in the flats of Clark, Scott, Jefferson, Jackson, Jennings, 

and Ripley Counties, where it is usually associated with beech and 
sweet gum. It is now known to range as far north as the northern parts 

of Jackson, Jennings and Ripley Counties. It is an infrequent tree of 

the Lower Wabash Valley as far north as southern Knox County and 

no doubt followed eastward along White River. It follows the Ohio 

River eastward at least to a point six miles east of Grandview in Spencer 

County. It no doubt was an occasional tree along the Ohio River up 

to Dearborn County. It has also been reported by Aiken for Hamilton 

County, Ohio. In the Lower Wabash Valley it is associated with 
Spanish and pin oak. 

Remarks.— Wood and uses similar to white oak. In the flats of 

southeastern Indiana it is generally called white oak, and in some 

places it is known as bur oak. It grows very rapidly and to a large size. 

A tree was measured in 1919 in the Klein woods about 4 miles north of 

North Vernon that was 3.57 meters (11 feet, 7 inches) in circumference, 

breast high, and was estimated to be 15 m. (50 feet) to the first branch. 

This species when grown in the open forms a large oval head, and in 

moist soil would make one of the best shade and roadside trees to be had. 

i1Gorby: Trees and shrubs indigenous to Miami County, Ind. Geol. Rept. 16:168-170: 
1889. 

2Wilson: Flora of Hamilton and Marion Counties, Indiana. Proc. Ind. Acad. Science. 
1894:156-176:1895. 
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It is not known how it would adapt itself to high ground, but it is 

beheved this species is worthy a trial as a shade tree. It is apparently 

hardy in the northern counties. 

Quercus Béadlei Trelease. (Quercus alba x Michauxii). This hybrid 

between the white and cow oak was found by the writer in 1913 in 

the White River bottoms 3 miles east of Medora in Jackson County. 

The tree measured 3.54 meters (139 inches) in circumference breast 

high. Specimens were distributed under No. 19,037, and the deter- 

mination was made by William Trelease, our leading authority on oaks. 

>. Quercus Prinus Linneus. (Quercus montana Willdenow of some 

recent authors). CHESTNUT Oak. Plate 44. Medium to large sized 

tree; bark dark, tight, deeply fissured, the furrows wide, and the 

ridges continuous; leaves on petioles 1-3 em. long, 1-2 dm. long, obovate 

to lanceolate, those growing in the shade usually the widest, rounded at 

the base, usually narrowly so or even wedge-shaped, short or long taper- 

pointed at the apex, the apex blunt, margins coarsely and nearly regu- 

larly crenate-toothed, the teeth broad and rounded, dark green above 

at maturity, a lighter and usually a yellow or grayish green beneath, 

only slightly hairy above when young, soon becoming entirely glabrate, 

very pubescent beneath when young and usually remaining so until 

maturity; petioles, midrib and primary veins beneath are usually 

conspicuously yellow, which is a distinctive character of this species; 

acorns solitary or in pairs, on short stalks usually about 1 cm. long, 

sometimes sessile; nuts large ovoid or oblong-ovoid, 2-3 cm. long, en- 

closed generally for about 13 their length in a thin cup; scales with 

triangular blunt tips, generally somewhat tuberculate and pubescent 

on the back; kernel sweet. 

Distribution.— Maine, northern shore of Lake Erie, to west central 

Indiana and south to northern Georgia and Alabama. In Indiana its 

distribution is limited to the knobstone and sandstone area of the State. 

Its distribution has been fairly well mapped. Two large trees on the 

edge of the top of the bluff of the Ohio River at Marble Hill which is 

located in the south corner of Jefferson County is the eastern limit of its 

range. It crowns some of the ridges, sometimes extending down the 

adjacent slopes a short distance, from Floyd County north to the south 

side of Salt Creek in Brown County. Its range then extends west to the 

east side of Monroe County, thence southwestward to the west side of 

Martin County, thence south to the Ohio River. Where it is found it is 

generally such a common tree that the areas are commonly called 

chestnut oak ridges and are regarded as our poorest and most stony land. 

In Floyd and Clark counties it is usually associated with scrub pine. 

In the remainder of its range it is generally associated with black jack 
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PLate 44. 

QUERCUS PRINUS Linneus. CHrstnur Oak. (x 13.) 

Acorns and loose leaves from different trees. 
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post and black oaks. In our area this species is never found closely 

associated with limestone, and reports of this species being found on 

limestone areas should be referred to Quercus Muhlenbergit. 

Remarks.— Wood similar and uses generally the same as white oak. 

The tree usually grows in such poor situations that it never acquires 

a large diameter, and it is only when a tree is found in a cove or in richer 

and deeper soil that it grows to a large size. The amount of this species 

is very limited and it is therefore of no especial economic importance as 

a source of timber supply. The bark is rich in tannin. The crests of 

chestnut oak ridges are often cut bare of this species. The trunks are 

made into cross ties, and the larger branches are peeled for their bark. 

The nuts germinate on top of the ground as soon as they fall, or even 

before they fall. Usually a large percentage germinate. The tree 

grows rapidly where soil conditions are at all favorable. It is believed 

that this species should be used to reforest the chestnut oak ridges of 

the State, and possibly it would be one of the best to employ on the 

slopes of other poor ridges. 

6. Quercus stellata Wangenheim. Post Oax. Plate 45. Medium 

to large trees; bark resembles that of the white oak except on old trees 

the fissures are deeper when compared with a white oak of equal size, 

and the ridges are usually broken into shorter lengths; twigs stout, 

yellowish-brown at first, remaining this color more or less to the end of 

the season, at first densely covered with hairs which remain throughout 

the season, and usually one year old branchlets are more or less tomen- 

tose; leaves on hairy petioles 0.3-3 cm. long, generally about 1 em. 

long; leaves obovate in outline, commonly 1-2 dm. long and about 24 

as wide, and generally lobed into five principal lobes which are disposed 

as follows: the two basal are formed by two deep sinuses just below the 

middle of the leaf which cut off a large roughly triangular portion, one 

angle of which forms the base, the top two angles prolonged on each 

side into a rounded lobe which may be long or short; the terminal lobe is 

produced by two deep sinuses which constrict the blade at about 

14-1, its length from the apex; the two basal and two terminal 

sinuses form the two lateral lobes which in size are equal to about one 

half of the leaf area; the lateral lobes are generally ascending with the 

terminal portion usually indented with a shallow sinus which produces 

two short lobes; the terminal lobe of the leaf commonly has two or 

three shallow secondary lobes; all the lobes of the leaf are rounded; base 

of leaf narrowed or rounded; leaves very thick at maturity, when they 

first appear both surfaces are densely covered with a yellowish pube- 

scence, at maturity the upper surface is a dark glossy green, and smooth 

or nearly so, except some leaves retain fascicles of hairs, and the midrib 
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Puate 45. 

QUERCUS STELLATA Wangenheim. Post Oak. (x 19.) 
Acorns from different trees. 
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and principal veins may be more or less rough pubescent, the under 

surface at maturity is a gray-green, and remains more or less densely 

covered with fascicles of hairs; acorns single or in clusters, sessile or 

nearly so; nuts small, ovoid 10-15 mm. long and 6-10 mm. wide, in- 

closed for about 16 their length in the cup; scales ovate, gray or reddish 

brown, tomentose on the back, blunt except those near the top of the 

cup which are sometimes acute; kernel sweet. 

Distribution.—Massachusetts, Indiana, south to Florida, and west 

to Oklahoma and Texas. In Indiana it is confined to the southwestern 

part of the State. In our area it is found on the crest of ridges in the 

knob area where it is generally associated with black, and black jack 

oaks, hence in our poorest and thinnest soils. West of the knob area 
it takes up different habitats. From Vigo County southward it is 

found on sand ridges associated with black and black jack oaks. West 

of the knob area it is frequently found in black oak ae and in War- 

rick County about two miles southwest of Tennyson it is a frequent 

tree in the Little Pigeon Creek bottoms which are a hard light clay 

soil. Here it is associated with pin oak and cork elm ( Ulmus alata). 

In the Lower Wabash Valley, especially in Point Township of Posey 

County in the hard clay of this area it is a frequent to a common tree, 

associated with Spanish, pin, swamp, white and shingle oaks, and 

sweet gum. In this area it grows to be a large tree. 

This species has been reported for Hamilton County by Wilson, but 

Tregard this reference a wrong identification which will relieve Hamilton 

County of the reputation of having ‘‘post oak” land. It was reported, 

also, by Gorby for Miami County. Since Gorby’s list is wholly un- 

reliable, it is best to drop this reference. Higley and Raddin' reported 

a single tree near Whiting. Nieuwland? reported this species from near 

Mineral Springs in Porter County, the report being based on his num- 

ber 10,207 which I have not seen. There is no reason to doubt these 

references, because it is not an unusual thing to find a southern form 

jump from southern Indiana to a congenial habitat about Lake Michi- 

gan. 

Remarks.— Wood is similar but tougher than white oak, and its uses 

are the same as white oak. Since in our area the tree is usually medium 

sized, most of the trees are worked up into crossties. A tree in 

a black oak woods 4 miles east of Washington in Daviess County 

measured 2.22 meters (8719 inches) in circumference breast high. 

This species in some localities is called iron oak, and in Gibson County 

on the sand dune area it is called sand bur oak. 

iHigley and Raddin: Flora of Cook es Illinois, and a part of Lake County 
Indiana. Bul. Chicago Acad. Sci. Vol. 2: 106:1 

2Nieuwland: Notes on our local flora. reser Mid. Nat. Vol. 3:230:1914. 
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PLATE 46. 

QUERCUS MACROCARPA Michaux. Bur Oak. (x le 

Acorns from different trees. 

The right two belong to the variety OLIVASFORMIS. 
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7. Quercus macrocarpa Michaux. Bur Oak. Plate 46. Large 

trees; branchlets of young trees generally develop corky wings which are 

usually absent on mature trees; leaves on petioles 1-2 cm. long, obovate 

in outline, generally 1-2.5 dm. long, the margins more or less deeply 

cut so that there are usually 7 lobes, sometimes only 5, or as many as 

9 or 11, sometimes the sinuses extend to the midrib, giving the leaf a 

“skeleton” appearance, the lobes are very irregular in shape and various- 

ly arranged, but often appear as if in pairs, lobes rounded and ascend- 

ing, the larger lobes are sometimes somewhat lobed, the three terminal 

lobes are usually the largest and considered as a whole would equal in 

size one half or more of the entire leaf area, the base of the leaf is wedge- 

shape or narrowly rounded; leaves at maturity are dark green and 

smooth above, or somewhat pubescent along the midrib, a gray-green 

and woolly pubescent beneath; acorns usually solitary, sometimes in 

pairs or clusters of three, sessile or on short stalks, sometimes on 

stalks as long as 2.5 cm.; nuts very variable in size and shape, ovoid to 

oblong, often very much depressed at the apex, 2-3 em. long, enclosed 

from 14 to almost their entire length in the cup which is fringed at 

the top; cups thick and large, sometimes 4.5 cm. in diameter; scales 

tomentose on the back and somewhat tuberculate, blunt near the base 

of the cup, but at and near the top of the cup they become long attenu- 

ate and on some trees appear almost bristle like; kernel sweet. 

Distribution.—Nova Scotia to Manitoba, south to Georgia and 

west to Texas and Wyoming. Found in all parts of Indiana, although 

we have no reports from the knob area where no doubt it is only local. 

It is a tree of wet woods, low borders of streams, etc., except among the 

hills of southern Indiana, it is an occasional tree of the slopes. In 

favorable habitats it was a frequent to a common tree. Its most 

constant associates are white elm, swamp white and red oak, linn, 

green and black ash, shellbark hickory, ete. It is sometimes called 

mossy-cup oak. 

Remarks.—Wood and uses similar to that of white oak. In point 

of number, size and value it ranks as one of the most valuable trees of 

the State. Michaux! says: “A tree three miles from Troy, Ohio, was 

measured that was fourteen feet and nine inches in diameter six feet 

above the ground. The trunk rises about fifty feet without limbs, and 

with scarcely a perceptible diminution in size.” 

7a. Quercus macrocarpa var. olivaeférmis (Michaux filius) 

Gray. This variety is distinguished from the typical form by its shallow 

cup, and the long oval nut which is often 3 cm. long. The cup is semi- 

hemispheric, and encloses the nut for about one-half its length. 

1Michaux: North American Silva. J. J. Smith’s Trans. Vol. 1:37:1871. 
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Authentic specimens are at hand from Wells County, and it has been 

reported from Gibson and Hamilton Counties. No doubt this form has 

a wider range. 

8. Quercus lyrata Walter. Overcue Oak. Plate 47. Medium 

sized trees; bark generally intermediate between that of the swamp 

white and bur oak; leaves on petioles 5-30 mm. long which are generally 

somewhat reddish toward the base, 10-20 cm. long, obovate or oblong- 

obovate, margins very irregularly divided into 5-9 short or long lobes, 

ascending and generally acute, ordinarily the three terminal lobes are 

the largest, base of leaves wedge-shape, or narrowly rounded, upper 

surface at maturity dark green and smooth, the under surface densely 

covered with a thick tementum to which is added more or less long 

and single or fascicled straight hairs; when the leaves are as described 

on the under surface they are gray beneath; however, a form occurs 

which is yellow green beneath and has little or no tomentum, but is 

thickly covered with long single or fascicled straight hairs; acorn single 

or in pairs, on stalks generally about 1 cm. long, sometimes the stalks 

are 3 cm. long, the stalk lies in a plane at a right angle to the base of the 

acorn which is a characteristic of this species; nut depressed globose, 

about 1.5 em. long, generally almost completely enclosed in the cup, 

or sometimes enclosed only for about 2g its length; cup generally 

very thick at the base, gradually becoming thinner at the top, and often 

it splits open; scales tomentose on the back, those near the base, 

thick and tuberculate on the back and blunt, but those near the top of 

the cup are acute or long attenuate; kernel sweet. 

Distribution.—Maryland to Missouri,’ and south to Florida and 

west to Texas. In Indiana it is found only about river sloughs or deep 

swamps in the southwestern counties. At present it is known only 

from Knox, Gibson, Posey and Spencer Counties. It was reported by 

Nieuwland' for Marshall County on the authority of Clark. This 

specimen was taken during a survey of Lake Maxinkuckee, and is 

deposited in the National Museum. I have had the specimen examined 
by an authority, who reports that it is some other species. Its habitat 

is that of areas that are inundated much of the winter season. It is so 

rare that its associates could not be learned. In one place it grew in a 

depression lower than a nearby pin oak, and in another place it grew in 

a depression in a very low woods, surrounded by sweet gum, big shell 

bark hickory, and pin oak. It is generally found singly in depressions, 

but it is a common tree on the low border of the west side of Burnett’s 

pond in Gibson County. 
Remarks.— Wood and uses similar to that of white oak. In our 

area it is usually known as bur oak. 

i1Nieuwland: Notes on our local flora. Amer. Mid. Nat. Vol. 3:230:1914. 
2Prof. B. Shimek told me that recently a few trees were found about 30 miles west of 

Iowa City, Iowa. 
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PuatTe 47. 

QUERCUS LYRATA Walter. Overcup Oak. (x 1%.) 

Acorns from different trees. 
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9. Quercus imbricaria Michaux. SuHINGLE Oak. Plate 48. 
Medium to large sized trees; leaves on petioles generally 0.5-1 cm. long, 

7-16 em. long, elliptic to oblong-lanceolate, narrowed or rounded at the 

base, apex generally sharp-pointed and ending with a bristle, some- 

times very wide leaves are blunt at the apex, margins entire, when they 

first appear the upper surface is somewhat woolly and the under surface 

whitish with a dense tomentum, soon glabrous and a dark green 

above, remaining more or less densely woolly or pubescent beneath; 

acorns sessile or nearly so, solitary or in pairs; nuts ovoid, about 1 em. 

long and enclosed for about 1% their length in the cup; cup rounded at 

the base; scales pubescent on the back and obtuse. 

Distribution.—Pennsylvania, Michigan to Nebraska, south to 

Georgia and west to Arkansas. Found throughout Indiana. It is es- 

sentially a tree of low ground, but it is sometimes found near the base 

of slopes, and in the knob area it is sometimes found on the crest of 

ridges. In all parts of Indiana except the southwestern part it is found 

only locally and then usually in colonies of a few trees. In Wells County, 
I know of only two trees located at the base of a slope bordering a pond 

in Jackson Township. In the southwestern part of the State it is 

frequent to a common tree in its peculiar habitat. It appears that when 

drainage basins decrease in size, and leave sandy river bottoms, and 

bordering low sand dunes, that the shingle oak is the first oak to occupy 
the area. On the sand ridges it is crowded out by the black, black jack 

and post oaks. Inthe bottoms it is sueceeded by pin, Schneck’s, Spanish, 

swamp white and post oaks. Special notes were made on its distribu- 

tion on a trip through Gibson, Pike, Daviess, Greene and Sullivan 

Counties, going from Francisco northward through the Patoka bot- 

toms where in many places it forms pure stands. Usually in situations 

a little higher than the pin oak zone. Thence eastward to Winslow 

and then north to Sandy Hook in Daviess County, thence north to 

Washington, Montgomery, Odon, Newberry, Lyons, Marco and Sul- 

livan. In its habitat all along this route it was a frequent to a very 
common tree. A few miles northeast of Montgomery is a small area 

which a pioneer informed me was originally a prairie. Typical prairie 

plants are yet found along the roadside and fences in the area. I was 

informed that the shingle oak was the only species found on the area, 

and on the border of the area. It is believed the mass distribution of 

the species was in the area indicated by the preceding route. Both east 

and west of this area the species becomes less frequent. 

Remarks.— Wood similar to red oak, but much inferior. Evidently 
it is rather a slow growing tree, but it might find a use as a shade or 

ornamental] tree in sandy habitats where the pin oak would not thrive. 

It is also called black oak, peach oak, jack oak and water oak. 
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Pirate 48. 

QUERCUS IMBRICARIA Michaux. SuHInGLE Oax. (x 14.) 
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10. Quercus ribra Linneus. [Quercus maxima (Marshall) Ashe 

of some recent authors]. Rep Oak. Plate 49. Large trees; winter 

buds ovoid, pointed, reddish, outer scales glabrous, sometimes pube- 

scent on the edges; twigs soon smooth and reddish; leaves on petioles 

2.5-5 cm. long, 10-20 cm. long, oval to oblong-obovate, broadly wedge- 

shape or truncate at the base, the margins divided by wide or narrow 

sinuses generally into 7-9 lobes, sometimes as many as 11, the Jobes not 

uniform in size or shape, lobes broadest at the base and ending generally 

in 1-5 bristle points, pubescent above and below at first, soon becoming 

smooth at maturity and a dark green above, paler and yellowish-green 

beneath and smooth or with tufts of tomentum in the axils of the veins; 

acorns solitary or in pairs, sessile or on very short stalks; nuts ovoid, 

flat at the base, and rounded at the apex, 2-3 cm. long, enclosed for 

about 14 their length in the shallow cup; cups 2-3 cm. in diameter, 

thick, saucer-shape, flat or only slightly rounded at the base; scales 

ovate, blunt, appressed, and pubescent on the back; kernel somewhat 

bitter, eaten by hogs and cattle, but not relished by wild animals. 

Distribution.—Nova Scotia to Minnesota, south to Florida and 

west to Texas. Found throughout Indiana, although local in the knob 

area. Its preferred habitat is that of moist, rich and fairly well drained 

woods. It does not thrive in situations that are inundated much of the 

winter season such as the pin oak will endure. In the southern part. of 

the State, especially in the flats it is frequently found on the high bluffs 

of streams and very large forest trees are frequent on a dry wooded 

slope of ten acres, on the Davis farm four miles south of Salem. In a 

congenial habitat it was a frequent to a common tree, although such a 

thing as nearly a pure stand would never be met with, such as was often 

formed by the white, black, shingle or pin oak. 

Remarks.—Wood hard, heavy, strong, close-grained, but not as 

good as white oak in any of its mechanical qualities. Commercially 

all of the biennial oaks are usually considered as red oak. The true red 

oak, however, is generally considered the best of all the biennial oaks. 

Until recently, when white oak became scarce, red oak was not in much 

demand, and was used principally for construction material. Now it is 

substituted in many places for white oak, and the uses now are in a 

ereat measure the same as those of white oak. 

The red oak grows rapidly, and is able to adapt itself to many soil 

conditions. It has been used in European countries for two centuries 

for shade and ornamental planting. It reproduces easily by planting 

the acorns, and should receive attention by woodlot owners as a suitable 

species for reinforcing woodlands, or in general forest planting. 
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QUERCUS RUBRA,, Linnzus. Rep Oak. (x 15.) 
Acorns from different trees. 



11. Quercus palistris Du Roi. Pin Oak. Plate 50. Medium 
to large trees with very tight bark, the furrows shallow and generally 

wide; twigs at first pubescent, soon becoming smooth and reddish- 

brown; leaves on petioles generally 1-5 cm. long, blades about 7-15 em. 

long, usually about 2g as wide, sometimes as wide as long, ovate to 

obovate in outline, narrowed to broadly truncate at the base, the 

margins divided into 5-7 lobes by deep and wide sinuses, except leaves 

that grow in theshade, the sinus cuts the blade to more than half way to 

the midrib, the lobes are widest at the base, or sometimes widest near 

the apex, the lobes usually somewhat toothed or lobed and end in 1-7 

bristle tips, leaves hairy when they first appear, soon becoming glabrate 

and a glossy dark green above, a paler green beneath and smooth except 

tufts of hairs in the axils of the principal veins; acorns sessile or nearly 

so, single or in clusters; nuts subglobose or ovoid, generally 10-12 mm. 

long, the ovoid form somewhat smaller, covered about 14 their length 

by the shallow cups; cups saucer-shape and generally flat on the bottom, 

those with the ovoid nuts are rounded on the bottom; scales pubescent 

on the back,and rounded or blunt at the apex. 

Distribution.— Massachusetts, southwestern Ontario, Michigan to 
Iowa and south to Virginia and west to Oklahoma. Found in every 

county of Indiana. It is found only in wet situations where it is a 
frequent to a common tree. It prefers a hard compact clay soil with 

little drainage hence is rarely met with on the low borders of lakes 

where the soil is principally organic matter. 

Remarks.—Wood similar to red oak, but much inferior to it. It is 

tardy in the natural pruning of its lower branches, and when the dead 

branches break off they usually do so at some distance from the trunk. 

The stumps of the dead branches which penetrate to the center of the 

tree have given it the name of pin oak. It is also sometimes called 

water oak, and swamp oak. 

For street and ornamental planting it is one of the most desirable 

oaks to use. It is adapted to a moist soil, grows rapidly, and produces 

a dense shade. When grown in the open it develops a pyramidal crown. 

The nut of this species always has a depressed form, except a tree or 

two in Wells County which produce ovate nuts which are cone-pointed, 
and in bulk about half the size of the ordinary form. This form should 

be looked for to ascertain its area of distribution. 

12. Quercus Schnéckii Britton. Scunecx’s Oak. Plate 51. 

Large trees; bark somewhat intermediate between pin and red oak; 

twigs gray by autumn; winter buds large, about 0.5 cm. long, ovoid, 

glabrous and gray; leaves on petioles 2-6 cm. long, blades generally 

8-18 cm. long, generally truncate at the base, sometimes wedge-shaped, 
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PLATE 50. 

QUERCUS PALUSTRIS Muenchhausen. (x 1%.) 

Acorns from different trees. Those on the left the common form, those on 
the right the rare form. 
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Puate 51. 

QUERCUS SCHNECKII Britton. ScHNeEck’s Oak. (x lo. 

Specimens from type tree. 
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leaves ovate to obovate in outline, divided into 5-7 lobes, by deep 

rounded and wide sinuses, the sinuses cutting the blade to more than 

half way to the midrib, except the leaves of lower branches that grow in 

the shade, the lobes variable in shape and size, usually the lowest 

are the shortest and smaller, the middle the longest and largest, the 

lobes are sometimes widest at the base, and sometimes widest at the 

apex, the end of the lobes are more or less toothed or lobed; the leaves 

at maturity are bright green, glossy and smooth above, a paler and 

yellow green and smooth beneath except tufts of hairs in the axils of 

the principal veins; acorns solitary or in pairs, usually on stalks about 

0.5 cm. long; nuts ovoid, sometimes broadly so, or oblong, broad and 

flat or slightly convex at base, usually 1.5-2 em. long, enclosed in the 

cup from 14-1, their length; cups flat or convex at the base: scales 

generally pubescent on the back, gray or with a reddish tip on those of 

the Lower Wabash Valley, or reddish gray and with margins more or less 

red of trees of the Upper Wabash Valley. 

Distribution.— In Indiana this species has been reported only from 

Wells, Bartholomew, Vermillion, Knox, Gibson and Posey Counties. 

This species was not separated from our common red oak until after all 

of the local floras of Indiana had been written, and it may have a much 

wider range than is at present known. In Wells County it is the pre- 

vailing “red oak’”’ of the county, and no doubt is distributed through- 

out the Wabash Valley. In this area it is associated with all moist 

ground species. In the lower Wabash Valley, especially in Gibson, 

Knox and Posey Counties it is associated with Spanish, pin, and shingle 

oaks, swect gum, ete. Several trees were noted in Knox County in 

Little Cypress swamp where it was associated with cypress, pin oak, 

white elm, red maple and swell-butt ash. 

Remarks.—This anomalous red oak has a range from Indiana to 

Texas. When the attention of authors was directed to it, several] new 

species were the result. Later authors are not agreed as to whether 

this form, which has such a wide range and hence liable to show con- 

siderable variation within such a long range, is one or several species. 

C. S$. Sargent who for years has studied this form throughout its range 

has seen the author’s specimens and calls those with shallow cups 

typical or nearly typical Quercus Shumardii Buckley'and those with the 

deep cups Quercus Shumardii variety Schneckii (Britton) Sargent. 

The writer has made rather an intensive study of the forms in Wells 

County and in the Lower Wabash Valley and has not been able to satis- 

fy himself that, allowing for a reasonable variation, there is even a 

varietal difference in Indiana forms. The description has been drawn 

to cover all of the forms of Indiana. 

iSargent: Notes on North American Trees. Bot. Gaz. Vol. 65: 424:1918. 
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Dr. J. Schneck of Mt. Carmel, Illinois, was one of the first to dis- 
cover that this form was not our common red oak, and when he called 

Dr. Britton’s attention to it Dr. Britton named it Quercus Schnecki7 in 

honor of its discoverer. 

13. Quercus ellipsoidalis. E. J. Hill. Hiti’s Oak. Plate 52. 

Medium sized trees; inner bark yellowish; twigs pubescent at first, be- 

coming smooth and reddish brown by autumn; leaves on petioles 2-5 

cm. long, ovate to slightly obovate or nearly orbicular in outline, 7-15 

em. long, wedge-shape or, truncate at the base, margin divided into 5-7 

long lobes by wide sinuses which usually extend to more than half 

way to the midrib, sinuses rounded at the base, lobes broadest at the 

base or the apex, ending 1n 1-7 bristle points, leaves at first pubescent, 

both above and below, soon becoming glabrous above, and smooth 

beneath except tufts of hairs in the axils of the principal veins; acorns 

nearly sessile or on short stalks, single or in pairs; nuts oval to oblong, 

12-20 mm. long, enclosed for 13-16 their Jength in the cup; scales 

obtuse, light reddish-brown, pubescent on the back; kernel pale yellow 

and bitter. 

Distribution.—Northwestern Indiana to Manitoba and south to 

Iowa. In Indiana it has been reported only from Lake and Porter 

Counties by Hill, and from White County by Heimlich. According to 

Hill, who has made the most extensive study of the distribution of this 

species in our area, the tree is found on sandy and clayey uplands, and 

in moist sandy places. It closely resembles the pin oak for which it has 

been mistaken. It also resembles the black and scarlet oaks. We have 

very little data on the range or distribution of the species in this State. 

14. Quercus velitina Lamarck. Buack Oax. Plate 53. Me- 

dium to large sized trees; inner bark yellow or orange; leaves on petioles 

2-8 cm. long, ovate oblong or obovate, very variable in outline and in 

size, those of young trees and coppice shoots being very large, those of 

mature trees usually 12-18 em. long, wedge-shape or truncate at the 

base, the margin divided into 5-9 lobes by wide and usually deep sinuses 

which are rounded at the base, the lobes variable in shape and size, 

the terminals of many of the lobes toothed or slightly lobed and ending 

in one or more bristles, leaves pubescent on both sides at first, soon 

becoming smooth, glossy and a dark green above; leaves of fruiting 

branches usually smooth beneath except the tufts of brown hairs in the 

axils of the principal veins, or rarely more or less pubescent over the 

whole under surface, the under surface of leaves of sterile branches and 

young trees usually are the most pubescent beneath, the leaves of some 

trees are much like those of the scarlet oak, but on the whole are larger; 

acorns sessile or nearly so, single or in pairs; nuts ovoid, oblong or sub 
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globose, 1.5-2 cm. long, enclosed for about half their length in the cup- 

shaped cup; scales light-brown, densely pubescent on the back, obtuse, 

loose above the middle of the cup; kernel bitter. 

Distribution.—Maine, southern Ontario, southern Minnesota, 

southern Nebraska south to Florida and west to Texas. Found 

throughout Indiana. It was no doubt found in every county or nearly 

every county of the State. It of course would be a rare tree throughout 

the rich black loam soils of the central Indiana counties. The black oak 

is confined to the poorer soils of the State, such as clay and gravelly 

ridges, sand dunes, sand ridges, and the hills of southern Indiana that 

are not covered with beech or white oak. It 1s a frequent to a common 

tree in the southwestern part of the State in the bottom lands where it 

is associated with Schneck’s, shingle, and post oaks. In the northern 

part of the State it is generally associated with the white oak and if the 

soil is very poor it will form almost pure stands. On the poor ridges of 

southern Indiana it 1s generally associated with the white, and scarlet 

oaks, and invades habitats still poorer which are occupied by post, 

black jack, or chestnut oaks. Wherever the black oak is found it is 

generally more than a frequent tree and is usually a common tree or 

forms the principal stand. While the black is not so uniformly distri- 

buted over the State as the white oak, yet in point of numbers it nearly 

equals it, or may even exceed it. 

In Floyd and Harrison Counties are certain small areas which were 

known to the early settlers as the ‘“‘barrens.’”’ These areas were treeless. 

They were covered with a growth of some sort of oak which the natives 

call ‘‘scrub”’ oak, hazel, and wild plum. The height of the growth in 

any part would “not hide a man on horse back.”’ These areas are now 

all under cultivation, and are no longer distinguished from the forested 

areas. However, many parts of the barrens are now covered with 

forests, but these forests are a complete stand of black oak. Last year 

one of these areas was cut off, and the age of the trees were ascertained 

to be about 65 years old. The barrens of southern Indiana and ad- 

lacent States offer a good problem for ecologists. 

Remarks.—Wood similar to that of red oak, but often much in- 

ferior. The uses of the best grades of black oak are practically the same 
as red oak. 

Where the black and scarlet oaks are associated, the scarlet oak is 

rarely separated from it. The two species superficially much resemble 
vach other. The black oak is always easily distinguished by cutting in- 
to the inner bark which is yellow, while that of scarlet oak is gray or 
reddish. The inner bark imparts a yellow color to spittle, and the scar- 
let does not. When mature fruiting branches are at hand they may be 
separated by the appearance of the acorns. The scales of the cups of the 
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black oak are dull, and loosely imbricated near the top while those of the 

scarlet oak are rather glossy and closely imbricated. The scales of the 

scarlet oak, however, become somewhat loose after the acorn has 

matured, and fallen for some time. 

This species is sometimes called yellow oak. Since the chinquapin 

oak is also often called yellow oak, it is best to always call this species 

black oak. 

15. Quercus coccinea Muenchhausen. Scartet Oak. Plate 54. 
Medium sized trees with bark resembling the black oak,inner bark 

gray or reddish; twigs reddish by autumn; winter buds reddish-brown 

and pubescent; leaves on petioles 2.5-6 cm. long, broadly oval to obo- 

vate, blades 7-15 ecm. long, truncate or wedge-shape at the base, the 

blade divided into 5-7 lobes by deep and wide sinuses which cut the 

blade more than half the distance to the midrib, sinuses rounded at the 

base, the lobes variable in size and shape, usually the lowest are the 

shortest and smallest, the middle lobes the largest and longest, the 

lobes widest either at the base or the apex, the terminal part toothed 

or lobed, the terminal lobe generally 3-lobed or 3-toothed, both surfaces 

of the leaves at first pubescent, soon smooth and a dark glossy green 

above, and paler and smooth beneath except tufts of hairs in the axils of 
the principal veins; acorns sessile or nearly so, solitary or in pairs; nuts 

ovoid to oblong, 1.5-2 cm. long, enclosed for about half their length in 

the thick cup-shape cup; scales triangular but blunt, closely appressed, 
pubescent on the back except the center which is generally elevated 
and smooth and shiny, giving the cup a glossy appearance which easily 

separates it from its nearest ally the black oak whose cup is a dull, ash 

or reddish gray color; kernel white within, and less bitter than the black 

oak. 

Distribution.— Maine, southern Ontario tosouthern Nebraska, south 

to North Carolina, Alabama and Arkansas. It has been reported for the 
northwest counties and the southern part of Indiana, but we have no 

records for the east-central portion of the State. Clark reports it as 
common about Winona Lake, but does not report Quercus velutina 

which is a common tree of the vicinity, and it is believed that Clark 

has confused the two species. In the northern part of the State its 

habitat is that of sand and gravel ridges associated with black oak. 

In the hill part of southern Indiana it is intimately associated with the 

black oak on the poorer ridges. We have no authentic records for the 

southwestern counties. The author has Schneck’s specimens on which 

the record for Gibson and Posey County was based. I determined the 

specimens as belonging to the Spanish oak, and William Trelease 

verified the determination. I have no doubt that scarlet oak occurred 

on the sand ridges of that area. 
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In the northern part of the State it is a rare or infrequent tree, while 

in favorable habitats in the hill country of the southern part of the 

State it is a frequent to a common tree. 

Remarks.—Wood similar but much inferior to red oak. The cut in 

this State is marketed as black oak, from which it is rarely separated. 

16. Quereus falcata Michaux. SpanrsH Oak. Plate 55. 

Large trees; bark thick, rather deeply fissured, furrows usually narrow, 

ridges generally broad and broken into short lengths, the outer bark 

is reddish, except sometimes it becomes grayish by weathering; twigs 

densely pubescent at first, remaining more or less pubescent during 

the first year, or becoming smooth or nearly so and a reddish brown 

by autumn; leaves on petioles 0.5-6 em. long, ordinarily about 2-3 em. 

long, blades very variable in outline, ovate, ovate-oblong or obovate, 

usually somewhat curved, wedge-shaped, rounded or truncate at the 

base, shallow or deeply lobed,, generally about 2g of the distance to the 

midrib; lobes 3-11, commonly 5-9, the number, size and shape of the 

lobes exceedingly variable, the longest lateral lobes are generally near 

the middle of the leaf, sometimes the lowest pair, sometimes the upper 

pair are the longest, terminal lobe triangular or oblong, generally widest 

at the base, although frequently widest at the apex, lateral lobes widest 

at the base and gradually becoming narrower, towards the apex, rarely 

somewhat wider at the apex, generally somewhat curved, lobes generally 

sharp-pointed, sometimes wide-angled or rounded at the apex, margins 

of lobes entire, wavy, toothed or lobed, sinuses wide and rounded at the 

base; leaves densely pubescent on both surfaces at first, gradually 

becoming smooth and dark green above by autumn, the under surface 

remaining covered with a tomentum which is grayish or yellowish; 

acorns sessile or nearly so, solitary or in pairs; nuts broadly ovoid, 

generally 10-12 mm. long, broadly rounded at the base, rounded at 

the apex, enclosed about one-half their length by the cup; cups strongly 

convex at the base; scales blunt, grayish and pubescent on their backs, 

their margins reddish and generally smooth. 

Distribution.— New Jersey and Missouri, south to Florida and west 

to Texas. The known distribution in Indiana would be that part of the 

State south of a line drawn from Vincennes to North Madison. It is 

local except in the southwestern counties. In our area it is found on 

both high and low ground. In Jefferson and Clark Counties it is found 

only in the flats where it is associated with beech, sweet gum, pin oak, 

red maple and black gum. A colony was found in Washington County 

on high ground, about eight miles southwest of Salem associated with 
black and post oak. In Harrison County about two miles southeast 

of Corydon it was found on the crest of a ridge with white and black 

oak. In Daviess County about four miles east of Washington it is 
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associated with black and post oak. In Knox, Gibson, Pike and War- 

rick Counties it is local on sand ridges with black oak. It occurs in the 

greatest abundance in the river bottoms of Gibson, Posey and Spencer 

Counties, where it is generally associated with pin, Schneck’s, shingle, 

swamp white, black and post oaks, and sweet gum. In the last named 

counties it is fairly well distributed, and is a frequent to a common 

tree. Brown’s! report for Fountain County should not be recognized 

without a verifying specimen, since his list was compiled from a list 

of common names of the trees which he obtained. 

Remarks.—Wood and uses similar to that of red oak. In Indiana 

it is all sold as red oak. In all parts of its range in Indiana it is known as 

red or black oak. However, the best accepted common name of this 
species throughout its range is Spanish oak, and since no other species 

is known by this name, it should be used for this species. 

The bark of this species varies considerably in color and tightness. 

The leaves are exceedingly variable in form. The leaves on the same 

tree will vary from 3-lobed to 11-lobed. Usually the lobing is deepest 

in the leaves nearest the top of the tree. Leaves of small trees, coppice 

shoots, and of the lower branches of some trees are often all or for the 

greater part 3-lobed. The color of the pubescence of the lower surface 

the leaves varies from a gray to a yellow-gray. The variations have 

lead authors to divide this polymorphic species into several species and 

varieties. The author has included all the forms that occur in Indiana 

under one name. 

This species is variously known as Quercus digitata, Quercus triloba, 

Quercus pagodaefolia, and by the most recent authors as Quercus pagoda 

and Quercus rubra and its varieties. Specimens in the authors collec- 

tion from Jefferson County were reported by Sargent? as Quercus 

rubra var. triloba. 

17. Quercus maril4andica Muenchhausen. Birack Jack Oak. 

Plate 56. Mature trees generally 10-30 cm. in diameter; bark resembles 

that of a gnarled black oak; twigs generally scurvy-pubescent the first 

year; leaves on petioles from nearly sessile to 2.5 cm. long, usually less 

than a em. long, blades 7-15 cm. long, broadly obovate, often almost as 

wide as long, narrowly rounded at the base, with three primary lobes 

at the apex, sometimes with two small lateral lobes, the apex is some- 

times almost rounded and the position where the lobes usually occur 

is indicated by three primary veins which end in a bristle, the apex 

of the leaf is generally about equally divided into three lobes by two 

very shallow rounded sinuses, the lobes are rounded or merely acute, 
sometimes the terminal lobes develop a secondary lobe, leaves very 

1Brown: Trees of Fountain County, Ind. Geol. Rept. Vol. 11:123:1882. 
2Sargent: Notes on North American Trees. Bot. Gaz. Vol. 65:427: 
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pubescent both above and beneath when they first appear, becoming 

smooth and glossy above at maturity, and remaining more or less 

pubescent beneath; acorns sessile or nearly so, single or in pairs; nuts 

ovoid or oblong, 1-1.5 em. long, broadly rounded at the base, rounded or 

somewhat conic at the apex, enclosed for about half their length in the 

cup-shaped cup; scales blunt, not closely appressed, pubescent on back, 

light reddish-brown; kernel bitter. 

Distribution.—New York to Nebraska, south to Florida and west 

to Texas. In Indiana it is known to the author from Sullivan, Greene 

and Clark Counties and southwestward. It has been reported from 

Jefferson County by Barnes which is no doubt correct. Doubtful 

records are those by Brown for Fountain County, Miami County by 

Gorby, and Phinney’s report for the area of Delaware, Jay, Randolph 

and Wayne Counties. It has been reported for the vicinity of Chicago 

by Higley and Raddin. It may be local on sterile, sandy ridges of 

the northern part of the State, but very local if it does occur. It is 

generally found in very poor soil on the crest of ridges associated 

with black and post oak. However, it has been found in Greene, 

Sullivan and Knox counties on sand ridges and at the base of sand 

ridges associated with black and post oak. The species has a very 

limited mass distribution and is only occasionally found and in colonies 

of a few trees each. 

Remarks.—Trees too small and scarce to be of any economic im- 

portance. 

ULMACEAE. Tue Exum Famity. 

Trees or shrubs with simple, alternate, 2-ranked, petioled leaves; 

sepals 3-9, petals none, stamens as many as the sepals and opposite 

them, stigmas 2. 

Branchlets with solid pith; leaves with primary veins parallel; 
flowers borne on the twigs of the preceding season........ 1 Ulmus. 

Branchlets with chambered pith at the nodes; leaves 3-veined 
at the base; flowers borne on the twigs of the season.... 2 Celtis. 

| 1. ULMUS. Tue Etms. 
| 

Trees with furrowed bark; leaves short petioled, with lateral veins 

prominent and parallel, oblique or unequally heart-shaped at the base, 

taper-pointed at the apex, mostly double-serrate; flowers of Indiana 
species expanding before the leaves in March or April; fruit a samara 
surrounded with a wide membranous margin, maturing in the spring. 
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Inner bark mucilaginous; leaves very rough above; flowers 
nearly sessile; fruit not ciliate...................004. 1 U. fulva. 

Inner bark not mucilaginous; leaves smooth or somewhat rough 
above; flowers on slender pedicils; fruit ciliate. 

Branches without corky wings; sides of samara glabrous.... 2 U. americana. 
Branches (at least some of them) with corky wings; at least 

one side of the samara pubescent. 

Buds ovate, not twice as long as wide, obtuse, or short- 

pointed, dark brown; scales pubescent and ciliate; 

leaves usually not twice as long as wide, base of 
petiole glabrous beneath; calyx lobes 7-9.......... 3 U. Thomasi. 

Buds small, narrow, twice as long as wide, very sharp- 

pointed, light brown; scales glabrous or merely 

puberulent; leaves usually twice as long as wide, base 

of petiole pubescent all around.................. 4 U. alata. 

1. Ulmus ftlva Michaux. Sirppery Erm. Rep Eim. Plate 57 

Fairly large trees with deeply fissured reddish-brown bark without 

white streaks between the layers of the ridges, twigs very pubescent 

and green at first, becoming gray or reddish-brown at the end of the 

season and remaining more or less pubescent for a year or more; buds 

ovate, a very dark reddish brown, the scales more or less pubescent; 

leaves ovate, oval or slightly obovate, average blades 8-15 em. long, 

hairy on both surfaces at first, remaining more or less pubescent beneath 

until maturity, and becoming very rough above with a few scattered 

hairs remaining, fragrant when dried, fragrance remaining for years; 

fruit ripening the last of April or the first of May before or with the un- 

folding of the leaves; samaia orbicular or obovate, usually longer than 

wide, average size 13-17 mm. long and 9-12 mm. wide, the margin as 

wide or wider than the seed, margin glabrous, seed densely pubescent 

on both sides; wood hard, strong, light when well seasoned and. not 

warping as badly as white elm. 

Distribution.—Quebec south to Florida, west to Texas, Nebraska 

and North Dakota. Found in all parts of Indiana. In the prairies or in 

the ‘‘flats’”? it may be absent in one or more contiguous counties and 

may be entirely absent on the crests and upper slopes of ridges. It 

prefers a moist well drained soil, and where it is found it is usually 

a frequent to a common tree, although rarely is it found as a very 

common tree. It is usually associated with sugar maple, beech, white 

ash, linn, tulip, white oak, ete. 

Remarks.—This tree usually is from 3-6 dm. in diameter and tall 

for its diameter. However, larger trees occur. In the Ind. Geol. 

tept. 6:70:1875 mention is made of a tree in Jackson County that was 

“18 feet in circumference.”’ The uses of the wood are similar to that 

of white elm. The inner bark collected in spring is much used in 

medicine under the name of slippery elm. 
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2. Ulmus americana Linneus. Waite Evm. Plate 58, 

Large trees; bark deeply fissured, gray, the ridges showing white 

streaks between the layers; twigs more or less hairy at first and usually 

becoming glabrous by the end of the season; buds ovate, acute and 

glabrous; leaves ovate, oval or obovate, average blades 8-12 cm. long, 

hairy on both sides on expanding, becoming at maturity glabrous 

above and smooth or rough, sometimes very rough on vigorous young 

shoots, remaining pubescent beneath, rarely glabrous; fruit ripening 

before or as the leaves unfold, generally oval in shape, about 1 em. 

long, both surfaces glabrous, margins about as wide as the seed and 

fringed with hairs; wood hard, tough, flexible, generally hard to split, 

warps badly in seasoning. 

Distribution.—Quebec to Florida, west to Texas and Nebraska. 

Found throughout Indiana, and doubtless in every county. It is fre- 

quent to common or very common on the flood plains of streams, in 

wet woods and in low ground generally. 

Remarks.—This species is also called water elm, swamp elm, gray 

elm, bitter elm, sour elm and in southwestern counties it is often called 

red elm. In Perry County it is often called hub elm. It is generally 

known as “elm’’ and when this term 1s used, it refers to this species. 

The wood has a very wide range of uses. The greatest amount has been 

used for hoops, staves andheading. Large quantities have been used 

in the manufacture of agricultural implements, hubs, furniture, 

basket handles, etc. White elm is usually considered very difficult 

to split, but I was informed by a pioneer timber cutter that the heart 

wood of the veterans of the forest splits as well as oak, and that he 

worked many a tree up into staves. He told me that he made into 

staves a tree in Paulding County, Ohio, that was eight feet in diameter 

at the stump. There is little attempt being made by woodlot owners to 

propagate this tree. However, the natural propagation of the species is 

probably greater than any other species because it produces seed at an 

early age, and culls of the forest are not cut because they are not 

good for fuel which leaves them to produce seed. Then the seed are 

light, and are scattered to great distances by the wind and water. It 

is propagated very easily from seedlings. 

The tree when grown in the open has a tendency to be bushy and 

unless it is given some pruning will have a very short clear trunk. 

It has always been regarded as one of the best species for shade tree 

planting. For beauty of form it is not excelled by any tree for shade 

or ornamental planting. However, it has several insect enemies that 

require spraying to keep them under control. 
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3. Ulmus ThomAasi Sargent. Hickory Eum. Rock Exim. Plate 

59. Large trees; bark deeply fissured and grayish like the bark of the 

white elm; twigs light brown, generally densely hairy and remaining 

more or less pubescent until the end of the season or later, the twigs 

of some specimens are glabrous or only slightly hairy at first and soon 

become glabrous and somewhat glaucous, after the first year some of the 

branchlets begin to develop 1-4 corky ridges from a few millimeters to 

5 or 6 mm. in thickness, the ridges are wide and rounded at the top, 

dark gray, brown and discontinuous, rarely a corky ridge will appear on 

a branchlet the first year; leaves oval or obovate, average blades 

8-15 em. long, at maturity glabrous and smooth or rough to very rough 

above, permanently pubescent beneath especially on the veins; fruit 

ripens late in May or early in June when the leaves are from 14 to 2g 

grown; samara oval, usually 1.5-2 cm. long, oblique at the base, with a 

beak 2-5 mm. long at the apex, both faces pubescent, wing about as wide 

as the seed; wood hard heavy, strong, flexible, uses the same as white 

elm. 

Distribution.—Southern Quebec and Ontario south to northern 

New Jersey and west to Minnesota and Missouri. The distribution in 

Indiana has not been studied. The frequency of its occurrence is not 

known, and all of the known stations are given. The published records 

are as follows: Dearborn (Collins); Franklin (Meyncke); Hamilton 

(Wilson); Jefferson (Baines) and (Deam); Noble (VanGorder); Parke 

(Hobbs); St. Joseph (Nieuwland); Steuben (Bradner); Wayne (Petry 

and Markle); Wells (Deam). Additional records are Hendricks, Noble, 

Ripley, Vermillion and Wayne by Deam. The published record for 

Posey County by Deam and Schneck should be referred to Ulmus 

alata. It prefers a well drained soil and is most frequently found near 

the base of the slope or on the top of flood plain banks of streams, in 

ravines, or in a habitat like a beech-sugar maple woods. It is reported 

to have been frequent in Franklin, Noble and Wells Counties. 

Its appearance and habit of growth is so much like the white elm 

that it is not commonly distinguished from it, which accounts for the 

lack of definite knowledge of its range in our area. 

4. Ulmus alata Michaux. Wincrep Em. Plate 60. Small 

to medium sized trees; bark rather closely fissured, grayish or reddish- 

brown, in appearance like white elm; twigs hairy at first, generally 

remaining more or less pubescent throughout the season, rarely be- 

coming entirely glabrous before the end of the season, a light brown 

gradually becoming a gray-brown; branchlets usually begin to develop 

two thin narrow corky ridges, becoming by the end of the second 

year 4-7 mm. thick, the year’s growth of corky layer a light brown, 

the older layers a darker brown, the two main corky ridges are on oppo- 
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site sides of the twigs, and between these there are generally additional 

corky excrescences, especially on the older branches; leaves oblong- 

lanceolate or oval, some somewhat falcate, average blades 4-8 cm. long, 

pubescent on both sides on unfolding, becoming at maturity glabrous or 

nearly so above, some are rough above at maturity, remaining pube- 

scent until maturity beneath; petioles short, generally 2-3 mm. long, 

rarely 5 mm. or longer; fruit ripening before or with the unfolding of the 

leaves; samara 6-10 mm. long, pubescent on both faces. 

Distribution.— Virginia west through southern Indiana to southern 

Missouri, south to the Gulf and west to Texas. In Indiana it is con- 

fined to the southwestern part of the State. Gorby’s report for Miami 

should be ignored. It has been reported as far north as Vigo and 

Monroe Counties by Blatchley, and as far east as Clark County by 

Baird and Taylor. The author has collected it in Crawford, Dubois, 

Martin, Orange, Perry, Posey, Spencer and Warrick Counties. 

The tree has two rather distinct habitats. In the hill counties it 

is found on the sides of cliffs, steep slopes or on the top of the ridges 

with such species as the black, chestnut and scarlet oaks and chestnut. 

In this habitat it is usually a small scrubby tree with an 

excessive number of side branches. Such specimens usually have the 

corky ridges well developed on all of the branches and the tree presents a 

weird appearance. The second habitat is in the hard clay flats of the 

southwestern counties. In Warrick County along Big Pigeon Creek 

west of Boonville I measured a specimen 21 dm. in circumference and I 

estimated theclear boleat8m. It was associated with sweet gum, black 

gum, white elm, red birch, red oak, etc. It is found throughout this 

county both in the “‘flats’’ and on the sandy ridges. In Posey County it 

is a frequent tree in the low woods about 10 miles southwest of Mt. 

Vernon. In these woods it acquires a diameter of 3-6 dm. and is asso- 

ciated with post oak, Spanish oak, sweet gum, shingle oak, etc. It is 

to be noted that specimens that grow in these conditions and those that 

acquire a large size do not develop such conspicuous corky branches. 

A large tree over 6 dm. in diameter was noted in the eastern part of 

Gibson County growing in low sandy soil which was destitute of corky 

branches so far as could be seen from the ground. All of the branches 

examined were free from corky ridges, and only a few corky excrescences 

were present. The specimen could easily be identified by the leaves. 

Another large tree 12 dm. in circumference in a black oak woods 4 miles 
south of Marengo in Crawford County was also free from corky ridges. 

This is an interesting tree and requires further study to establish its 

range in Indiana and to learn its habits. In Jasper, Indiana, it is a 

frequent shade tree. No doubt the trees were obtained from a nearby 

woods along the Patoka River where this species is known to occur. 
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2. CELTIS. Tue Hackserrigs. 

Trees with pith of branchlets chambered; flowers in Indiana species 

appear before the leaves, the leaves generally with 3 primary veins at the 

base; staminate flowers usually in clusters, the pistillate solitary or 

few together in the axils of the leaves, and near the end of the twigs; 

fruit a globose drupe, sometimes elongated, pulp thin and sweet, fre- 

quently remaining on the tree until late winter, relished by birds; stone 

bony, wrinkled. 

Some of the American species of hackberry are very variable. The 

habitat of the species varies from deep swamps to arid rocky slopes. In 

fact, a single species as now understood may have a variable habitat. 

The following variations may be noted on the same tree or on different 

trees of the same species. The twigs may be glabrous, or pubescent; 

the leaves may vary in size, shape and texture, leaf margin, and in the 

roughness or smoothness of the surfaces; the petioles may be smooth 

or hairy; the pedicels may be glabrous or pubescent, shorter or longer 

than the petioles; the fruit also varies in shape. Leaves have been seen 

on the same tree which were smooth above, while others were quite 

rough above, the difference being due to the exposure to light. 

The original descriptions of the species are too short to sufficiently 

characterize the species, which adds to the confusion. However, C. 8. 

Sargent! has recently revised the species and varieties of our area. 

Prof. Sargent has examined and named all of my material for me. 

Mr. B. F. Bush, who has extensively studied the hackberries in the 

field, also has examined my specimens. 

The writer has paid special attention to the hackberries of the State 

for the past few years and is still in doubt as to the status of the species 

that occur in the State. Since Iam not following the determinations 

made by Sargent and Bush, and am following the nomenclature of the 

first edition, I regard the present treatment as tentative only. 

Margins of all the leaves sharply serrate all around except at 

base; nutlets 6-8 mm. long...................000005. 1 C. occidentalis. 
Margins of leaves of fruiting branches generally entire, or 

some with a few teeth on one side or with a few teeth on 
both sides; margins of the leaves of vegetative branches 

and shoots similar to those of fruiting branches or with 

the margins serrate nearly all around; nutlets 5-6 mm. long. 

Leaves of a rather broad ovate type; mature fruit a dark 

cherry-red; usually shrubs, sometimes very small trees, 

OL ay dry Wha DILAG e escc pecousanceanan nbs ore a Penh amen eee 2 C. pumila. 
Leaves of an ovate-lanceolate type; mature fruit a light 

cherry-red; medium-sized trees of a wet habitat...... 3 C. mississippi- 

ensis. 

iBot. Gaz. Vol. 67:217-229:1919. 
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Pratre 61. 

CELTIS OCCIDENTALIS Linneus. Hackserry. (x 1%.) 
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1. Celtis occidentalis Linneus. Hacxperry. Plate 61. Me- 

dium to large-sized trees; bark of old trees irregularly furrowed, some- 

times some of the surface warty and rough; twigs smooth or pubescent, 

the fruiting ones generally smooth; leaves of an ovate type on petioles 

0.5-2 cm. long, the blades of fruiting twigs 5-15 cm. long, those of veg- 

tative twigs sometimes larger, oblique or slightly cordate at base, 

gradually tapering to a point at apex, or long acuminate at the apex, 

often becoming thick at maturity, especially those exposed to full sun- 

light, generally smooth above at maturity, especially those of fruiting 

twigs, or sometimes rough, especially those of vegetative branchlets or 

those growing in the shade, the under surface more or less pubescent 

along the veins at maturity; fruit matures in late autumn, very dark red, 

sometimes appearing almost black, globose or somewhat oblong, general- 

ly about 9-10 mm. in diameter, borne on pedicels which are longer or up 

to twice as long as the petioles; the pedicels which are always ascending 

are straight or somewhat curved upwards; nutlets globose, a little longer 

than wide. 

Distribution.— Valley of the St. Lawrence River, southern Ontario, 

to North Dakota, and south to the Gulf States and west to Texas. 

More or less frequent along streams throughout the State, except in the 

hilly counties of the southern part of the State. It is always found in 

moist soil, except in the hilly counties where it may be found on wooded 

slopes or on high rocky bluffs bordering streams. In all] of our area the 

species is practically confined to drainage basins, and is generally close 

to streams. 

Remarks.—The wood is yellowish-white and before seasoning very 

much resembles ash for which it was generally sold. It has good bending 

qualities and is now much sought after for hoops. It was formerly 

often known as hoop ash. The supply is now becoming scarce, but 

when bought sells for the same price as good white elm. 

Some writers include under the name Celtis occidentalis only those 

forms which are smal] trees and have ovate, short-pointed leaves. This 

type of tree has not been found in Indiana. The form with long 

acuminate pointed leave which is the common form in our area, is 

regarded as a variety of Celtis occidentalis. Trees having the upper 

surface of the leaves very rough are called Celtis crassifolia Lamarck, 

or are merely regarded as a variety of Celtis occidentalis. This form 

is found throughout our area. 

The hackberry is sometimes used as a shade tree. It ean scarcely be 

recommended because its leaves and twigs are often affected by galls 

which detract from its appearance. 

2. Celtis ptmila (Muhlenberg) Pursh. Dwarr Hacxperry. 

Plate 62. Bark thin, smooth and gray on shrub-like forms, warty 
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PLATE 62. 

& CELTIS PUMILA var. DEAMII Sargent. Dwarr Hackprrry. (x }5.) 
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or deeply fissured on the larger forms; ridges flat and broken, dark gray- 

brown; twigs at first hairy, becoming smooth or nearly so by autumn; 

leaves of an ovate type, broadly-ovate, oblong-ovate to narrow ovate, 

on petioles 0.5-1.5 em. long, blades of fruiting branchlets 3-10 cm. long, 

those of sterile twigs sometimes larger, oblique, rounded or somewhat 

cordate at the base, taper-pointed, sometimes acuminate at the apex, 

margins entire or with a few teeth usually about or above the middle, 

becoming thick and smooth above at maturity, sometimes rough, 

especially on vigorous shoots, generally somewhat pubescent along the 

veins beneath; fruit matures late in the autumn, usually an orange or 

light cherry color late in summer, becoming a very dark cherry color 

late in the autumn, globose to ellipsoidal, on pedicels about as long as 

the petioles; sometimes the pedicels are shorter but usually about one- 

half longer; pedicels generally ascending, rarely recurved, when recurved 

the pedicels are short. 

Distribution.—Pennsylvania to northern Illinois, south to Florida 

and west to Arkansas. Local in Indiana. It has been collected by the 

writer in Lake County near the mouth of the Grand Calumet River 

where it was collected by E. J. Hill who has given us the most detailed 

account of this species. Also collected on a high, gravelly hill on the 

east side of Hog-back Lake, Steuben County; on a rocky wooded slope 

in Hamar’s Hollow southeast of Mitchell in Lawrence County; on a 

“knob” in Floyd County; on a rocky wooded slope near Big Spring 

in Washington County; frequent on a rocky wooded slope near the 

Ohio River east of Elizabeth in Harrison County; on the bank of Blue 

River near Milltown in Crawford County; and in Perry County 

along the bluffs of the Ohio River about six miles east of Cannelton, 

and also on the crest of a ridge about six miles southwest of Derby. 

It has also been reported by Nieuwland for Clark in Marshall County. 

Remarks.—This species is usually a small shrub, and usually bears 

fruit when only 1.5-2 meters (5 or 6 feet) tall. Only a few trees have 

been seen that were 40 cm. (4 inches) in diameter. The small size at 

which this species fruits, easily distinguishes it from other species in 
our area. Its habitat also serves to distinguish it. Along Lake Michi- 
gan it grows on the dry sand dunes, and in southern Indiana it grows on 
dry rocky slopes. 

Sargent who has examined all of my specimens credits Indiana with 
the typical species, and separates from it a form which he calls Celtis 
pumila variety Deam@i?. This variety is based upon my No. 18,727, 
and the type specimen has been photographed to illustrate this species. 
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The writer is not able to separate the two forms in our area, and believes 

that all belong either to Celt?s pumila or to the new variety. 

3. Celtis mississippiénsis Bosc. (Celtis laevigata Willdenow): 

SUGARBERRY. Hackperry. Plate 63. Medium sized trees with the 

bark of the trunk of large trees irregularly covered with wart-like 

excrescences, rarely somewhat irregularly fissured, bark of the upper 

part of trunk and larger branches resembling that of the beech; leaves 

of an ovate-lanceolate type, as a whole narrower than the preceding 

species; on petioles 5-12 mm. long, blades of fruiting twigs 4-8 cm. long, 

usually rounded at the base, sometimes oblique, shghtly cordate or 

somewhat narrowed at the base, usually gradually long-taper pointed 

at apex, margins generally entire, rarely a few teeth toward the apex, 

green on both surfaces, generally mature leaves are smooth above and 

below, more rarely somewhat rough above, and with some pubescence 

along the veins beneath; fruit in late summer an orange red color, 

gradually becoming darker until late autumn when it becomes red; 

pedicels shorter or longer than the petioles, usually slightly longer and 

ascending, fruit nearly globose, a trifle smaller than the preceding, and 

about two-thirds as large as the first. 

Distribution.— Virginia, southern Indiana, Missouri, eastern Kan- 

sas, south to the Gulf States and west to Texas. In Indiana it is con- 

fined to the southwestern counties. It is now known to definitely occur 

in Sullivan, Gibson, Posey, Warrick and Spencer Counties. Two trees 

were noted also, in the Muscatatuck bottoms near Delany Creek in 

Washington County. A “single bush about eight feet high’’ was re- 

ported from Jefferson County by Young. This may have been the 

preceding species. It was also reported by Haymond from Franklin 

County. 

Remarks.— With one exception all the specimens of this species have 

been found in very low ground. Usually it is associated with such low 

ground species as pecan, sweet gum, swell-butt ash, and the cane. 

One very peculiar specimen was found on the crest of a ridge about 

seven miles north of Salem in Washington County. It was a tree about 

fifteen feet tall, and had very narrow entire leaves. 

MORACEAE. Tue Mutperry Famity. 

Trees or shrubs with a milky sap; leaves simple, alternate, petioled, 

3-5 nerved at the base; fruit fleshy. 

Branches without spines; leaves serrate; pistillate flowers in 

SPIER cc cms REAL ACR Oe Oe eae LUeN en eat 1 Morus. 
Branches with spines; leaves entire; pistillate flowers in heads. 2 Maclura. 
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ISSIPPIENSIS Bose. SucarBerry. (x 14.) CELTIS MIS! 
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1. MORUS. Tuer Muperries. 

Trees with leaves 3-nerved at the base; flowers of two kinds on 

different branches of the same tree or on different trees; the staminate 

in long catkins, calyx 4-parted, petals none, stamens 4, the pistillate 

catkins short; fruit an aggregate of drupes. 

Leaves softly pubescent beneath...........0. 0.0. 00000 ee 1 M. rubra. 

Leaves glabrous beneath, or with a few hairs on the veins or in 

LAU RenRers KS eae GEIS Nar aa wer PP CP oT GH Stee PN 2M. alba. 

1. Morus ribra Linneus. Rep Muuperry. Plate 64. Medium 

sized trees with short trunks and round heads; twigs at first green and 

puberulent, soon becoming glabrous and later usually turning gray; 

leaves ovate or somewhat orbicular, frequently 2-3 lobed, average 

mature blades 10-15 cm. long, more or less cordate at the base, abruptly 

taper-pointed, rough and glabrous above and finely pubescent beneath; 

fruit ripening in June or July, 1.5-3 em. long, dark purple or nearly 

black, edible; wood light, soft, rather tough, coarse-grained, and dura- 

ble in contact with the soil. 

Distribution.—Southern Ontario west to eastern Dakotas, south 

to the Gulf States and west to Texas. Found throughout Indiana, 

although there are no records for the extreme northwestern counties. 

Throughout our area it must be regarded as infrequent. It is only here 

and there that you find a tree, and I have never seen it where there were 

even a small number of trees close together. In the northern part of 

the State it is usually found in a moist well drained soil, associated 

with trees such as beech and sugar maple, or in lower ground with 

slippery elm and linn. It has no particular affinity for streams. In the 

southern part of the State it is found in both rich and poor soils. How- 

ever, it is most often met with near the base of slopes. 

Remarks.—This tree seldom hasa clear bole of more than 3-5m. and 

is usually a tree about 20 cm. in diameter, rarely as large as 6 dm. in 

diameter, although there is a record! of a tree in Georgia that was ‘7 

feet in diameter at 3 feet above the ground.” 

The wood has been a favorite for fence posts since pioneer times. It 

transplants easily. The fruit is a favorite with birds and for this rea- 

son it should be planted about orchards and in woodlots. It is some- 

1Garden & Forest 9:375:1896. 
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PuLate O64. 

MORUS RUBRA Linneus. Rep Munperry. (x !9). 
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times called the red mulberry to distinguish it from the following 

species.! 

2, MACLURA. Tue Osace ORANGE. 

Maclura pomifera (Rafinesque) Schneider. Hepcr. Osage ORANGE. 

(Toxylon pomiferum Raf.) Plate 65. Trees with brown shreddy 

bark on old trees; mature twigs greenish gray, zigzag; spines about 

10-15 mm. long; leaves ovate to oblong lanceolate, average blades 

7-12 cm. long, wedge-shape, rounded or cordate at the base, 

long taper-pointed at the apex, margins entire, pubescent on both 

sides while young, becoming at maturity lustrous and glabrous above, 

remaining pubescent beneath; fruit globose, about 1 dm. in diameter; 

wood heavy, very hard and strong, the most durable in contact with the 
soil of any of our post timbers. 

Distribution.— Missouri and Kansas south to Texas. Introduced 

into Indiana for hedge fences. There is some question as to the ability 
of this species to escape. I have heard that it frequently sends up root 
shoots at several feet from hedge fences, and that it frequently seeds 

itself along old hedge fences. For the past few years I have given the 

species especial attention and I have never seen it as an escape except 

in three instances. 

Remarks.—This species was formerly much planted for farm 

fences, but since land has become so valuable, its use has been dis- 

continued, and the old fences are being dug up. The tree grows a short 

trunk, and one was noted in Grant County that was at least 6 dm. in 
diameter that was estimated to be less than fifty years old. This 

species is subject to the San Jose scale and in some localities it has been 
killed by it. It has been but little used for forest planting, and the 

plantations are not yet old enough to measure their success. 

MAGNOLIACEAE. Tue Macnouia Famity 

Trees or shrubs with alternate and petioled leaves; flowers large, 

terminal and solitary with numerous stamens and pistils. 

1Morus alba Linneus. White Mulberry. A small crooked tree; leaves ovate, 
sometimes lobed, blades 6-13 cm. long, cordate at the base, acute at apex, at maturity glab- 
rous above and glabrous beneath or with some hairs on the veins and in the axils of the veins: 
fruit subglobose or oblong, 1-2 cm. long, white to pinkish. This is an introduced tree and 
has been reported as an escape in many parts of the State, especially by the older botanists. 
Morus alba variety tatarica Loudon, the Russian mulberry, has been reported as an escape. 
The writer has seen single specimens as an escape in woods in Cass and Marshall Counties. 
It can be distinguished by practically all of the leaves being more or less lobed and the reddish 
fruit. This form was introduced into the United States in great numbers about fifty years 
ago by the Mennonites. It was especially recommended by nurserymen for fence posts and 
it has been planted to some extent in Indiana, but it cannot be recommended. It grows too 
slowly and is too crooked to compensate for any lasting qualities the wood may have. Morus 
nigra has been reported from Indiana by Phinney, Brown and McCaslin as a forest tree. Since 
this is an introduced tree, and is not supposed to be hardy in our area, their reportsshould be 
transferred to some other species. 
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Priatre 65. 

MACLURA POMIFERA  (Rafinesque). Schneider. Osage ORANGE. (x 14.) 
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Buds silky white pubescent; leaves entire; fruit fleshy, de- 

FISCOD Geneva olen teeter ea ie ee eR ane luo 1 Magnolia. 

Buds glabrous; leaves lobed; fruit a cone of dry carpels, in- 

ehiscentis er. denice eee oe somber ess aad coe te yee en 2 Liriodendron. 

1. MAGNOLIA. Tue Macwnottas. 

Magnolia acuminata Linneus. CucumBer Tren. Plate 66. 

Large trees with furrowed bark which is gray and much resembles the 

tulip tree except the ridges are shallower and closer; twigs downy at 

first, becoming glabrous or nearly so and a light to a cherry brown by 

the end of the season; leaves oval, average blades 15-22 cm. long, rounded 

to truncate at the base, abruptly short-pointed, pubescent on both 

sides at first, becoming glabrous above, and remaining pubescent. be- 

neath, rarely entirely glabrous; flowers about 6 cm. long, bell-shaped, 

pale yellowish-green; fruit cylindrical, 5-7 cm. long, 1-2 cm. diameter, 

the large scarlet seeds begin to push out of their receptacle in September; 

wood light, soft, not strong, close-grained and durable. 

Distribution.—North shore of Lake Erie, western New York, 

eastern Ohio, southern Indiana, southern Illinois and along the Ap- 

palachian Mountains to southern Alabama and west to Arkansas. 

It doubtless occurred in all or nearly all of the counties in southern 

Indiana south of a line drawn from Franklin to Knox Counties. It no 

doubt was extremely local. For instance a pioneer 81 years old who 

had always lived in Washington County told me that there were two 

trees on his farm near Pekin, and these were the only two trees he knew 

of in the vicinity. These trees were popular because the neighbors 

came for the fruit to put into whisky for making bitters which were a 

specific for all ailments. I have seen only a shrub on the Forest Reserve 

in Clark County. On a beech and sugar maple ridge about 4 miles 

northwest of Medora in Jackson County on the Geo. W. Scott farm two 

trees were still standing in 1915. Mr. Scott, a pioneer, said the species 

was found on the ridge for about 2 miles and that there were about a 

half dozen trees to the acre, and the largest was about a meter in diam- 

eter. It is known in two other places in this county. A tree is still 

standing in Lawrence County on the Sam Mitchell farm 214 miles 

south of Bedford. Mr. Mitchell is a pioneer and says that a few trees 

were found in the vicinity on the ridges. It has been reported for 

Franklin, Floyd and Jefferson Counties. There is hearsay evidence 

that it occurred in other counties. 

Remarks.— The cucumber tree has been too rare in Indiana to be of 

economic importance. The greatest interest with us is its distribution. 

The uses of the wood are similar to that of tulip with which it is bo- 
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PLATE 66. 

MAGNOLIA ACUMINATA Linnewus. Cucumper TREE. (x 19.) 
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tanically related. It is said that the greater part of the lumber 

which is produced in the south is sold as tulip. The seeds of this tree 

are extremely bitter and no bird, squirrel or mouse will carry or touch 

them. However, man after macerating them in whisky can use them 
for medicine. 

2. LIRIODENDRON. Tue Tuuie TREE. 

Liriodendron Tulipifera Linnzeus. Tulip. Yellow Poplar. Plate 

67. Large trees with deeply furrowed grayish bark; twigs glabrous and 

glaucous at first, becoming reddish-brown by the end of the season, then 

gray or dark brown; leaves very variable, 4-6 lobed, average blades 5-12 

cm. long, truncate and notched at the apex, more or less rounded, 

truncate or cordate at the base, glabrous above and below at maturity 

or with a few hairs on the veins beneath; flowers appear in May or 

June, large bell-shaped, about 4 cm. deep, greenish-yellow, sometimes 

tinged with orange-red; fruit upright, cone-shaped, 5-7 cm. long; 

wood light, weak, soft, stiff, straight and moderately coarse-grained, 

seasons and works well. Sap wood white, heart wood a light yellow. 

Distribution.— Vermont, southern Ontario, southern Michigan, 

south to Florida and west to Arkansas and Missouri. Found throughout 

Indiana, and doubtless is found in every county. Itis rare to infrequent 

in most of the counties north of the Wabash River. It gradually be- 

comes more frequent toward the south and where its habitat is found 

it is frequent to common. It prefers a moist 1ich well drained soil and 

thrives best in protected coves and near the lower part of slopes of hills. 

It is found with beech, sugar maple and white oak. It is rarely found in 

a black loam soil, but prefers a sandy soil. It was generally a common 

tree and of very large size in practically all of the counties in the 

southern two-thirds of the State. 

Remarks.—This tree is generally known by botanists as tulip tree. 

By lumbermen it is usually known as yellow poplar, or more often short- 

ened to poplar. It is also known as blue, white and hickory poplar, or 

as white wood. The tulip tree is the second largest tree of Indiana. 

In the Ind. Geol. Rept. 6:70:1875, is the following: “I measured four 

poplar trees that stood within a few feet of each other; the largest was 

thirty-eight feet in circumference three feet from the ground, one hund- 

red and twenty feet high, and about sixty-five feet to the first limb. 

The others were, respectively eighteen and a half, eighteen and seven- 

teen feet in circumference at three feet from the ground.’’ The range 

of the uses of the wood is not so great as the oak, but it has many uses. 

The demand has been so great that practically all of the large trees have 

been cut. Small trees have so much sap or white wood that they are 

not sought for lumber, but can be used for pulp and excelsior. 
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PLATE 67. 

LIRIODENDRON TULIPIFERA Linneus. Tuie or YeLLtow Poptar. (x 1.) 
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The tulip transplants easily, grows rapidly, tall and with short side 

branches. Experiments in growing this tree indicate that it is one of 
the very best trees for reinforcing the woodlot, and other forest planting. 

It can be recommended for roadside planting because it grows tall and 

has a deep root system. Where conditions of life are not too severe it 

could be used for shade tree planting. 

ANONACEAE. The Custard Apple Family. 

ASIMINA. Tue Pawpaw. 

Asimina triloba (Linneus) Dunal. PAWPAw. Plate 68. 

Shrubs or small trees; bark smooth except on very old trees when it 

becomes somewhat furrowed; twigs at first covered with rusty brown 

hairs, becoming glabrous and reddish-brown by the end of the season; 

leaves obovate-lanceolate, average blades 16-30 cm. long, abruptly 
taper-pointed, wedge-shape at base, margins entire, somewhat rusty 

pubescent at first, becoming at maturity glabrous above, and glabrous 

or nearly so beneath; flowers appear in May or early June, maroon 

color, drooping; fruit edible, ripening in September and October, 7-13 

cm. long, greenish-yellow, smooth, pulp white or yellow, with a few 

large, dark-brown flattened seeds; wood light, soft and weak. 

Distribution.—New York, north shore of Lake Erie, southern 

Michigan, Nebraska, south to Florida and west to Texas. Found in all 

parts of Indiana, although it is found in the greatest abundance in the 

central counties. It prefers a moist rich soil, although it is quite 

adaptive. Sometimes it is found in a black loam soil in low woods or 
about lakes, but its preference is for a beech and sugar maple woods or 

habitats approximating it. In the southern counties it is absent on the 

sterile wooded ridges, but may be a common shrub at the base of the 

slopes. It is a constant companion of the tulip tree and where one will 

grow the other is likely to be found. It is a great tree to send up 

suckers, hence it is always found in clumps, or forms real thickets. 

This species with us is usually 2-7 meters high; however, there are 

records of large trees. Collett in Ind. Geol. Rept. 5:404:1874, in a 

geological report of Gibson County says: ‘A forest of pawpaw bushes 

attracted our attention by their tree-like size, being nearly a foot in 

diameter.” 

Remarks.—This species is also known as the yellow and white paw- 

paw. Recently some enthusiasts have christened it the ‘‘Hoosier 

Banana”. There has been an attempt for years to cultivate the paw- 

paw, and some varieties have been named. The fruit is variable. The 

one with a white pulp is rather insipid and is not considered good to eat. 

The form with a yellow pulp is the kind that is regarded as the most pal- 
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ASIMINA TRILOBA (Linneus) Dunal, Pawraw. (x 1%.) 
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atable. The two forms are not botanically separated but Prof. Stanley 
Coulter has made some observations on the two forms in the Ind. Geol. 

Rept. 24:745:1899. He says: ‘‘Two forms, not separated botanically 

are associated in our area. They differ in time of flowering, in size, 

shape, color and flavor of the fruit, in leaf shape, venation and odor and 

color of the bark. They are of constant popular recognition and pro- 

bably separate species, never seeming to intergrade.”’ 

It is desirable for ornamental planning on account of its interesting 

foliage, beautiful and unique flowers and delicious fruit. It is very 

dificult to transplant a sucker plant, and in order to get a start of 

this species it is best to plant the seed or seedlings. It is usually found 

growing in the shade, but does well in full sunlight. 

Mr. Arthur W. Osborn of Spiceland, who has done much experi- 

mental work in propagating this species, reports some interesting cases of 

pawpaw poisoning. He says he knew a lady whose skin would be 

irritated by the presence of pawpaws. Some individuals after eating 

them develop a rash with intense itching. In one instance he fed a 

person, subject to the rash from eating the pawpaw, a peeled pawpaw 

with a spoon, and the subject never touched the pawpaw, and the 

results were the same. The American Genetic Association has taken 

up the subject of improving the fruit of this tree, and there is no doubt 
but that in the future this species will be of considerable economic im- 

portance. The tree is free from all insect enemies, and since it can be 
grown in waste places, there is no reason why it should not receive 

more attention than it does. 

LAURACEAE. Tue Lavrex Famity. 

SASSAFRAS. Tue SAssarras. 

Sassafras officinale Nees and Ebermaier. Sassarras. Rep 

SassaAFRAS. WHITE Sassarras. Plate 69. Small to large trees; bark 

aromatic, smooth on young trees, reddish-brown and deeply furrowed 
on old trees, resembling that of black walnut; branchlets yellowish- 

green, splotched more or less with sooty spots; twigs at first more or 

less hairy, soon becoming smooth or remaining more or less hairy until 

autumn, more or less glaucous, especially the smooth forms; buds more 

or less pubescent, the axillary ones usually more or less hairy, the outer 

scales of the terminal one usually smooth and glaucous; leaves simple, 
alternate, ovate, elliptic to obovate, blades 5-16 cm. long, entire or with 

1-5 lobes, narrowed at the base, the apex and terminal of the lobes acute, 

both surfaces hairy when they expand, generally becoming smooth 

above and beneath, or more often remaining more or less pubescent 
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| 

SASSAFRAS OFFICINALE Nees and Ebermaier. Sassarras. (x 19.) 
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beneath, the midrib and two lateral veins usually prominent beneath; 

petioles 0.5-5 cm. long, hairy at first, becoming smooth or more often 

retaining some pubescence; flowers appear before or with the leaves in 

April or May, small, yellow or greenish, the male and female generally 

on different trees, on racemes up to 4 cm. long; flower stalks usually 

pubescent, sometimes smooth; fruit an oblong, blue-black, glaucous 

berry which matures late in summer; fruit generally 7-10 mm. long, on a 

stalk including the pedicel and raceme up to 9 cm. long. 

Distribution.—Maine, southern Ontario to Iowa and south to 

Florida and west to Texas. No doubt it was formerly found in every 

county of Indiana. In the northern part of the State it is more local in 

its distribution than in the southern counties. In the northern counties 

where it is local it is found in colonies on sandy or clayey ridges. Sassa- 

fras is usually considered an indicator of poorer soils, hence, in the 

central counties it is often very local. It is frequent to common through- 

out the hilly counties of the southern part of the State. In this part of 

the State it becomes a pernicious weed tree. It soon invades fence rows 

and fallow fields, and is extremely difficult to kill out. It is rarely found 

in wet situations; however, in Sullivan and Clay Counties large trees 

have been observed in low alluvial ground, associated with the white 

elm, etc. 

Remarks.—Wood light, soft, coarse-grained, aromatic, heartwood 

brownish. In our area sassafras wood is used principally for posts and 

crossties. The roots contain a volatile oil which is much used in medi- 

icine and perfumery. Every one is familiar with the sassfras peddler 

who in the Spring sells a small bundle of roots or bark for making 

sassafras tea. The tea is reputed ‘‘to thin the blood.’ The aromatic 

character of the wood led the earliest inhabitants to attribute many 

medicinal and other qualities to the wood which, in many instances 

bordered on superstition. In some of the southern States bedsteads 

were made of sassafras with the belief that they would produce sounder 

sleep. Floors were made of sassafras to keep out the rats and mice. 

Perches of chicken houses were made of sassafras poles to keep off the 

lice. To successfully make soap, it was necessary to stir the contents 

of the kettle with a sassafras stick. 

The sassafras is usually about one-fourth of a meter in diameter. 

However, on the Charles Hole farm about three miles southeast of 

Butlerville grew two of the largest trees of which we have record. The 

trees grew within seven meters of each other on a slope now grown up 

with large sugar maple. They were cut by Mr. Hole’s father, on whose 

farm they were located. The largest was cut in the later sixties and the 

smaller in the early seventies. The stumps were seen by the writer in 
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1918. Both are now hollow although the outside is quite solid after 

having been cut about fifty years. Chips were cut from the root spurs 

and the wood was almost as aromatic as if the tree had just been cut. 

“The stumps have been burned at least three times,’’ says Mr. Hole, yet 

the smaller now measures 1.09 m. (43 inches) in diameter at a meter 

high. The largest stump now measures 1.22 m. (48 inches), in diameter 

at ameter high. Mr. Hole says that the smallest tree had a clear bole 

of at least 18 meters, and the largest tree was .92 m. (36 inches) in 

diameter 20 meters from the stump. 

Sassafras deserves more consideration than it has received as a shade 

and ornamental tree. The autumnal coloring of its foliage is scarcely 

surpassed by any tree; and it is free from injurious insect pests. It 

adapts itself to almost all kinds of soils, and grows rapidly. It is, 

however, transplanted with difficulty; this means only more care in 

digging the tree and planting it. 

Commonly the sassafras is classed as red and white sassafras. The 

roots of the white sassafras are said to be whiter, the aroma of the wood 

has a suggestion of camphor, and the wood 1s less durable. This belief is 

common throughout the area of its distribution, but so far as the writer 

knows, no scientific work has been published to verify this division of 

the species. 

Sassafras is extremely variable, but most botanical authors have 

considered the many variations as one species. Nuttall in 1818 was 

the first author to make a division of the forms, and he has been fol- 

lowed by some recent authors. Nuttall separated those forms with 

smooth twigs, buds, and under surface of leaves, from those with pube- 

scent twigs, buds, and under surface of leaves. Nieuwland! separates a 

variety from the smooth forms which he calls Sassafras albida variety 

glauca, and reports it as occuring in the counties in the vicinity of Lake 

Michigan. 

The writer has at hand 46 specimens from 41 counties in Indiana, 

including all of the Lake Michigan Counties, and he has not been able 

to find a single character that is constant enough to make a division of 

our forms, consequently aJl the Indiana forms are included under one 

and the old name for sassafras. 

ALTINGIACEAE. Swrrr Gum Famity. 

Liquidambar Styraciflua Linneus. Sweer Gum. Plate 70. 

Large trees with resinous sap; bark deeply furrowed, grayish; twigs 

when very young somewhat hairy, soon becoming glabrous, a light red- 

dish-brown by the end of the season, later a gray, usually some or all 

1Amer. Midland Naturalist Vol. 3:347:1914. 
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PLATE 70. 

LIQUIDAMBAR STYRACIFLUA Linneus. Sweer or Rep Gum. (x 4.) 
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of the branchlets develop one or more corky ridges running lengthwise 

of the branchlets, or in some cases only corky excrescences; leaves 

simple, alternate, long-petioled, orbicular in outline, cleft into 5 

wedge-shaped lobes, rarely 7 lobes, average blades 5-12 cm. long, trun- 

cate or cordate at the base, margins finely serrate, hairy on both 

surfaces on unfolding, soon becoming glabrous above, and remaining 

more or less hairy beneath especially in the axils of the veins, at matur- 

ity turning to a dull or brilliant red; flowers in heads, expanding in 

April or May; fruit a globular, horny aggregate of carpels, 3-4 cm. in 

diameter including the horns; wood heavy, hard, not strong, close- 

grained, inclined to shrink and warp in seasoning, takes a good polish, 

heart wood a rich brown which can be finished to imitate walnut or 

mahogany. 

Distribution.—Connecticut, southern Ohio to Missouri, south to 

Florida and west to Texas, and in the mountains in Mexico south to 

Guatemala. In Indiana it is confined to wet woods in the southern 

half of the State. The most northern records are from Franklin, Shelby, 

Putnam and Parke Counties. Wherever it is found it is usually a fre- 

quent to a common or very common tree. It is most frequently 

associated with the beech, but in the very wet woods it is found with pin 

oak, red birch, cow oak and white elm. 

Remarks.—This species grows rapidly; is somewhat hard to trans- 

plant; grows straight and tall with few side branches, and adapts itself 

to a wet, compact soil. In the ‘‘flats’” of southern Indiana where it is 

associated with pin oak, red birch and beech, it is to be preferred for 

forest planting to these or any other species that could be grown in 

the “‘flats.”’ It is practically free from all injurious insects. Sweet 

gum should be one of the principal species in wet places of the wood- 

lots of southern Indiana. 

This species is one of the best for ornamental planting in all parts 

of the State where it is hardy. It is doubtful if it is wise to use it in 

the northern part of the State. Several trees in the northern part of 

the State are known to be quite hardy, but there are reports that it 

sometimes winter-kills. It can also be recommended for roadside and 

street planting. 

PLATANACEAE, Tue Puane Tree Faminy. 

PLATANUS. Tue Puane TREE. 

Platanus occidentalis Linneus. Sycamore. Plate 71. The 

largest tree of the State; bark thin, smooth, on age separating into 

thin plates and exfoliating, base of the trunks of very old trees some- 
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PLATE 71. 

PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS Linneus. Sycamore. (x 14) 
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what roughened or fissured, gray to grayish-green, splotched with white ; 

twigs at first covered with a scurvy pubescence, becoming at maturity 

glabrous except a ring at the node about the leaf-scar, gray or light 

brown, and zigzag; leaves alternate, long-petioled, nearly orbicular in 

outline, the blades somewhat deltoid, blades large, variable in size 

andshape, average blades 9-17 cm. long, frequently much larger on 

vigorous shoots, generally with 3-5 main lobes, sometimes the lobes are 

indistinct and the leaves appear only irregularly toothed, margins 

toothed, rarely entire between the lobes, truncate or cordate at the 

base, acute or acuminate at the apex; one form has been noted with 

leaves obovate, scarcely Jobed and with a wedge-shaped base; leaves 

covered on both sides at first with a dense tomentum, becoming at 

maturity glabrous above—rarely tardily pubescent, nearly glabrous 

beneath, except on the veins and in the axils, petioles remaining pube- 

scent; flowers appear in May with the leaves in heads on long woolly 

peduncles; fruit a globose head of many seeds, 2-3.5 cm. in diameter, 

maturing late in the year; the seed are scattered by the wind during 

the winter months; wood heavy, hard, weak, close-grained, difficult to 

split and work, takes a high polish; when used as a container it does not 

communicate an objectional taste or odor to contents. 

Distribution.— Maine, Ontario to Nebraska, south to the Gulf 

States and west to Texas. Found in all parts of Indiana, although there 

are no records for the extreme northwestern counties. It is a tree of a 

low ground habitat, and is found principally in low ground along 

streams, about lakes, and ponds. Insuch habitats it is a frequent tree in 

all parts, except in the “‘flats’”’ of the southern counties. In some places 

it is a common to a very common tree, especially along the upper 

courses of White River. 

Remarks.—In this State this species is always called the sycamore 

tree. It is the largest tree of the State, and the largest deciduous 

tree of the United States. Indiana has the distinction of having the 

largest living sycamore in the United States. It is located near 

Worthington, Indiana, and “in 1915, measured 43 feet and 3 inches in 

circumference at five feet above the ground.” See frontispiece. The 

sycamore grew to great diameters in all parts of the State. It was com- 

monly hollow, because it is believed the tree in early life is usually 

more or less injured by floating ice and debris which starts inner decay. 

Hollow sycamore logs were commonly used by the pioneers in which 

to smoke their meat, and sections of hollow logs about 12 dm. (4 feet) 

long were used to store grain in, and were known as ‘‘gums.’’ 

The value of sycamore lumber has been very much underestimated. 

It has many uses such as butcher blocks, interior finish, furniture, 
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piling, tobacco boxes, veneer berry boxes, handles, wooden ware, etc. 

Indiana has led in the production of sycamore lumber for years. 

The sycamore is well adapted for shade, ornamental and forestry 

purposes. It transplants easily, grows rapidly, stands pruning well 

and is comparatively free from injurious insects. It grows straight, 

tall and usually with a rather narrow crown. It prefers a moist soil, 

but adapts itself to dry situations. For planting overflow lands, or 

on the banks of streams it is one of the best species we have. It is 

also one of the best species for roadside tree planting, because it is 

deep rooted, grows tall, and does not produce a dense shade. 

MALACEAE.! Ture AprLte FamMity. 

The trees of this family that occur in our area have simple, alternate 

leaves; perfect, regular flowers, 5-merous calyx and corolla; fruit a more 

or less fleshy pome. 

Flowers in racemes, cavities of mature fruit twice as many as 

the styles, seeds Jess than 4 mm. (!¢ inch) long......... 2 Amelanchier. 

Flowers in cymes or corymbs, cavities of mature fruit as many 

as the styles, seeds more than 4 mm. (1% inch) long. 

Fruit green, mature carpels papery...................00. 1 Malus. 

Fruit red, orange, blue-black or yellow, mature carpels 

DOD. So etre, be aint wat oh tee opt Ra eet et Ae ae Ace BOs 3 Crategus. 

I. MALUS. Tue Apptes. 

Malus angustifolia has been reported from the State, but it is a 

species of more southern range. Both Malus toensis and Malus lanci- 

folia may easily be mistaken for this species. 

Leaves and petioles glabrous or only slightly pubescent; calyx 

tube and outside of calyx lobes glabrous or only slightly 

pubescent. 

Leaves distinctly lobed, at least those of vigorous shoots; 

petioles pubescent above...............0.000-0000. 1 M. glaucescens. 

Leaves serrate, not lobed; petioles glabrous.............. 2 M. lancifolia. 

Leaves (at least the lower surfaces) and petioles densely to- 
mentose; calyx lobes densely tomentose on both sides... 3 M. ionesis. 

1Contributed by W. W. Eggleston, Bureau Plant Industry, Washington, D.C. 
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1. Malus glaucéscens Rehder. AMERICAN CRAB APPLE (IM. 

fragrans Rehder). Plate 72. Bark reddish, fissured and scaly; leaves 

on glandless petioles, petioles usually 2-4 cm. (34-11% inches) long, 
leaves narrow ovate to almost triangular, those on the lateral branchlets 

of the ovate type, those of the terminal branchlets and vigorous shoots 

of the triangular type, 3-8 em. (114-3 inches) long, acute at the apex, 

mostly rounded or somewhat cordate at the base, sometimes tapering, 

those of the triangular type usually truncate, margin of the ovate type 

of leaves more or less sharply serrate, the basal third of the leaf with 

shallow teeth or entire, margins of the triangular type more deeply 

serrate to almost lobed, hairy above and below when they expand, 

becoming smooth both above and below, sometimes a few hairs are 

found on the veins beneath at maturity, bright green above, paler 

beneath; flowers appear in May when the leaves are about half grown, 

usually 5 or 6 in a cluster, white or rose-color, very fragrant, 3-4 em. 

(116-2 inches) broad when fully expanded; calyx lobes lanceolate-acu- 

minate, tomentose on the inside, glabrous outside; fruit depressed- 

globose, without angles, yellow-green, 2-4.5 cm. (34-2 inches) thick, 

2-2.5 em. (3f-1 inch) long, very fragrant and covered with a waxy 

bloom. 

Distribution.—Central New York, lower peninsula Michigan, 

western New Jersey to northern Alabama and Missouri. Found in all 

parts of Indiana. No doubt in the original forests it was rare, but the 

removal of the large trees has been favorable to its growth until today it 

is somewhat frequent in moist open woods, along streams and neglected 

fences. It is most frequent among the hills in southern Indiana, and in 

all its distribution it is usually found in clumps. 

In our area it is a small tree about 10-20 cm. (4-8 inches) in diameter 

and 4-6 m. (12-18 feet) high, with a spreading crown. An exceptionally 

large tree is located on the south bank of Round Lake in Whitley 

County which measures 1.3 m. (51 inches) in circumference at one meter 

(3 feet) above the ground where the first branch appears. 

Specimens which were collected by the person whose name follows the 

county have been seen by the writer from the following counties of 

Indiana: Allen (Deam) 1919; Brown (Deam) 1911; Clark (Deam) 

1913; Daviess (Deam) 1910; Decatur (Deam) 1911; Delaware (Deam) 

1911; Floyd (Very) 1896; Fountain (Deam) 1919; Hamilton (Mrs. 

Chas. C. Deam) 1913; Kosciusko (Deam) 1910; Laporte (Deam) 1911; 

Morgan (Deam) 1910; Noble (Deam) 1919; Owen (Deam) 1911; Posey 

(Deam) 1911; Randolph (Deam) 1916, 1919; Steuben (Deam) 1905; 

Warren (Deam) 1911; Wayne (Deam) 1919; Wells (E. B. Williamson) 

1896, (Deam) 1898, 1907, 1916, 1919. 



MALUS GLAUCESCENS Rehder. American Cras AppLe. (x 14.) 
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2. Malus lancifolia Rehder. Narrow-LEAVED CRAB APPLE. (J. 

coronaria of manuals, in part.) Plate 73. Leavesovate, oblong to ob- 

long-lanceolate, 1.5-3. em. (19-114 inches) wide, 3.5-8 em. (119-3 

inches) long, acute or shortly acuminate at the apex; rounded or broadly 

cuneate at the base, finely serrate often doubly serrate, slightly tomen- 

tose when young, becoming entirely glabrous; bright yellow-green on 

both sides. Flowers 3-3.5 em. broad, 3-6 in a cluster, pedicels slender, 

glabrous. Calyx lobes oblong, lanceolate, glabrous outside, slightly 

villous inside, fruit sub-globose, 2-3 em. (34-113 inches) in diameter, 

ereen. 

Distribution.—Pennsylvania to the mountains of North Carolina, 

west to Indiana and south to Missouri. 

Specimens have been seen from the following counties of Indiana: 

Allen (Deam) 1919; Daviess (Deam) 1919; Delaware (Deam) 1911; 

Dubois (Deam) 1919; Fountain (Deam) 1919; Henry (Deam) 1917, 

1919; Jay (Deam) 1919; Jennings (Deam); Knox (Deam) 1918, 1919; 

Noble (Deam) 1919; Posey (Deam) 1919; Spencer (Deam) 1919; 

Starke (Deam) 1911; Union (Deam) 1919; Vermillion (Deam) 1911. 

3. Malus ioénsis (Wood) Britton. WrstTmrN Crap APPLE. Towa 

Crap Apple. Plate 74. Leaves oblong to ovate-oblong, 4-10 em. 

(115-4 inches) long, 2-8 em. (34-314 inches), wide, obtuse or acute 

at the apex, rounded or broadly cuneate at the base, dentate-crenate or 

doubly so, slightly pubescent above, becoming glabrous, dark green, 

slightly rugose above, densely white-tomentose below, remaining so at 

least along the veins; petioles 1.5-4 em. (14-119 inches) long, densely 

white-tomentose; corymbs 2-5 flowered, pedicels pubescent; calyx 

densely white-tomentose, calyx lobes lanceolate-acuminate, densely 

tomentose on both sides; flowers similar to those of Malus coronaria; 

fruit globose, without angles, green, 2-3.5 em. (3¢-1!9 inches) thick, 

2-3 em. (34-114 inches) long. 

Distribution.—Indiana, central Kentucky, Louisiana, Wisconsin, 

southern Minnesota, eastern Kansas and Texas. <A tree in habit, 

similar to Malus glaucescens. 

Specimens have been seen from Allen (Deam) 1915; Benton (Deam) 

1919; Cass (Deam) 1916; Daviess (Deam) 1919; Delaware (Deam) 

1911; Floyd (Very) 1896; Huntington (Deam); Jasper (Deam) 1919; 

Knox (Deam) 1917; Lake (Deam) 1919; Lagrange (Deam) 1915; La- 

porte (Deam) 1913, 1919; Newton (Deam) 1919; Porter (Deam) 1915; 

Posey (Deam) 1919; Putnam (Grimes); Sullivan (Deam) 1917, 1919; 

Tippecanoe (Dorner) 1900, (Deam) 1917; Vigo (Deam) 1917, 1919; 

Warren (Deam) 1919; White (Deam) 1916; Whitley (Deam) 1919. 
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Pvuate 73. 

MALUS LANCIFOLIA Rehder. Narrow-teavep CraB AppLE. (x 14.) 
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Pate 74, 

MALUS IOENSIS (Wood) Britton. Western Crap Appie.  (x!4.) 
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Malus ioensis x lancifolia n. hyb. Specimens collected by Deam 

in Grant County in 1907 and Huntington County in 1919 appear to be 

this cross. It would be strange indeed if such closely related species 

as these Malus and many Crataegus would not cross. 

2. AMELANCHIER. Tue Service BErrizs. 

Leaves densely white tomentose when young, becoming green. 1 A. canadensis 
Leaves nearly or quite glabrous.................000.00000- 2 A. levis. 

1. Amelanchier canadénsis (Linnzeus) Medicus. JuNEBERRY. 

Service Berry. Plate 75. Leaves obovate, ovate, oval or oblong, 

4-10 cm. (1%-3 inches) long, 2.5-5 em. (1-2 inches) wide, cordate at 

base, acute, or acuminate at apex, sharply and doubly serrate; blades 

and petioles densely white tomentose when young, persisting particular- 

ly on petioles with age, green or yellowish green, not unfolded at flower- 

ing time; racemes short, dense, silky tomentose pedicels, 15-25 mm. 

(1¢-1 inch) long in fruit; petals linear or linear-oblong 10-14 mm. (3¢- 

5g inch) long; calyx 2.5-3 mm. broad, campanulate, glabrous or 

somewhat woolly, calyx lobes oblong-triangular, obtuse, tomentose 

2-3 mm. long, abruptly reflexed at the base when the petals fall; summit 

of ovary glabrous; fruit scanty, maroon-purple, dry and tasteless; 

flowers in April or May; fruit ripening June or July. 

Distribution.—Southern Maine to southern Michigan, Iowa, 

Kansas, Missouri and south to Georgia and Louisiana. 

Bushy tree or shrub sometimes 10 meters (35 feet) high. 

Specimens have been seen from the following counties: Clark (Deam) 

1913; Clay (Deam) 1913; Crawford (Deam) 1911; Floyd (Deam) 1913; 

Fountain (L. A. Williamson) 1908; Jackson (Deam) 1911; Jefferson 

(Deam) 1918; Jennings (Deam); Lagrange (Deam) 1915; Tippecanoe 

(Dorner) 1900; Warren (Deam) 1911. 

2. Amelanchier laévis Wiegand. SmoorH JUNEBERRY. SERVICE 

Berry. (Amelanchier canadensis of Manuals, in part.) Plate 76. 

Leaves ovate-oval to ovate-oblong or sometimes obovate or elliptical, 

4-6 em. (14-214 inches) long, 2.5-4 cm. (1-114 inches) wide, apex 

short, acuminate, base cordate, rounded or sometimes acute, sharply 

serrate, glabrous or with a few hairs when young, dark green and 

slightly glaucous when mature, one-half or two-third grown at flowering 

time; petioles glabrous; racemes many flowered, drooping, glabrous or 

nearly so; fruiting pedicels 30-50 mm. (114-2 inches) long; petals 

oblong-linear, 10-18 mm. (3¢-3¢ inch) long; calyx campanulate, 
2.75-5 mm. wide, glabrous, sepals triangular, lanceolate, 3-4 mm. long, 

abruptly reflexed at base when petals fall; summit of ovary glabrous; 
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PuateE 75. 

AMELANCHIER CANADENSIS (Linneus) Medicus. June or SERVICE 

Berry. (x 14.) 
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PLATE 76, 

AMELANCHIER LAEVIS Wiegand. SmootH JUNEBERRY or SERVICE Berry. 

( xl.) 
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fruit purple to nearly black, glaucous, edible; flowers in April or May; 

fruit, June or July. 

Distribution.—Newfoundland, northern Michigan, Kansas, Mis- 

souri and south in the mountains to Georgia and Alabama. 

Specimens have been seen from the following counties: Brown 

(Deam) 1910; Dubois (Deam) 1912; Grant (Deam) 1916; Jackson 

(Deam) 1918; Jefferson (Deam) 1918; Lagrange (Deam) 1915; Lake 

(Deam) 1911; Laporte (Deam) 1911, 1913; Lawrence (Deam) 1918; 

Owen (Deam) 1912; Perry (Deam) 1919; Porter (Deam) 1911 and 

(Agnes Chase); Putnam (Mrs. Chas. C. Deam) 1913; Ripley (Deam) 

1915; St. Joseph (Deam) 1916; Steuben (Deam) 1905; Wells (Deam) 

1898. 

Trees or shrubs, sometines 13 meters (45 feet) high. In the mountains 

of Vermont the fruit is often abundant, very juicy and sweet, and in 

much demand both by man and the birds. The berries on the long 

racemes ripen at different times and are perhaps two weeks in maturing, 

thus furnishing food for some time. 

3. CRATAEGUS. Tuorn AppLes. Rep Haws. 

Large shrubs or small trees, most at home in a limestone region. This 

genus has been studied a great deal in this country. Much work is still 

necessary in Indiana since there are a number of other species that 

belong in this range. The ‘“‘knob country”? and southwestern Indiana 

are likely to produce the best results. 

A. Leaves not deltoid-cordate; pubescent or glabrous. 

I. Leaves broadest at the middle or apex, cuneate. 

a. Leaves broadest towards the apex. 

Leaves not impressed-veined above, shining............ I. Crus-galli. 

1 GC. Crus-galli. 

Leaves impressed-veined above, dull................. II. Punctate. 

Fruit glabrous; calyx lobes entire. 

Fruit ellipsoidal; nutlets usually 3 or 4. 

Leaves bright yellow-green, 

slightly impressed above; 

fruit ellipsoidal............. 2 C. cuneiformis. 

Leaves dull gray-green, strongly 

impressed-veined; fruit short 

ellipsoidal: vse sees y ote ke 3 °C. punetata. 

Fruit Clopos@isicc5 6 acres = cose 4 C. Margaretta. 
Fruit villous; calyx lobes glandular- 

SOLatOn. 5 x ass Meee nears tens 5 C. collina. 
b. Leaves broadest at the middle. 

Leaves impressed-veined ; nutlets deeply 

pitted onwinmer Pacey. oiade aio a. Fees ote kanes IIT. Macracanthe. 
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Leaves dark green, glabrous and shining above, coriaceous. 

Fruit sometimes 16 mm. (24 inch) 

thick; stamens usually 10; leaves 

and anthers large............. 6 C. succulenta. 

Fruit sometimes 12 mm. (14 inch) 

thick; stamens 15-20; leaves and 

anthers small................. 7 C. neo-fluvialis. 

Leaves gray-green, pubescent and 

dull above, subcoriaceous........ 8 C. Calpodendron. 

Leaves not impressed-veined; nutlets without pits. 

Calyx glandular margined, fruit more than 8 mm. ; 

(1% inch) thick; leaves not trilobate......... IV. Rotundifolia 
9 C. chrysocarpa. 

Calyx lobes not glandular margined; fruit 4 8 mm. 

7s-% inch thick); leaves often trilobate towards 

ChE APEX e Zou ci a oe sAsumhe ee bee ee g V. Virides. 
Fruit bright red, glaucous, 

4-6 mm. (1¢-14 inch) thick; 

leaves serrate........... 10 C. viridis. 
Fruit dull dark red, 6-8 mm. 

(14-14 inch) thick; leaves 

coarsely serrate......... 11 C. nitida. 

II. Leaves broadest at the base. 
a. Leaves 1.5-6 em. (14-214 inches) long and wide, mem- 

branaceous; calyx lobes usually entire. 

Leaves yellow-green, often slightly pubescent; fruit soft 

Abs MMA GUII TVs ane 2 ered We NY et ree een eee VI. Tenuifoliz. 
Fruit ellipsoidal, ovoid or pyriform...12 C. macrosperma. 

Fruit compressed, globose or subglobose.13 C. basilica. 

Leaves blue-green, glabrous; fruit hard at maturity.......VII. Pruinose. 

Leaves elliptic-ovate................ 14 C. Jesupi. 

Leaves usually cordate. 

Fruit conspicuously angled, strong- 

Ty Druin O8O anes sins eee pa ees oa 15 C. rugosa. 

Fruit without conspicuous angles, 
slightly pruinose.............. 16 C. filipes. 

Leaves usually cuneate. 
Leaves deltoid.................. 17 C. Gattingeri. 
Leaves ovate................05. 18 C. pruinosa. 

b. Leaves 3-10 cm. (1-4 inches) long and wide; calyx lohes 

usually Serrate..ai cc eeenneedeens oo se Abe eeee ease VIII. Cocciner. 
Mature leaves usually glabrous above; young foliage 

bronze-green; anthers pink. 

Corymbs and fruit glabrous........ 19 C. coccinioides. 
Corymbs and fruit pubescent or tomentose. 

20 C. coccinea, 

Mature leaves tomentose above; young 

foliage yellow-green; anthers yel- 

LOWiedviat osvde dg Aiea Dai RAG AA 21 C. mollis. 

B. Leaves conspicuously deltoid-cordate.................... IX. Cordate. 
22 C. Phenopyrum. 
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1]. Crataegus Crus-galli Linneus. CocKk-spur THorn. New- 

CASTLE THorn. Plate 77. Bark dark gray, scaly; spines many, strong, 

straight, 3-18 em. (1-7 inches) long; leaves obovate to elliptical, 2-10 

em. (34-4 inches) Jong, 1-4 em. (14-11% inches) wide, sharply serrate, 

except towards the base, acute or rounded at the apex, cuneate, dark 

green and shining above, coriaceous, glabrous or occasionally slightly 

pubescent; petioles slightly winged above, glandless, 1-2 em. (36-34 

inch) long; corymbs glabrous or occasionally pubescent, many flowered; 

flowers appear in May or June, about 1.5 cm. (24 inch) wide; stamens 

10-20; anthers usually pink; calyx lobes lanceolate-acuminate, entire; 

styles and nutlets usually 2; fruit ripens in October, ellipsoidal-ovoid 

to subglobose, about 1 em. (°¢ inch) thick, greenish to red; flesh hard 

and dry, rather thin. 

Distribution.—Northern New York to Ontario, eastern Kansas 

and south through western Connecticut to Georgia and Texas. Intro- 

duced near Montreal, about Lake Champlain and Nantucket Island. 

Well distributed in Indiana (but apparently more common inthe south- 

ern part of the State). 

A small tree, sometimes 10 m. (35 feet) high, withspreading branches 

anda broad crown; but often alarge shrub. This isa variable species 
and has received many names. 

I have seen specimens from the following counties: Allen (Deam); 

Crawford (Deam); Dearborn (Deam); Decatur (Mrs. Chas. C. Deam); 

Delaware (Deam); Dubois (Deam); Franklin (Deam); Gibson 

(Schneck), (Deam); Grant (Deam); Hancock (Mrs. Chas. C. Deam); 

Jackson (Deam); Inox (Schneck); Lawrence (Deam); Marion (Mrs. 

Chas. C. Deam); Posey (Deam); Owen (Grimes); Randolph (Deam); 

Scott (Deam); Tippecanoe (Deam); Vermillion (Deam); Vigo (Blatch- 

ley); Washington (Deam); Wells (Deam). 

2. Crataegus cuneiférmis (Marshall) Eggleston. (C. pausiaca 

Ashe). Marsnuaby’s THorn. Plate 78. Bark dark brown, scaly; 

spines numerous, 2-18 cm. (34-7 inches) long; leaves oblanceolate- 

obovate, acute at the apex, cuneate at the base, serrate or doubly serrate 

3-6 cm. (19-1! inches) wide, dark vivid yellow-green, glabrous and im- 

pressed veined above when mature, subcoriaceous; petioles 1-2 em. (3 6-34 
inch) Jong, slightly winged above; corymbs usually slightly pubescent, 
many flowered; flowers appearin May, 1.2-1.5 em. (19-24 inch) wide; 
calyx lobes lanceolate-acuminate, entire; stamens, 10-15; anthers dark 
pink; styles and nutlets 2-4; fruit ripens in October, ellipsoidal-pyriform, 

searlet or dark red, about 8 mm. (3, inch) thick, flesh hard, thick. 
Distribution.—Western New York and Pennsylvania to south- 

western Virginia, west to central Illinois. 



CRATAEGUS CRUS-GALLI Linneus. Cock-spur THorn. (x 15.) 



CRATAEGUS CUNEIFORMIS (Marshall) Eggleston. MarsHanu’s THorn. 

(x 14.) 
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A small tree sometimes 8 m. (25 feet) high, with spreading branches, 

forming a flat or round crown. This species is intermediate between 

Crus-galli and punctata and has been found as yet only in a region where 

both these species are known. 

I have seen specimens from the following counties: Clark (Deam); 

Floyd (Deam); Gibson (Schneck), (Deam); Hamilton (Mrs. Chas. C. 

Deam); Knox (Schneck) ; Marion (Mrs. Chas. C. Deam) ; Posey (Deam); 

Vigo (Blatchley); Wells (Deam). 

3. Crataegus punctata Jacquin. LARGE-FRUITED THoRN. DoTrep 

Haw. Plate 79. Bark grayish-brown, scaly; leaves light grey, 2-5 

em. (34-4 inches) long, 1-5 cm. (14-2 inches) broad, dull gray-green 

and markedly impressed-vein above, pubescent, becoming nearly 

glabrous above when mature, acute or obtuse at the apex, sharply 

cuneate at the base, serrate, doubly serrate or lobed at the apex, 

subcoriaceous; petioles 1-2 cm. (8¢-34 inch) long, slightly winged 

above; corymbs tomentose or canescent, many flowered; flowers appear 

in June, about 2 cm. (5/6 inch) wide; calyxlobes lanceolate, acuminate, 

entire; stamens about 20; anthers white or pink; styles and nutlets 

usually 3 or 4; fruit ripens in October or November, green, yellow or 

red, short-ellipsoidal, 1.2-2.5 em. (14-1 inch) thick, flesh hard, thick; 

calyx lobes spreading. 

Distribution.—Quebec to Pennsylvania, southeastern Minnesota, 

Iowa, Kentucky and south to the high Alleghenies. Well distributed 

over Indiana. A small tree, sometimes 10 m. (35 feet) high, with dis- 

tinctly horizontal branches and a broad, flat crown. 

Specimens have been seen from the following counties: AJlen (Deam); 

Bartholomew (Deam); Dearborn (Deam); Fulton (Deam); Gibson 

(Deam); Grant (Deam); Hamilton (Mrs. Chas. C. Deam); Hendricks 

(Deam); Howard (Deam); Jennings (Deam); Johnson (Deam); Marion 

(Deam); Noble (Deam); Putnam (Grimes); Vermillion (Deam) ; Vigo 

(Blatchley); Wayne (Deam); Wells (Deam). 

4. Crataegus Margarétta Ashe. Jupce Brown’sTHorn. Mrs. 
AsHE’s THorn. Plate 80. Bark dark grayish-brown; spines curved, 

2-4 cm. (34-114 inches) long; leaves oblong-obovate or ovate, some- 

times broadly so, 2-6 cm. (34-214 inches) long, 2-4cem. (34-114 inches) 

wide, obtuse or acute at the apex, cuneate or rounded at the base, 

serrate or doubly serrate with 2 or 3 pairs of acute or obtuse lobes towards 

the apex, glabrous when mature, dark green above, membranaceous; 

petioles 1-3 em. (3¢-114 inches) long, slightly winged; corymbs 

slightly pubescent, becoming glabrous, 5-12 flowered; flowers appear in 

May, 1.5-2 cm. (14-5/6 inch) wide; stamens about 20; anthers yellow; 
styles and nutlets usually 2; calyx lobes lanceolate-acuminate, slightly 
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PLATE 79. 

CRATAEGUS PUNCTATA Jacquin. LarGe-rruirep THorn. (x 1%.) 
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PrateE 80. 

CRATAGUS MARGARETTA Ashe. Jupae Brown’s Tuorn. Mrs. Asun’s 
Tuorn. (x 4.) 
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pubescent inside; fruit ripens in October, dull rusty green, yellow or red, 

compressed-globose, to’ short ellipsoidal, angular, 8-25 mm. (19-24 

inch) thick, flesh-yellow, mealy, hard, thick; calyx ne reflexed, de- 

ciduous. 

Distribution.—Southern Ontario to central Iowa, western Virginia, 

Tennessee and Missouri. Jxnown in Indiana only from the northern 

part of the State 

A small tree sometimes 8 m. (25 feet) high, with spreading branches. 

Specimens have been seen from the following counties: Allen (Deam) ; 

Blackford (Deam); Cass (Mrs. Ida Jackson); Delaware (Deam); Elk- 
hart (Deam); Fulton (Deam) ; tans (Deam); Henry (Deam); Hun- 

tington (Deam); Johnson (Deam) Lagrange (Deam); Lawrence 

(Deam); Noble (Deam); Randolph (Desm): Steuben (Deam); Tipton 

(Mrs. Chas. C. Deam); Wayne (Deam); Wells (Deam). 

5. Crataegus collina Chapman. CuapmMan’s Hitt THorn. Plate 

81. Bark dark gray, scaly; spines numerous, about 3-7 cm. (1-21 

inches) long; often numerous branched thorns on the trunk 15-20 em. 

(6-8 inches) long, brown; leaves obovate to oblanceolate, 2-6 cm. 

(34-2 14 inches) long, 1.5-5 cm. (16-2 inches) wide, acute or obtuse at 

the apex, strongly cuneate, serrate or doubly serrate with obtuse lobes 

towards the apex, subcoriaceous, yellow-green, young leaves somewhat 

pubescent, becoming glabrous with age; petioles about 2.5 em. (1 inch) 

long, slightly hairy, somewhat winged; corymbs and calyx pubescent; 

flowers about 15 mm. (34 Inch) wide; stamens 10-20, usually 20, 

anthers usually yellow; styles and nutlets, 4-5; calyx lobes glandular- 

ciliate or glandular-serrate; fruit ripens in October, globose or com- 

pressed-globose, red or orange-red, 9-12 mm. (3¢-'% inch) thick; calyx 

tube somewhat prominent, the lobes reflexed. 

Distribution.— Virginia to Georgia, Indiana, Missouri and Mis- 

sissippl. 
Only one station known in Indiana; Deam’s No. 12449 from Dearborn 

County. 

A tree sometimes 8 meters (25 feet) high with spreading branches and 

a broad flat crown. 

6. Crataegus succulénta Schrader. LONG-spiInep THorN. Plate 

82. Bark gray; spines numerous, strong, 3-10 em. (114-4 inches) long, 

chestnut-brown; leaves rhombic-ovate to obovate, 3-8 cm. (114-314 

inches) long, 2.5-6 cm. (1-214 inches) wide, acute at the apex, broadly 

cuneate at the base, serrate or doubly serrate with fine teeth, often 

lobed towards the apex, coriaceous, dark shining green above, pube- 

scent along the veins beneath; petioles 1-2 cm. (34-37 inch) long, 
slightly winged above; corymbs slightly villous, many-flowered; 
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PuateE 81. 

CRATZGUS COLLINA Chapman. CuHapman’s Hitt Tuorn. (x 14.) 
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PLATE 82. 

CRATZGUS SUCCULENTA Schrader. Lona-sprinep THorn. (x 14.) 
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flowers appear in May, about 2 cm. (34 inch) broad; stamens 10-20, 

usually 10; anthers pink or occasionally yellow or white, large; styles 

and nutlets usually 2 or 3; calyx lobes lanceolate-acuminate, glandular- 

laciniate, villous; fruit ripens in September, subglobose, 5-15 mm. 

(14-24 inch) thick, dark red, shining, flesh thin, glutinous; nutlet’ with 

deep pits on the inner faces; calyx-lobes villous, reflexed. 

Distribution.— Nova Scotia to Minnesota, Nebraska and south in 

the higher Alleghenies to North Carolina and in the Rocky Mountains 

to southern Colorado. As yet reported only from northern to central 

Indiana. 

A smal] tree sometimes 6 m. (20 feet) high, with ascending branches 

and a broad, irregular crown; more often, however, a large shrub. 

Specimens have been seen from the following counties: Allen (Deam) ; 

Cass (Mrs. Ida Jackson); Fulton (Deam); Noble (VanGorder) ; Putnam 

(Grimes); Tippecanoe (Deam); Wells (Deam). 

Horticultural Uses.—Highly ornamental for parks and hedges 

because of the abundant flowers, dark green shining leaves and its dark 

red shining fruit. 

7. Crataegus neo-fluvialis Ashe. New River Tuorn. Plate 83. 

Bark grayish; spines numerous, 2.5-8 cm. (1-3 inches) long; leaves 

elliptical-ovate to obovate, 2.5-8 em. (1-3 inches) long, 2-6 cm. (34-214 

inches) wide, acute or obtuse at the apex, cuneate at the base, sharply 

and doubly serrate, with obtuse or acute lobes towards the apex, corla- 

ceous, dark green and shining above, pubescent along the veins beneath; 

petioles 1-2 cm. (3¢-3¢ inch) long, slightly winged-above; corymbs 

and calyx-tubes glabrous or slightly villous, many-flowered; flowers 

appear in May, 1.2-1.6 em. (14-2g inch) broad, stamens 15-20, 

anthers usually pink, small; styles and nutlets usually 2 or 3; calyx 

lobes more villous on the inside, lanceolate-acuminate, glandular- 

laciniate; fruit ripens in September, globose or short ellipsoidal, dark 

red, 4-13 mm. (14-4 inch) thick, flesh thin, glutinous, nutlets with 

deep pits in the inner faces; calyx lobes reflexed, glabrous or slightly 

hairy. 

Distribution.—Western Vermont to eastern Wisconsin, Iowa and 

south in the Alleghenies to North Carolina. 

A small tree sometimes 8 m. (30 feet) high, with ascending and spread- 

ing branches. 

Specimens have been seen from Allen (Deam); Fulton (Deam); 

Shelby (Deam); Wells (Deam). 

8. Crataegus Calpodéndron (Ehrhart) Medicus. PraR-THORN. 

Pear or Rep Haw. Plate 84. Bark pale gray to dark brown, fur- 

rowed; spines occasional, slender 3-5 em. (114-2 inches) long; leaves 



CRAT.EGUS NEO-FLUVIALIS Ashe. New Rivertuorn§ (x 14.) 



PLATE S4. 

CRATEGUS CALPODENDRON (Ehrhart) Medicus. Prar-rnorn. (x 13.) 
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rhombic-ovate, 4-11 em. (119-419 inches) long, 3-8 cm. (114-3 inches 

wide, acute or acuminate at the apex, finely and doublyserrate, those on 

the vegetative shoots obtuse and more entire than the others, pube- 

scent on both sides, becoming scabrate above, subcoriaceous, dull green 

above; petioles about 2 cm. (3, inch) long, wing margined, glandular 

hairy; corymbs white-tomentose, many flowered; flowers appear in 

June, about 1.5 em. (23 inch) broad; stamens about 20; anthers 

small, pink; styles and nutlets usually 2 or 3; calyx lobes lanceolate- 

acuminate, glandular laciniate; fruit ripens in September, pyriform 

to ellipsoidal, orange-red or red, 8-10 mm. (13 inch) thick, flesh glu- 

tinous; nutlets with deep pits in their inner faces; calyx lobes reflexed, 

Distribution.—Central New York, northeastern New Jersey to 

Minnesota and Missouri and south in the mountains to northern 

Georgia. 
A large shrub or occasionally a tree 6 m. (20 feet) high, with ascend- 

ing branches forming a broad crown. 

Specimens have beep examined from the following counties; Boone 

(Deam); Floyd (Deam); Hancock (Mrs. Chas. C. Deam); Harrison 

(Deam); Marion (Mrs. Chas. C. Deam); Posey (Deam); Putnam 

(Grimes); Tippecanoe (Stanley Coulter); Wells (Deam) ; White (Deam) ; 

Whitley (Deam). 

9. Crataegus chrysocarpa Ashe. (Crataegus Dodgei Sargent. 

Crataegus rotundifolia, Borckhausen.) ROUND-LEAVED THORN. Plate 

85. Bark dark red-brown, scaly; spines numerous, chestnut-brown, 

curved, 2-5 cm. (1-2 inches) long; leaves ovate-orbicular or obovate, 

3-6 cm. (114-214 inches) long, 2-6 cm. (34-2 14 inches) wide, acute 

at the apex, broadly cuneate at the base, doubly serrate with rather 

coarse teeth and with 3 or 4 pairs of acute lobes, subcoriaceous, dark 

yellow-green and shining above, slightly pubescent or glabrous; corymbs 

glabrous or slightly pubescent; flowers 10-15 mm. (14-34 inch) 

wide; stamens 5-10; anthers light yellow; styles and nutlets usually 

3-4; calyx lobes lanceolate, acuminate, usually entire, but glandular 

margined; fruit depressed globose to short ovoid, about 10 mm. (1% 

inch) thick, flesh soft; calyx lobes reflexed. 

Distribution.—Nova Scotia and New Brunswick to Saskatchewan, 

south to Nebraska and Pennyslvania and in the mountains to North 

Carolina and New Mexico. 

Round topped shrub or tree sometimes & meters (25 feet) high. 

Specimens have been seen from the following counties: Delaware and 

Lagrange (Deam). 
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PLate 85. 

CRATAZGUS CHRYSOCARPA Ashe. Rounp-Leavep THoRN. (x!9.) 
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PLATE SG. 

CRAT-EGUS VIRIDIS Linneus. Sournern Tuorn. (x 15.) 
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10. Crataegus viridis Linneus. SourHern THorn. Plate 86. 
Bark gray to light orange; spines uncommon, 2-5 em. (34-3 ly 
inches) long; leaves oblong-ovate, 2-8 cm. (34-314 inches) long, 2-5 

cm. (19-2 inches) wide, acute, acuminate or even obtuse at the apex, 

serrate or doubly serrate, often with acute or obtuse lobes towards the 

apex, dark green, shining and slightly impressed veined above, some- 

times pubescent along the veins beneath; petioles 1-2 em. (34-34 inch) 

long, slightly winged above; corymbs glabrous, many flowered; flowers 

appear in May, 1-1.5 em. (14-2¢ inch) broad; stamens about 20; 

anthers usually yellow, sometimes pink; styles and nutlets 4 or 5; 

calyx lobes lanceolate-acuminate, entire, slightly pubescent. inside; 

fruit ripens in October, globose or compressed-globose, bright red or 

orange, glaucous, 4-6 mm. (14 inch) thick, flesh thin, hard, edible. 

Distribution.—Moist, alluvial soil along streams and lakes, south- 

eastern Virginia to northern Florida andsouthwestern Indiana to eastern 

Kansas and Texas. 

A tree from 6-11 m. (20-35 feet) high, with ascending branches and a 

broad crown. 

Specimens have been examined from the following counties: Dubois 

(Deam); Gibson (Schneck), (Deam); Knox (Schneck); Posey (Deam), 

ll. Crataegus nitida (Engelmann) Sargent. SHINING THORN. 

Plate 87. Bark dark and scaly; spines occasional, 3-5 em. (1-2 inches) 

long; leaves oblong-ovate to oval, 3-8 cm. (114-3 inches) long, 2-6 

em. (34-2 14 inches) wide, acute at the apex, cuneate at the base, 

coarsely serrate or twice serrate with acute lobes towards the apex, 

dark green and shining above, glabrous; petioles 1-2 em. (3¢-34 inch) 

long, slightly winged above, slightly villous when young; corymbs 

glabrous, many-flowered; flowers appear in May, 1.2-2 em. (16-34 

inch) broad; stamens about 20; anthers light yellow; styles and nutlets 

3-5; calyx lobes lanceolate-acuminate, entire; fruit ripens in October, 

globose to short-ellipsoidal, darkdull red, 6-9 mm. (14-14 inch) thick; 

flesh yellow, mealy, hard. 

Distribution.—River bottoms southwestern Indiana to southern 

Illinois. A tree sometimes 9 m. (30 feet) high, with ascending and 

spreading branches and a broad crown. 

Specimens have been seen from Gibson (Schneck); Posey (Deam). 

12. Crataegus macrospérma Ashe. VariaBLE THoRN. Plate 

88. Bark brown, scaly; spines numerous, stout, curved, 2-7 em. 

(34-234 inches) long; leaves broadly elliptical-ovate to broadly 

ovate, 2-7 em. (34-2 34 inches) long and wide, acute at the apex, 

rounded, truncate or rarely cordate at the base, serrate or doubly 

serrate, slightly villous, becoming glabrate, dark yellow-green above, 
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PuLateE 87. 

CRATAGUS NITIDA (Englemann) Sargent. SHintinc THorn. (x 14.) 
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PLATE 88. 

CRATAIGUS MACROSPERMA Ashe. VartaBLe THorn (x 14} 
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membranaceous; petioles slender, 2-3 em. (15-114 inches) long, 
slightly winged above; corymbs glabrous or slightly villous, many- 

flowered; flowers appear in May, 1.5-2 em. (15-37 inch) broad; stamens 

5-20, usually 5-10; styles and nutlets usually 3 or 4; calyx lobes lance- 

olate-acuminate, entire; fruit ripens in August or September, ellipsoidal 

or pyriform, scarlet to crimson, often glaucous, 1-1.8 em. (14-34 inch) 

thick, flesh succulent, edible; calyx lobes persistent, erect or spreading. 

Distribution.—Nova Scotia and Maine to southeastern Minnesota 

and south in the mountains to North Carolina and Tennessee. 

Usually a large shrub but occasionally a small tree, sometimes 8 m. 

(25 feet) high, with ascending branches. 

Specimens have been seen from the following counties: Allen (Deam); 

Bartholomew (Deam); Clark (Deam); Decatur (Deam) ; Fulton (Deam); 

Hancock (Mrs. Chas. C. Deam); Madison (Deam); Porter (Deam); 

Randolph (Deam); Shelby (Mrs. Chas. C. Deam); Washington (Deam); 

Wells (Deam); Whitley (Deam). 

Crataegus macrosperma Ashe. var. matura (Sargent) Eggleston. 

Lobes of the leaves acuminate, often recurved; fruit ripens early. 

Distribution.—Known in Indiana only from Deam’s specimen 

No. 14187 from Wells County. 

13. Crataegus basilica Beadle. (Crataegus alnorum Sargent. 

Crataegus Edsoni Sargent). Epson’s THorn. Plate 89. Bark brown, 

scaly; spines 2.5-4 em. (1-114 inches) long, stout, curved; leaves ovate, 

3-7 cm. (1 14-23, inches) long, acute at the apex, broadly cuneate 

or truncate at base, serrate or doubly serrate with acute lobes, dull 

dark yellow-green above, paler beneath; corymbs glabrous, many flower- 

ed; flowers 15-20 mm. (5¢-7¢ inch) broad; stamens about 20; anthers 

pink; styles and nutlets 3-5; fruit subglobose, slightly angular, dark 

cherry-red, 12-15 mm. (14-5¢ inch) thick, flesh succulent; calyx lobes 

erect or spreading. 

Distribution.—New England to southern Michigan, northern 

Indiana and Pennsylvania to mountains of North Carolina and Ten- 

nessee. 

A broad shrub or small tree sometimes 4.5 meters (15 feet) high, 

branches ascending. 

Specimens examined: Wells (Deam). 

14. Crataegus Jésupi Sargent. Jesup’s THorn. Twin Movun- 

TAIN THorn. Plate. 90. Bark grayish-brown; spines stout, straight 

2-4 cm. (34-115 inches) long; leaves elliptical-ovate, 3.5-7 em. (114-3 

inches) long, 2-5.5 em. (1-2 inches) wide, acute or acuminate at the apex, 

broadly cuneate to truncate-cordate, serrate or doubly serrate, with 4 

or 5 pairs of acute lobes, yellow-green above, paler beneath, glabrous; 
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PLATE S9. 

CRAT.EGUS BASILICA Beadle. Epson’s Toorn. (x 14.) 
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PLATE 90. 

CRAT.ZGUS JESUPI Sargent. Jesup’s THorn. (x 1%.) 
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petioles slender, 2-3.5 cm. (34-114 inches) long, slightly winged above; 

corymbs glabrous, many-flowered; flowers appear in May, about 2 cm. 
(5/6 inch) broad; stamens about 10; anthers dark red; styles and nut- 
lets usually 3 or 4; calyx lobes entire; fruit ripens in October, short- 

ellipsoidal to pyriform, dark red, slightly angled, lacking bloom when 

mature, about 1 cm. (8g inch) thick, flesh yellow, firm; calyx lobes 

mostly deciduous. 

Distribution.—Western Vermont, to southwestern Wisconsin and 

south to Pennsylvania and Owen County, Indiana. 

A shrubby tree, sometimes 6 m. (20 feet) high, with ascending branch- 

es and a round crown. 

Specimens examined: Owen (Mrs. Chas. C. Deam). 

15. Crataegus rugésa Ashe. (Crataegus deltoides Ashe). FRETz’s 

THorN. Plate 91. Spines numerous, 3-6 cm. (1 14-214 inches) long, 

stout curved; leaves broadly ovate, 3-7 em. (1-234 inches) long and 

broad, acute or acuminate at the apex, cordate or truncate at the base, 

serrate or twice serrate with 4-6 pairs of broad acuminate lobes, glabrous, 

membranaceous; petioles 1-3 em. (3¢-114 inches) long, glabrous; 

corymbs many-flowered, glabrous; flowers appear in May, about 2 cm. 

(5/6 inch) broad; stamens 10-20; anthers pink; styles and nutlets 

usually 4 or 5; calyx lobes deltoid-acuminate, entire or slightly serrate 

at the base; fruit ripens in October, depressed-globose, bright red, 

angular, glabrous, waxy, 1-1.5 em. (14-2 inch) thick, flesh yellow, 

somewhat succulent; calyx lobes persistent, spreading, the tube rather 

prominent. 

Distribution.—Southwestern New England to southern Indiana 

and the mountains of North Carolina. 

A shrub or tree sometimes 6 m. (20 feet) high, with ascending branches 

and an irregular crown. 

Specimens examined: Allen (Deam); Decatur (Deam); Grant 

(Deam); Jennings (Deam); Owen (Deam); Perry (Deam); Wells 

(Deam). 

16. Crataegus filipes Ashe. Miss Beckwitu’s THorn. (Cratae- 

gus silvicola var. Beckwithae (Sargent) Eggleston. Plate 92.  Spines 

numerous, curved, chestnut-brown, 2.5 to 6 em. (1-214 inches) long; 

bark slightly scaly; leaves 2-7 cm. (34-234 inches) long, 2-6 cm. 

(34-2146 inches) wide; leaves ovate, acute or acuminate at apex, 

rounded, truncate or on vegetative shoots cordate at base, serrate or 

doubly serrate, lower pair of acuminate lobes often deeply cut, mem- 

branaceous, glabrous; corymbs glabrous; flowers about 2 em. (34 inch) 

broad; stamens about 10; anthers pink; styles and nutlets 3-5; fruit 

globose or compressed globose, cherry-red, 8-10 mm. (14 inch) thick, 

ripens in October. 
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Prare 91. 

CRAT.EGUS RUGOSA Ashe. Frerz’s THorn. (x 14.) 
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Pirate 22, 

CRAT.ZGUS FILIPES Ashe. Miss Beckwitu’s THorn. (x 19.) 
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Distribution.—Western New England to central Michigan and 

south to Pennsylvania and southern Indiana. 

A shrub or tree sometimes 9 meters (30 feet) high, with irregular 

ascending branches. 

Specimens have been seen from Perry County, Deam’s No. 27104. 

17. Crataegus GattingeriAshe. (Crataegus coccinea var. oligandra 

Torrey and Gray). Dr. Cuapp’s THorRN. GATTINGER’S THORN. Plate 

93. Spines numerous, 2.5-6 cm. (1-2 inches) long; leaves narrowly ovate 

to deltoid, 2.5-6 em. (1-214 inches) long, 2-5 em. (84-2 inches) wide, 

acuminate at the apex, broadly cuneate or rounded at the base, serrate 

or doubly serrate, lobed towards the apex, membranaceous, glabrous, 

dark green above; petioles glabrous, 2-3 em. (34-114 inches) long; 

corymbs glabrous, many-flowered; flowers appear in May, about 2 

em. (34 inch) broad; stamens 10-20; anthers small, pink; styles and 

nutlets usually 3 or 4; fruit ripens in October, globose, angular, red, 
2 

slightly waxy, 0.8-1.2 cm. (1-19 inch) thick, flesh hard; calyx tube 

prominent, the lobes triangular, spreading. 

Distribution.—Southern Pennsylvania and southern Indiana to 

West Virginia and central Tennessee. 

Shrub or small tree sometimes 4.5 m. (15 feet) high, with ascending, 

irregular branches. 

Specimens seen from: Floyd (Dr. Clapp, before 1840); Knox 

(Schneck); Perry (Deam); Steuben (Deam); Wells (Deam). 

18. Crataegus pruindsa (Wendland) Kk. Koch. Waxy-FRUITED 

THorn. Plate 94. Bark dark brown; spines numerous, slender, 3-6 

em. (114-216 inches) long; leaves elliptic-ovate to broadly ovate, 

2.5-6 em. (1-214 inches) long and wide, acute or acuminate at the apex, 

abruptly cuneate, rounded or occasionally cordate at the base, serrate 

or doubly serrate with 3 or 4 pairs of broad acute lobes towards the 

apex, blue-green, glabrous, membranaceous; petioles 2 or 3 em. (34 

114, inches) long, glabrous; corymbs’ glabrous, many-flowered; 

flowers appear in May, about 2 cm. (5/6 inch) broad; stamens 10-20; 

anthers pink or sometimes yellow or white; styles and nutlets 4 or 5; 

calyx lobes lanceolate-acuminate, entire, slightly serrate at the base; 

fruit ripens in October, depressed-globose to short-ellipsoidal, strongly 

angled, waxy, apple green, becoming scarlet or purple, 1.2-1.5 ¢.m. 

(15-2g inch), thick, firm, yellow, sweet; calyx tube prominent, the 

lobes spreading, persistent. 

Distribution.—Rocky, open woods, western New England to 

Michigan and south to North Carolina and Missouri. Well distributed 

in Indiana. 
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PLate 93. 

CRATZGUS GATTINGERI Ashe. Dr. Gartincer’s Tuorn. (x 14.) 



CRAT-EGUS PRUINOSA (Wendland) K. Koch. Waxy-rruitrep THORN. 

Ge di.) 
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A small shrubby tree sometimes 6 m. (20 feet) high, with irregular 

branches and crown. 

Specimens have been seen from the following counties: Allen (Deam) ; 

Clark (Deam); Decatur (Deam); Delaware (Deam); Gibson (Deam); 

Hamilton (Deam); Hancock (Mrs. Chas. C. Deam); Lagrange (Deam); 

Madison (Deam); Marion (Deam); Monroe (Deam); Porter (Deam); 

Putnam (Grimes); Randolph (Deam); Steuben (Deam); Sullivan 

(Deam); Tipton (Deam); Vermillion (Deam); Warren (Deam); Wayne 

(Deam); Wells (Deam). 

19. Crataegus coccinioides Ashe. Eaarmrt’s THorn. (Crataegus 

Eggertit Britton). Plate95. Bark grayish-brown, scaly; spines curved, 

2-6 em. (34-214 inches) long; leaves broadly ovate, 4-9 em. (1144-314 

inches) long 3.5-8 cm. (134-3 inches) wide, acute at the apex, rounded 

or truncate at the base, doubly serrate with several pairs of broad, acute 

lobes, dark green above, paler and slightly tomentose along the veins 

beneath, membranaceous; petioles 2 to 3 em. (4-114 inches) long, 

slightly pubescent; corymbs glabrous, 5-12 flowered; flowers appear in 

May, about 2 em. (5/6 inch) broad; stamens about 20; anthers pink; 

styles and nutlets usually 4 or 5; calyx lobes ovate, acute, glandular- 

serrate; fruit ripens in September, subglobose, obtusely angled, 1.5-2 

em. (34-1 inch) thick, flesh reddish, subacid, edible; calyx tube promi- 

nent, the Jobes spreading. 

Distribution.—Montreal Island to Rhode Island and west to 

eastern Kansas and Missouri. 

A small tree sometimes 6 m. (20 feet) high, with ascending and 

spreading branches and a broad, round-topped crown. 

Specimens have been seen from: Floyd (Dr. Clapp, before 1840), 

(Deam); Gibson (Schneck); Marion (Deam); Martin (Deam); Vigo 

(Blatchley); Whitley (Deam). 

20. Crataegus coccinea Linnzus. ScarLtet THorn. Rep Haw. 

(Crataegus pedicillata Sargent). Plate 96. Bark light gray, spines 

stout, curved, 2-6 cm. (34-2 inches) long; leaves broadly ovate, 3-10 

em. (114-4 inches) long, 3-9 em. (114-314 inches) wide, acute or 

acuminate at the apex, broadly cuneate to truncate at the base, serrate, 

doubly serrate or lobed, slightly pubescent, becoming scabrous above, 

nearly glabrous beneath, membranaceous; corymbs glabrous or some- 

times slightly villous, many-flowered; flowers appear in May, 1.5-2 cm. 

(2g-5/6 inch) broad; stamens 10-20; anthers pink; styles and nutlets 

3-5; fruit ripens in September, pyriform to short ellipsoidal, scarlet or 

red, glabrous or slightly pubescent, 1.5-2 cm. (34-5/6 inch) thick, 

flesh thick, dry and mealy; calyx lobes lanceolate-acuminate, glandular- 

serrate, erect or spreading, rather persistent. 
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Distribution.—Connecticut to Ontario, Dllinois, Delaware and 

Pennsylvania. 
A small tree sometimes 8 m. (25 feet) high, with ascending and 

spreading branches and a broad, round-topped crown. 

Specimens have been seen from the following counties: Floyd (Deam) ; 

Knox (Deam); Noble Doreen Steuben Dems White (Deam). 

Horticultural Uses. gardener’s hands 

several centuries. There are specimens in ihe ied Gardens, England, 

more than two hundred years old. 

20a. Crataegus coccinea var. Ellwangeriana, n. nom. (Cra- 

taegus pedicillata var. Ellwangeriana (Sargent) Eggleston). Corymbs 

densely villous; fruit slightly villous. 

Distribution.—Known in Indiana from Deam’s specimen No. 

27355 from Warren County. 

21. Crataegus mollis (Torrey and Gray) Scheele. RED-FRUITED 

o1 Downy THorn. Rep Haw. Plate 97. Bark grayish-brown, fissured 

and scaly; spines curved, 3-5 em. (1-2 inches) long; leaves broadly 

ovate, acute at the apex, cordate to truncate at the base, serrate or twice 

serrate with narrow acute lobes, 4-13 em. (1145-5 inches) long, 4-10 cm. 

(115-4 inches) wide, slightly rugose, densely tomentose beneath, to- 

mentose above, becoming scabrous, membranaceous; petioles 2-4 cm. 

(34-11% inches) long, tomentose; corymbs tomentose, many- flowered; 

flowers appear in May, about 2.5 em. (1 inch) broad; stamens about 20; 

anthers light yellow; styles and nutlets 4 or 5; fruit ripens in September, 

short-ellipsoidal to subglobose, scarlet, 1.5-2.5 em. (14-1 inch) thick, 

flesh thick, yellow, edible; calyx lobes glandular-serrate, swollen, erect 

or spreading, deciduous. 

Distribution.—Southern Ontario to South Dakota, south to central 

Tennessee and Arkansas. This thorn is well distributed over Indiana. 

Asmall tree often 13 m. (40 feet) high, with ascending and spreading 

branches, forming a broad, round-topped crown. 

Specimens have been examined from the following counties: Allen 

(Deam); Cass (Mrs. Ida Jackson); Dearborn (Deam); Decatur (Deam) ; 

Delaware (Deam); Floyd (Deam); Gibson (Schneck), (Deam); Hancock 

(Deam); Hendricks (Deam); Henry (Deam); Jackson (Deam); Knox 

(Schneck), (Deam); Madison (Deam) ; Marion (Mrs. Chas. C. Deam); 

Montgomery (Grimes); Posey (Deam); Putnam (Grimes); Shelby 

(Deam); Sullivan (Deam); Vermillion (Deam); Wells (Deam); Whit- 

ley (Dean). 
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CRATZGUS MOLLIS' (Torrey and Gray) Scheele. Rep-rruirep THorN. 

(x 12.) 
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22. Crataegus Phaenopyrum (Linneus fils) Medicus. Wasu- 
INGTON THORN. ScarLeT Haw. (Crataegus cordata Aiton). Plate 98. 

Bark gravish-brown, scaly; spines numerous, slightly curved, 2-5 cm. 

(34-2 inches) long; leaves ovate-triangular, 2-8 em. (34-3 inches) long 

and wide, simply or doubly serrate, often 3-5 lobed, acute at the apex, 

rounded to cordate at the base, bright green above, glabrous; petioles 

slender, 1.5-5¢em. (15-2 inches) long, glabrous; corvmbs glabrous, many- 

flowered; flowers appear in June, 8-12 mm. (18-l5 inch) broad; stamens 

about 20; anthers pink; styles and nutlets usually 5; calyx lobes del- 

toid, entire, deciduous; fruit ripens in October or November, depressed- 

globose, scarlet, 4-6 mm. (1-14 inch) thick, nutlets with a bare 
apex and smooth back, flesh thin, firm. 

Distribution.— Virginia to Georgia, Indiana to Arkansas. Moist 

rich soil. Naturalized in Pennsylvania and New Jersey. Possibly it 

may be naturalized at the Indiana station. More knowledge of dis- 

tribution in southern Indiana is needed to settle this question. 

A shrubby tree sometimes 9 m. (30 feet) high, with nearly erect 

branches and an oblong crown. 

Specimens have been seen from Wayne (Deam). It also occurs in the 

Wabash Valley. 

Horticultural Uses.—This is one of the most desirable thorns for 

ornamental planting and hedges. Its scarlet autumn foliage and 

beautiful little scarlet fruit persist for along time. It is also one of the 

American thorns long in cultivation, both in Europe and the United 

States. 

Crataegus Albicans Linneus. This species was reported for 

Indiana by Heimlich.? 

The material at hand is not sufficient to make a satisfactory deter- 

mination, hence it is omitted in the text. 

According to the treatment of the genus Crataegus in Britton and 

Brown’s Tlustrated Flora, 2nd Edition, the range of the following 

species extend into Indiana. 

Throughout the State In the northern part of the State— 

C. Boyntoni. C. Brainerdi. 

In the southern part of the State C. lucorum. 
C. roanensis. 
C. beata. 

C. villipes. 

C. Pringlei. 

C. berberifolia . 

C. denaria. 

C. fecunda. 

C. ovata. 

Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1917:445:1918. 
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CRATEGUS PHANOPYRUM (Linneus filius) Medicus. Wasnincron 

Tuorn. (x14.) 
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AMYGDALACEAE. Tue Puum Famity. 

Trees or shrubs with alternate, simple, petioled and usually serrate 

leaves; flowers perfect, calyx and corolla 5 numerous, stamens 15-30; 

fruit a 1-seeded drupe. 

The characters which separate the species are not at all constant, 

and the species often vary much in the extremes of their range. 

PRUNUS. Tue Piums anp CHERRIES. 

Flowers in umbel like clusters, or somewhat corymbose, ap- 

pearing before or with the leaves on branchlets of the 
preceding year. 

Margins of leaves with sharp teeth. 

Petioles glabrous beneath............00....0 000000000 1 P. americana. 
Petioles more or less pubescent all around.............. 2 P. americana 

var. lanata. 

Margins of leaves with blunt or crenate teeth. 

Teeth of center of leaves about 10 per em.; calyx lobes 
glandular; fruit more than 10 mm. in diameter. 

Principal leaves of fruiting branches generally more 
than 4 em. broad; flowers white and generally more 

GHATIOI, SIMI TWIG edo eae eesie diate nued awe 3 P. nigra. 
Principal leaves of fruiting branches generally less than 

4 em. broad; flowers white which on age show a 
tinge of pink and generally less than 17 mm. wide. 4 P. hortulana. 

Teeth of center of leaves about 20 per em.; calyx lobes 

glandless; fruit less than 10 mm. in diameter......... 5 P. pennsylvanica. 

Flowers in racemes, appearing after the leaves on twigs of 

the Presemt sy Obit. e sales reek Kl AAS ad Keene ne ng hee 6 P. serotina. 

1. Prunus americana Marshall. Witp Rep Puum. Plate 99 

Small trees with crooked branches; bark of old trees exfoliating in 
irregular plates; twigs smooth; leaves obovate or oval, 5-9 cm. long, 

2.5-5 cm. wide, narrowed or sometimes rounded at the base, acuminate 

at apex, margins sharply serrate or doubly serrate, glabrous above and 

smooth below, or hairy on the veins and sometimes more or less pube- 

scent over the whole under surface, inner surface of petiole more or less 

hairy and sometimes bearing one or two glands; flowers appear in April 

or May before or with the leaves in clusters of 2-4 or sometimes singly, 
about 2 em. in diameter, calyx smooth or with some hairs near the base 

of the lobes which are pubescent within and smooth or hairy without, 
lobes entire or cut-toothed above the middle, glandless or with incon- 

spicuous glands; fruit ripens in August or September, usually globose, 

about 2 cm. in diameter, red; stone doubly convex, oval to nearly 

orbicular, surface usually smooth. 
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Distribution.— Massachusetts to Florida, west to Manitoba and 

south to New Mexico. Found throughout Indiana. While it has a 

general distribution, it is not generally distributed through the forests, 

but is local in colonies in Jow grounds along streams or in low places in 

the forest. In the southern counties it is found on the ridges and com- 

monly about the basins of sink-holes. Large single trees may be found 

but they are usually surrounded by many smaller ones which are root 

shoots. From this habit of the tree to produce root shoots large colonies 

are formed which has given rise to the term “plum thickets.” 

Remarks.—The wood of this tree is of no economic importance, but 

the species from a horticultural standpoint is one of the most important 

of all of the plums. Many named varieties belong to this species. 

It should be noted that all species of plums are quite variable, and 

one must not be surprised to find specimens that will not come entirely 

within the descriptions. 

2. Prunus americana var. lanata Sudworth. WooLiy-LEAF PLuM. 

Plate 100. Smalltrees with the characteristic wild plum tree bark, except 

onageit becomes more furrowed ; twigs generally puberulent or sometimes 

smooth; leaves obovate, oblong-obovate, or sometimes somewhat ovate, 

generally about 6-10 em. long, and 4-6 em. wide, rounded at the base, 

acute or short acuminate at the apex, margins sharply serrate, or 

doubly serrate, upper surface covered with short appressed hairs, lower 

surface permanently pubescent with longer hairs; petioles more or less 

pubescent and often bearing one or more glands; flowers appear in 

April or May in umbels of 2-4, upper part of calyx, and its lobes pube- 

scent both inside and out, the lobes more or less cut-toothed and 

bearing inconspicuous glands; fruit ripening in September, globose, 

reddish with a bluish bloom; stone nearly orbicular and turgid. 

Distribution.—Indiana west to Indian Territory and south to the 

Gulf. The range of this variety has not been well understood, and it is 

believed that forms of this variety in the northern part of its range 

have been included in the preceding species. It is certain that in our 

area the two forms are separated with difficulty; especially is this 

true of certain individuals. Specimens at hand show it to oceur in 

Floyd, Clark, Bartholomew, Martin, Warren, Vermillion, Gibson, 

Warrick, and Perry Counties. 

Remarks.—This form intergrades with the preceding to such an extent 

that there is little difference between the extremes of the two forms. 

3. Prunus nigra Aiton. Canapa Pium. Plate 101. Small 

trees with the characteristic bark of the genus; twigs smooth; leaves 

obovate or oval, 5-11 em. long and 3-6 cm. wide, rounded or somewhat 
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narrowed at the base, abruptly short acuminate toward the apex, smooth 

or sparsely covered above with a short appressed pubescence, more o1 

less pubescent beneath especially along the veins, usually pubescent 

on the veins at maturity, margins crenate-serrate, the teeth ending in 

persistent glands, petioles more or less pubescent on the inner surface, 

and generally bearing a pair of glands, which number varies from 1 to 8, 

or sometimes absent; flowers appear in April or May in umbels of 2-3, 

about 2 cm. in diameter—the largest of the genus in Indiana, calyx 

smooth, the lobes smooth without and within, except toward the base 

which is pubescent, the lobes reddish and the margins studded with 

numerous red glands; fruit ripens in July, globose, red; stone short 

oval and very flat. 

Distribution.—New Brunswick to Massachusetts and west to 

Minnesota and south to central Indiana. In Indiana it is definitely 

known only from Wells, Blackford and Marion Counties. No doubt it 

ranges throughout the northern part of Indiana, but it has not been 

separated from Prunus americana. Higley and Raddin! in 1891, when 

our text books did not separate this species, in a flora which included a 

part of Lake County Indiana, remark: ‘‘There are two distinct forms of 

Prunus americana; one with slender branches and large flowers with 

glandular calyx, found in swamps and another found with stout 

branches and much smaller flowers with the calyx less glandular, grows 

in dry soil.?? This no doubt refers to the species under discussion. 

In 1898 the author found this species growing in a swamp in Wells 

County, and transplanted a specimen to high ground in his orchard. It 

has persisted ever since, growing vigorously and freely suckering from 

the roots, but it has been quite susceptible to the San Jose scale. 

4. Prunus hortulana Bailey. Witp Goosr Pium. Plate 102. 

Small trees with bark exfoliating in plates or rolls on old trees; twigs 

smooth; leaves oblong-oval, oval, slightly ovate or obovate, generally 

6-11 cm. long and 2.5-5.5 cm. wide, rounded and often slightly oblique 

at the base, acuminate at the apex, margins finely serrated with short 

rounded and glandular teeth, generally glossy and smooth above, 

more or less pubescent all over beneath with Jong hairs, the midrib 

and lateral veins usually prominent below, petioles pubescent on the 

inner face and usually bearing one or more glands; flowers appear with 

the leaves in April or May in umbels of 2-4; calyx glabrous, the lobes 

glabrous on the outer face, and more or less pubescent within, margins 

glandular; fruit ripens in August, generally globose, red; stone generally 

short oval, very turgid, face reticulated. 

1Higley and Raddin: Flora of Cook County Illinois and a part of Lake County 
Indiana. Bul. Chic. Acad. Sci. Vol. 2:33:1891. 
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Distribution.—Central Kentucky northwestward to central Iowa 

and southwestward to Kansas and east to northwest Tennessee. In 

Indiana the specimens at hand show it to be confined to the south- 

western part of the State, although Pepoon! reports a single tree found 

near Dune Park in Porter County. It is found on sandy roadside cuts, 

base of sandy wooded slopes, ete., and is a common tree in Sullivan 

County for miles on the wooded bank of the terrace of the Wabash 

River. 

5. Prunus pennsylvanica Linneus filius. Witp Rep CHERRY. 

Plate 103. Small trees with smooth cherry-like bark, somewhat 

roughened near the base on old trees; twigs smooth, at least at maturity; 

leaves oval, oval-lanceolate, or ovate, sometimes slightly falcate, 4-10 

em. long, and 1.5-4 em. wide, rounded or narrowed at the base, long 

acuminate at the apex, margins finely serrate with glandular incurved 

teeth, glossy and smooth above, generally smooth beneath, sometimes 

pubescent along the midrib and veins, petioles generally smooth, rarely 

pubescent; flowers appear with the leaves in May in umbels of 3-7, or 

sometimes raceme-like but the rachis shorter than the pedicels; calyx 

glabrous, the lobes glabrous within and without, entire and glandless; 

fruit ripens in August, globose, 6-7 mm. in diameter, red;stone roundish- 

oval, surface granular. 

Distribution.—Newfoundland and New England to the Rocky 

Mountains, south to Colorado and eastward through northern Indiana 

to Pennsylvania and thence in the mountains to North Carolina. In 

Indiana it is definitely known to occur only in Lake, Porter, Laporte, 

St. Joseph and Lagrange Counties. It is frequently found on the black 

oak ridges about Lake Michigan. All other reports of this species for 

Indiana should be looked upon with suspicion. The one by Chipman 

from Kosciusko County may be correct. The one by Ridgeway? 

for Posey County is undoubtedly an error. No doubt Phinney’s’ 

record for Central Eastern Indiana (Jay, Delaware, Randolph and 

Wayne Counties) is an error. 

The range of the species is to the north of our area, and like a few 

others it is found about the Great Lakes south of its general range. In 

Ohio it is reported only from Cuyahoga County which borders Lake 

Erie. 

6. Prunus serétina Ehrhart. Witp CHERRY. CHERRY. WILD 

Buack Cuerry. Plate 104. Medium to large sized trees; bark of 

young trees smooth, becoming on old trees irregularly fissured and 

iTrans. Ill. Acad. Science, 1916:132. 
2Amer. Nat. 6:660:1872. 
3Rept. Ind. Geol. Surv. 12:208:1883. 
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separating in small scaly plates; twigs slender and smooth, sometimes 

pubescent while young; leaves oval, oblong-oval, ovate or narrowly 

ovate, generally 5-12 cm. long and 2-4 cm. wide, generally nirrowed at 

the base, sometimes rounded, short or long acuminate at the apex, 

margin finely serrate with incurved sharp callous teeth, smooth above 

and below, sometimes slightly pubescent beneath while young; flowers 

appear in May when the leaves are almost grown, on the ends of 

the year’s growth, in racemes generally 5-10 cm. long; fruit ripens in 

July and August, globose, about 6-10 mm. in diameter, dark red to 

almost. black. 

Distribution.—Nova Scotia to South Dakota, south to Florida and 

west to Texas. Found in all parts of Indiana. It prefers a moist loose 

soil and is usually found with beech, sugar maple, tulip, white ash and 

white oak. In the original forest it was a rare to a frequent tree, and 

only rarely and locally did it ever become common. It grew to be several 

feet in diameter and was as tall as the highest trees of the forest. The 

trunk of the tree, however, was inclined to be crooked. It has now 

become a frequent tree along fences. 

Remarks.—The wood of wild cherry from pioneer times has been a 

favorite wood, and for this reason the tree soon disappeared and today 

large trees are very rare. The wood is strong, close-grained, reddish- 

brown, and very much resembles mahogany. In value it stands second 

in Indiana woods. It 1s used principally for furniture, office and store 

fixtures. 

The wild cherry grows readily from seed; is not difficult to transplant ; 

adapts itself to almost all kinds of soils and grows rapidly. In Spring 

it is one of the very first trees to put out its leaves. It is not shade 

enduring, which no doubt, in a great measure, accounts for its rarity 

in the primeval forests. When grown in the open the tree usually 

produces an abundance of fruit which is much relished by birds. This 
species has many good features, and might be used to advantage in 

forest planting. 

CAESALPINACEAE. Tue Senna Famity. 

Leaves simple; flowers pink; seed pod papery............... 1 Cercis. 

Leaves compound; flowers not pink; seed pod woody or 

leathery. 

Trees with thorns; stamens 3-5, longer than the corolla; pods 

flat and leathery; seeds about 1 em. (14 inch) long.... 2 Gleditsia. 

Trees without thorns; stamens 10, shorter than the corolla; 

pods swollen, woody; seeds about 2 em. (1 inch) long.... 3 Gymnocladus. 
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1. CERCIS. Tue Revsup. 

Cercis canadénsis Linnzus. REDBUD. Plate 105. Small 

trees; bark of trunk of old trees fissured, reddish-brown; twigs glabrous, 

light brown, becoming a dark brown; leaves alternate, broadly ovate, 

average blades 6-14 cm. long, cordate at base, short-pointed, some- 

times short-acuminate or rarely rounded at the apex, margins entire, 

glabrous or pubescent on unfolding, at maturity usually glabrous on 

both sides, or with a few hairs in the axils of the veins or along the veins, 

sometimes more or less pubescent beneath, and with hairs on the veins 

above; petioles generally 2-6 cm. long; flowers appear in April or 

May before the leaves, in clusters of 4-8 on the branches of the preceding 

season, pink or rose color; pods 5-10 cm. long, thin, flat and glabrous; 

wood heavy, hard and weak. 

Distribution.—In Canada along the shoresof Lake Erieand Ontario, 

New York west through Michigan to Iowa, south to the Gulf States 

and west to Texas. Found throughout Indiana except there are no 

records from the counties bordering Lake Michigan. In the northern 

part of the State it is rare or frequent in alluvial soil along streams or in 

rich woods. In the southern part of the State it is a frequent to a 

common tree in ravines and on slopes. It is never found in wet situa- 

tions, and consequently is absent in the “‘flats’’ of the southern counties. 

Remarks.—The redbud is the common name for this tree through- 
out the State. In one locality it was known as the fish blossom because 

the larger fish spawn when this tree is in flower. In text books it is 

also called Judas tree. It is usually a tree 1-1.5 dm. in diameter and 

5-10 m. high. It is of no economic importance and is classed as a weed 
tree in the woodlot and should be removed. 

It is frequently recommended for ornamental planting. It prefers 

a rich moist soil, and is shade enduring, although it succeeds best in the 
open or in a light shade. 

2. GLEDITSIA. Tue Honey Locust. 

Pods more than 8 em. long; seeds oval..................... 1 G. triaeanthos. 

Pods less than 8 cm. long; seeds orbicular.................. 2 G. aquatica. 

1. Gleditsia triacdanthos Linneus. Honey Locust. Plate 106. 

Medium to large sized trees; bark of old trunks fissured and peeling 
off in strips; spines on trunk large and often much branched, sometimes 

4 dm. long; spines on branches not so large, generally more or less 

forked; twigs at first green, turning a light brown; leaves pinnate or 
bipinnate, 1-2 dm. long, rachis permanently pubescent; leaflets 9-14 

pairs, fewer on the bipinnate forms, petiolules about 1 mm. long, form 
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variable from ovate to lanceolate, sometimes somewhat falcate, generally 

2-3 cm. long, usually more or less pubescent beneath; flowers appear in 

May or June, inconspicuous, greenish-yellow, rich in honey, their ap- 

pearance being announced by the hum of the swarm of insects visiting 

them; fruit a flat, linear twisted pod, 2-4 dm. long, glabrous andlus- 

trous or pubescent on the sides; seeds several, oval, about 6 mm. wide, 

and 10 mm. long, glabrous and chestnut brown; wood heavy, hard, 

strong, coarse-grained and takes a good polish. 

[ Distribution.—Pennsylvania, southern Michigan to Iowa, and 

south to the Gulf States and west to Texas. Found infrequently 

throughout Indiana along streams, except that it is absent about Lake 

Michigan and that in the southwestern counties it becomes a frequent 

tree in the Wabash bottoms. In its native habitat it is rarely found 

except near a stream, pond, lake, etc. However, in the southeastern 

counties it has spread all over many of the hillsides which were once 

cleared and have been abandoned for agricultural purposes and left 

to natural forest regeneration. It was interesting to learn how this tree 

was able to propagate itself on the steep bare slopes. It was found that 

the seeds were scattered by cattle that greedily eat the fruit. It is a 

medium sized tree, except in the Wabash bottoms of the southwestern 

part of the State where it grows to be one of the largest trees of the 

forest, and is more luxuriant than in any other part of its range. 

Remarks.—In making a study of the fruit of this species, it was 

found that the sides of all the pods of all the specimens at hand 

except one are glabrous, even those of young fruit. The margins of the 

pods are pubescent. However, a specimen collected on August 27th in 

Vermillion County has the entire pod covered with long hairs. In 

consulting the literature on the subject it is found that some authors 

describe the fruit as glabrous while others describe it as hairy. It would 

be interesting to study the significance of this character to learnif each 

form has a geographic range. 

The wood is used principally for interior finish, furniture, posts 

and crossties. The tree has a grace that recommends it for ornmental 

planting despite its thorns. However, a thornless variety is now of- 

fered by nurserymen. It adapts itself to all kinds of soils, although it 

prefers a moist rich soil; grows rapidly and is comparatively free from 

insect damage. 

2. Gleditsia aquatica Marshall. Water Honey Locust. Plate 
107. A medium sized tree with rather smooth bark, which becomes 

rough and flaky on large trees; twigs greenish, turning to a light brown 

by the end of the year; branchlets a greenish-gray brown; spines all 

usually more or less flattened, those of the branchlets and branches, 
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rather few and usually simple, 4-10 em. long, those of the trunk branched, 

spines do not develop on the year’s growth; leaves from old wood pin- 

nate, from the year’s growth bipinnate; rachis grooved and pubescent 

or puberulent above and smooth below; leaflets generally 7-11 pairs, 

variable in shape and size, generally lanceolate and 1.5-2.5 cm. long, on 

petiolules about 1 mm. long, glabrous; flowers similar to the preceding 

species; fruit a glabrous, shining, oblique pod about 4-5 cm. long, con- 

taining 1 seed; seeds orbicular, flat, chestnut brown, about 1 em. in 

diameter. 

Distribution.—Atlantic Coast from North Carolina south to 
Florida, and the Mississippi Valley from southwestern Indiana south- 

ward to Texas. In Indiana this species is rare and limited to the banks 

of river sloughs, locally called ponds and to one cypress swamp. It is 

known to have occurred on the banks of Wabash and Dan’s ponds and 

Little Cypress swamp in the southwest corner of Knox County, and in 

Gibson County on the bank of a slough near Skelton and about Bur- 

nett’s pond. The reference to Posey County is without a verifying 

specimen, although it may be found in the county. The writer has 

visited about every place in the county where the species might occur, 

and has never found it. Gorby’s! reference for Miami County is with- 

out doubt an error. In our area it is a low crooked tree and grows with 

its base submerged more or less during the year. The idea of the pro- 

portions of this tree can be obtained from the measurements taken from 

the largest tree now known in Indiana, which is located on the shore of 

Dan’s pond in Knox County. It measures 158 cm. (66 inches) in cir- 

cumference at 1 m. above the ground, and is estimated to be 10m. (30 

feet) high. This species is too rare to be of economic importance. 

Gleditsia aquatica x triacanthos. Dr. Schneck? found two honey 

locust trees which he described as hybrids of the two species. The one 

was located on the bank of Dan’s pond in Knox County, and the other 

in Gibson County. The original description is as follows: ‘In both 

instances the pods are the distinguishing feature. These are very 

much alike in both trees, being about 5 inches long, 114 inches wide, 

smooth, shining, of a light brown color and entirely destitute of pulp. 

Otherwise the tree cannot be distinguished from the trees among 

which they stand. They are both about 50 feet high, with short 

stems and spreading branches, and stand about 5 miles apart.’’ The 

writer has five fruiting specimens from these two trees, taken by Dr. 

Schneck. Two of the sheets have the round and branched spines of 

G. triacanthos. 

ind. Geol. Rept. 16:169:1889. 
2Plant World 7:252:1904. 
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3. GYMNOCLADUS. Tue Correr TREE, 

Gymnocladus dioica (Linnzus) Koch. Correenut Trex. Plate 

108. Medium sized trees; bark of trunks fissured, the ridges often curl- 

ing up along the sides, very hard; twigs at first hairy, becoming glabrous 

and mottled gray-brown by the end of the season, robust, usually about 

1 cm. in diameter; leaves alternate, twice pinnate, 3-9 dm. long, 

leaflets usually 6-10 pairs, ovate, generally from 3-4 cm. long, 

generally oblique and rounded, wedge-shape or truncate at the base, 

acute or very sharp-pointed at the apex, petiolules about 1 mm. long, 

pubescent on both sides at first, becoming glabrous or nearly sc at 

maturity; flowers of two kinds, the male and female on separate trees, 

appearing in May or June; fruit a pod generally about 1-2 dm. long, 

thick, curved; seeds generally 4-7, large, flattened about 2 cm. in 

diameter; wood heavy, not hard, coarse-grained and takes a high polish. 

Distribution.—New York, southwestern Ontario to southern 

Minnesota south to Tennessee and Arkansas. This species has been 

reported or is known to exist in 33 counties in various parts of the State. 

It no doubt was native to every county of the State, except it be those 

bordering Lake Michigan from which we have no reports. It is a rare 

tree in all parts. Only exceptionally is it found even frequently. A 

few trees may be found in one place, and it will not be found again for 

many miles. No doubt there are many areas with a radius of 5 to 10 

miles where this tree never occurred. It is usually found in alluvial 

soil along streams, or nearby terraces. 

Remarks.—This species generally is not very tall, and is usually 

found in open places in the forest or cut-over lands. However, one 

specimen was seen in Posey County that was as tall as a specimen of 

pecan of equal size that grew nearby. This species was so rare in this 

vicinity that I was asked to drive three miles to identify this tree which 

no one could name. 

Coffeenut, which is sometimes called Kentucky coffeenut, has always 

been so rare as to be of little economic importance. It has no qualities 

to recommend it for ornamental planting. 

FABACEAE. Tue Pea Famity. 

Trees, shrubs, vines or herbs with alternate leaves, mostly compound; 

flowers with five petals which are pea-like (papilionaceous); stamens 

generally 10; fruit a legume. 
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ROBINIA. Tue Locusts. 

Robinia Pseudo-Acacia Linnezus. Locust. Buack Locust. Plate 

109. Medium sized trees with deeply furrowed bark; twigs at first 

green and hairy, becoming at the end of the season glabrous and a light 

brown, the stipules developing in about a year into a pair of woody 

spines about 2 cm. long; leaves pinnate, 1.5-3 dm. long; leaflets 7-17 

on short stalks, ovate to oblong, 2-6 cm. long, rounded at base, rounded 

or pointed and with asmallindenture at apex, margin entire, pubescent 

on both sides at first, becoming at maturity glabrous above and re- 

maining more or less pubescent below, especially on the midrib; flowers 

in loose racemes, white, expanding in May or June; fruit a flat and slight- 

ly curved pod about 5-10 cm. long, glabrous; seeds usually 4-8 in each 

pod, about 4 mm. long and 2.5 mm. wide; wood heavy, very hard, close- 

grained, takes a good polish, very durable in contact with the soil. 

Distribution.—Appalachian Mountains from Pennsylvania south 

to northern Georgia, and in Arkansas. In Indiana it is found as an 

escape in all parts and was doubtless native along the Ohio River, at 

least in the southeastern part of the State. Thomas! says: ‘‘We had 

gazed at the majestic beech of this country (near Rising Sun) three feet 

in diameter; we had seen the honey locust, the black walnut, a buckeye 

of equal magnitude; and then we saw with surprise, the black locust 

almost a rival in stature.’’ Drake? says: ‘“‘The flowering locust is 

abundant in Kentucky. Along the Ohio River it is rarely found more 

than 30 miles north of the river.” 

Remarks.—This tree is generally known as the locust tree, but is 

sometimes called the yellow locust. 

Locust wood is somewhat lighter than white oak, but it is 34 percent 

stiffer and 45 per cent stronger. Theseremarkable qualities added to its 

durability in contact with the ground make it one of the most desirable 

trees for forest planting. The wood has been used principally for 

posts, ties, tree nails, etc. The locust when grown close together 

usually grows to 8-12 inchesin diameter. There are, however, specimens 

that have grown in the open that are almost three feet indiameter. The 

pioneers used it extensively for ornamental planting, and it has escaped 

from such planting in all parts of the State. It propagates easily by 

root shoots which is the principal mode of spreading, except where the 

seed fall on exposed soil. 

The locust has of recent years been extensively planted for post 

timber. It is very easily propagated from seedlings and grows rapidly. 

It is adapted to all kinds of soil, except a wet one. It prefers a well 

1 Thomas’ Western Travels, page 111:1819. 
2Drake in Picture of Cincinnati, page 83, 1815. 
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drained soil and seems to grow as fast in a loose clay soil as in a 

black loam. When used for forest planting the spacing should be from 

5x5 feet to 8x8 feet. The spacing should be governed by the quality 

of the soil, and the amount of pruning that can be done. The locust. 

has the habit of having the terminal to end in a fork and having one 

or more very large side branches. The best management requires 

that the very large side branches be removed as soon as they are noted, 

and one part of the terminal] forks be cut off. 

The locust until recently gave great promise of being an important 

tree for planting sterile, washed and eroded slopes, on which it usually 

thrives and in many cases grows thriftily. However, reports from all 

parts of the State show that locust groves wherever planted are being 

killed by the locust body borer. The locust has also been attacked by 

the twig borer, bag worm and the leaf miner. At present there are no 

known economic means of controlling these destructive pests, and until 

they can be controlled, the planting of locust for commercial purposes 

will not prove profitable. 

SIMARUBACEAE Tue Quassra Famity. 

AILANTHUS, Tree or Huaven. 

Ailanthus altissima (Miller) Swingle. TreE or HEAVEN. STINK 

TREE. (Ailanthus glandulosa Desfontaines). Plate 110. Medium 

sized trees with dark gray bark, thin, rough or fissured on old trees; 

branchlets very robust; twigs smooth; leaves compound and very large, 

especially on coppice shoots, usually about 4-6 dm. long, odd-pinnate, 

arranged spirally on the branchlets; leaflets 13-41, ovate-oblong, acu- 

minate, oblique at base, entire or with a few blunt teeth toward the base, 

smooth or hairy when they unfold, becoming smooth at maturity, dark 

green above, lighter beneath; flowers appear in June in large terminal 

panicles, the staminate and pistillate on different trees; fruit maturing 

in autumn, consists of many light brown, twisted and broadly-winged 

samaras which are about 1 cm. wide and 4-5 cm. long. 

Distribution.—A native of China. Introduced and spreading in 

cities, and into fields and woods in the southern part of the State. 

The most notable occurrence is in Jefferson County on the wooded 

bluffs of the Ohio River between Madison and Hanover. 

Remarks.— Where the sugar and black maple can not be used for 

shade tree planting this tree should receive attention. It adapts itself to 

all kinds of soils, and to all kinds of growing conditions such as smoke, 

etc. The crown is of an oval or rounded type. It stands pruning and 

injury to trunk or branches quite well. It is practically free from 
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all diseases and insect injury. The leaves appear late but they do not 

fall until the first killing frost when they are killed, and frequently 

practically all of the leaves will fallin one day. The staminate flowers 

exhale a fetid odor for a few days which is about the only objectionable 

feature in this tree. In order to obviate this objection, nurserymen are 

now offering for sale pistillate trees which have been grafted on com- 

mon stock. 

ACERACEAE. Tue Marte Famity. 

ACER. Tue Maptes. 

Trees with terete branches; scaly buds; long petioled, opposite 

leaves; fruit consists of two long-winged samaras which are joined at 

their base, separating at maturity. The sap of some of the species, 

when concentrated, yields the maple sugar and sirup of commerce. 

Leaves trifoliate or pinnate.......... 00.00.0000. 2 eee eee 1 A. Negundo. 
Leaves simple. 

Winter buds blunt; flowers appear from lateral buds before 

the leaves;fruit maturing in the spring or early summer. 

Leaves entirely glabrous beneath at maturity, 5-lobed; the 

two sinuses between the three largest lobes generally 
somewhat closed, formed as it were by the arcs of two 

circles which meet to form the sinus, and which if 

they were extended outward would cross each other 

within a few dm. of the sinus; fruit more or less 

pubescent at maturity... ........ 0.200. c eee cee eee 2 A. saccharinum . 
Leaves are never all entirely glabrous at maturity, 3-5 

lobed; the two largest sinuses are generally angular 

with straight sides which if extended outward would 

never cross; fruit smooth at maturity. 

Twigs smooth at maturity; leaves at maturity smooth 

beneath except a few hairs in the axils of the veins, 

or more rarely the entire lower surface covered 

more or less with a short pubescence; mature fruit 

generally 2-3.5 em. long...................... 3 A. rubrum. 
Twigs more or less pubescent at maturity; leaves 

beneath covered with a dense tomentum which 
remains until maturity or sometimes becoming 

scanty; fruit about 4-5 em. long................ var. Drummondii. 

Winter buds acute, sometimes somewhat blunt; flowers 

appear from terminal buds after the leaves; fruit matur- 

ing in the autumn. 

Leaves yellow green beneath; base of the petiole of the 

terminal leaves enlarged at the base, smooth or 

somewhat pubescent about the enlarged base...... 4 A. nigrum. 
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Leaves not yellow green beneath; base of the petiole of the 

terminal leaves not enlarged, petioles smooth, or if 
pubescent at the base the pubescence will be more or 

less evident the entire length of the petiole. 

Petioles smooth; leaves 3-5 lobed, blade as long or 

longer than wide, not densely pubescent beneath 
at; DIAtULiby: + vas nee eses Revise ee eae 5 A. saecharum. 

Petioles smooth; leaves 3-lobed, blades wider than 

NONN DR Ae Aen neta Muhsin tue D AM aon I MEADS SuQ Bone htced ss sini en ene A. saccharum var. 

Rugelii. 

Petioles pubescent, rarely smooth; leaves 5-lobed, 

rarely 3-lobed, the under surface densely pubescent 

ale TMA, LUTE G ys eee oca aaa Na rem oe ees peat ae aS A. saccharum var. 

Schneckii. 

1. Acer Negtindo Linnzus. Box Etprr. Plate 111. A medium- 

sized tree with a short trunk and round head; bark of young trees 

smooth and gray, becoming thick on old trees, light to dark brown 

and more or less furrowed or rarely somewhat flaky; twigs smooth and 

greenish; leaves of average size are 1.5-3 dm. long, generally with 3 

leaflets on the flowering branehes, sometimes 5 or rarely with 7, on 

sterile branches or on growing shoots 3-7, the petioles generally 144- 

15 the length of the leaf and glabrous or nearly so at maturity; leaf- 

lets all on stalks more or less pubescent, the lateral stalks short, the 

terminal ones much longer, leaflets of varying size and shape, the margins 

usually varying from lobed to serrate or entire, pinnately veined, 

smooth above at maturity and remaining more or less pubescent be- 

neath, especially along the veins; flowers appear just before the leaves 

the last of April or the first of May, the staminate and pistillate on 

separate trees; fruit matures late in summer, the body of the samara 

green and more or less pubescent. 

Distribution.—New England to Florida, west to Minnesota and 

south to eastern Texas. In Indiana, it is found throughout the State in 

moist or wet places along creeks and rivers, and infrequently on the 

highlands along roadsides and fences. Its original distribution in the 

State can only be conjectured. Judging from its tolerance to shade and 

its habitat, and from the earliest reports of ite occurrence in the State, 

this species was quite rare in the northern part of the State, becoming 

infrequent to frequent in its habitat in the southern part of the State. 

Even today it is rather local in its distribution. I have never seen it on 

the low mucky border of a lake. 

Remarks.—This species on account of its rapid growth was formerly 

much used in our area as a shade tree. It is believed that most of the 

trees now found along roadsides, fences, clearings and on the drier 

banks of streams are from seed distributed by the wind from planted 
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trees. This species is now little used as a shade tree and is never recom- 

mended because it sheds its leaves early, and is subject to injury from 

disease and insects. 

la. Acer Negundo variety violaceum Kirchner. (Rulac Nuttall? 

Nieuwland). This variety is distinguished by its glaucous twigs and 

by the body of the fruit being glabrous at maturity. In most instances 

when the bloom is rubbed from the twigs they show a purple tinge, 

hence the varietal name. 

Distribution.—I have this variety in Indiana from the following 

counties: Brown, Cass, Elkhart, Franklin, Fulton, Hendricks, Henry, 

Jennings, Lagrange, Martin, Posey, St. Joseph, Vermillion and Wayne. 

2. Acer saccharinum Linneus. SILVER Marie. Sorr Map Le. 

Wuite Mapie. Plate 112. Medium sized trees; bark of small trees 

smooth and gray, becoming on old trees reddish-brown, and freely 

splitting into thin scales; branchlets light to reddish-brown and generally 

turning upward at their tips; leaves generally about 1 dm. long, generally 

somewhat cordate at the base, sometimes truncate, deeply 3-lobed, each 

of the lateral lobes with an additional lobe below, margins of all of the 

lobes more or less irregular or even lobed, the two principal sinuses 

generally show a tendency to close, leaves hairy beneath when young, 

glabrous above and below at maturity and very glaucous beneath; 

flowers appear in March or Aprilin the axils of the leaves of the previous 

year, the staminate and pistillate in separate clusters on the same or 

different trees; fruit on pedicels 1.5-6 cm. long, maturing in the spring 

or early summer, green, densely hairy while young and remaining more 

or less hairy at maturity, 4-7 em. long, wings 1-2 cm. wide. 

Distribution.—New Brunswick to Florida, west to South Dakota 

and south to Texas. Locally frequent to very common in all parts of 

Indiana. This species is always found in wet or moist places, and in the 

lower Wabash bottoms in low overflow lands or in or about old sloughs 

it often forms the principal stand. It is more frequently associated with 

black willow, white elm, red birch, sycamore, etc. 

Remarks.—The silver maple has been used extensively for shade 

tree planting. The branches are very brittle, and ice storms sometimes 

break off so many branches that the tree may be badly injured. The 

shade trees of this species are in many parts of the state being killed 

by scale insects, and for this reason it should not be used. On account 

of its rapid growth it has also been much used for windbreaks but this 

practice should be discouraged and better species used. 
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3. Acer ribrum Linneus. Rep Marie. Sorr Mapie. SWAMP 

Marie. Plate 113. Medium to large sized trees; bark of small 

trees smooth and gray, becoming dark brown on old trees, somewhat 

furrowed and scaly; branchlets smooth and reddish; twigs generally 

smooth but sometimes hairy, becoming glabrous by autumn; leaves 

5-12 em. long, 3-5 lobed, more or less cordate at the base, sometimes 

truncate or rounded, sinuses acute, those of 3-lobed leaves generally 

wider angled than those of 5-lobed ones, the lobes more or less irregu- 

larly serrate or dentate, hairy while young, glabrous above and more 

or less hairy beneath at maturity, glaucous beneath; flowering period 

March or April; flowers red or reddish, in the axils of the leaves of the 

previous year, the staminate and pistillate in separate clusters on the 

same or different trees; fruit maturing late in spring, on pedicels 3-8 cm. 

long, generally red, sometimes green, glabrous at maturity, rarely some- 

what pubescent, 1.5-3.5 cm. long. 

Distribution.— Newfoundland to Florida, west to Minnesota and 

south to Texas. It is found in all parts of Indiana. Its preferred 

habitat is that of low ground about lakes, swamps, along streams and 

in the ‘‘flats’’ in the southeast part of the State. Throughout its range 

in Indiana where it is found in low ground, it is in places rich in organic 

matter, except in the “flats’’ of the southern part of the State where it 

grows in a hard clay soil with sweet gum, red birch, ete. In contrast 

the silver maple is generally found growing in wet places with little 

organic matter; especially is this true in the lower Wabash bottoms. 

The red maple grows also on high ground. In the northern part of the 

State it is only an occasional tree of gravelly ridges or on high ground 

about lakes or along streams. In the southern part of the State it is a 

local to a frequent tree in most parts of the ‘‘knob’’ area where it is 

associated with white oak, black oak, black gum, etc. It is also an 

occasional tree on the top of bluffs and cliffs. 

Remarks.—The red maple is not abundant enough in Indiana to be 

of any economic importance. It grows rapidly and should replace the 

silver maple for shade tree planting since its branches are not broken off 

as easily by ice storms and it is more resistant to insect attack. 

3a. Acer rubrum variety Drumméndii (Hooker and Arnott) 

Torrey and Gray. This variety of the red maple is a form found in the 

dense swamps of the lower Wabash Valley. It is distinguished from the 

type by its twigs which generally remain more or less hairy until matur- 

ity; by the under surface of the leaves remaining more or less tomentose 

during the summer, and by its larger fruit. This variety is known with 

certainty only from Little Cypress Swamp in Knox County about 12 

miles southwest of Decker. Here it is a frequent to a common tree 
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associated with cypress, swell-butt ash, buttonbush, sweet gum, ete. 

All of the trees of this locality have 5-lobed leaves. 

A specimen collected in the ‘bottoms’? about two miles east of 

Huntingburg in Dubois County has 3 -lobed leaves which are tomentose 

beneath at fruiting time and has fruit intermediate in size between the 

type and variety Drummondii? which I doubtfully refer to variety 

tridens Wood. 

4. Acer nigrum F. A. Michaux. Buack Marie. Buack SueGar. 

Plate 114. Medium to large sized trees with dark furrowed bark on old 

trees; leaves a little wider than long, 6-15 em. long, on petioles usually 

3-15 em. long which are more or less swollen at the base and by maturity 

develop a scale like appendage on each side of the petiole at the base- 

especially on each of the terminal pair of leaves, sometimes with foliar 

stipules which are 2-3 em. long on stalks of equal length, leaves with 

three main lobes, the two lower lobes generally have a small lobe at their 

base, margins of lobes entire and undulating, sinuses between main 

lobes generally rounded at the base, wide and shallow, base with a 

narrow sinus, the lower lobes often overlapping, rarely somewhat den- 

tate, dark green above and a paler yellow green below, hairy on both 

surfaces when young, becoming at maturity glabrous above and re- 

maining more or less pubescent beneath; flowers appear in May when 

the leaves are about half grown on long hairy pedicels, the staminate 

and pistillate in separate clusters on the same or different trees; fruit 

matures in autumn, the samaras about 3 em. long. 

Distribution.—Quebec to Georgia, west to South Dakota and south 

to Louisiana. Found in all parts of Indiana and invariably associated 

with sugar maple, and often with beech in addition. Frequently almost 

pure stands of sugar maple may be found with the black maple absent. 

Where found it 1s usually a frequent to common tree, and when it occurs 

on a wooded slope it is more frequent near the base and appears to be 

able to advance farther into moist situations than its congener. 

Remarks.—This tree cannot be distinguished from the sugar maple 

by its form, but at short range can be separated from it by its richer 

green foliage and by the drooping habit of the lower lobes of the leaves. 

It is commonly separated from the sugar maple by the darker color and 

by the narrower and shallower furrows of the bark, but these characters 

will not always separate the two species. Hence, when buying black 

maple trees from a nurseryman you may receive the sugar maple. 

Those who distinguish the two species agree that the black maple is the 

more desirable tree for shade tree planting. The black and sugar 

maple are the two most desirable trees for shade tree planting in 

Indiana. They are long lived, have a very desirable form, beautiful 
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foliage, a long leaf period, and are quite free from disease and insect 

injury. 

>. Acer sAccharum Marshall. SucAR MapLE. SUGAR TREE. Harp 

Mapite. Rock Mapie. Plate 115. Usually large, tall trees. The 

bark of small trees is smooth or rough, becoming fissured on old trees, 

tight or on very old trees sometimes the ridges loosen on one edge and 

turn outward. The leaves are extremely variable on different trees, 

and frequently show a wide variation on the same tree, as to form and 

in the presence or absence of hairs on the petioles and on the under 

surface of the leaves. In our area all of the forms which have the ma- 

jority of the leaves longer than wide or about as wide as Jong, may be 

considered as falling within the type. The average sized leaves are 

6-12 em. long, 3-5 lobed, more or less cordate at the base, generally with 

a broad sinus, sometimes truncate or slightly wedge-shape, sinuses 

generally wide-angled and rounded at the base, sometimes acute, hairy 

beneath when young, becoming smooth at maturity except for a few 

hairs along the veins or in the main axils of the veins, or sometimes 

remaining more or less pubescent over the whole under surface, more 

or less glaucous beneath; flowers appear in April or May, on hairy 

pedicels 3-7 cm. long, the staminate and pistillate in clusters on the 

same or different trees; fruit ripening in autumn, samaras glabrous and 

usually 2-4 em. long. 

Distribution.— Newfoundland to Georgia, west to Manitoba and 

south to Texas. A frequent to a very common tree in all parts of Indi- 

ana. It is confined to rich uplands, or along streams in well drained 

alluvial soil. Throughout our area it is constantly associated with 

the beech. It is absent in the “flats” of the southeastern part of the 

State, and on the crest of the ridges of the ‘‘knob”’ area of Indiana, but 

it is a frequent or common tree on the lower slopes of the spurs of the 

“knobs.”’ 

Remarks.—The under surface of the leaves of the sugar maple in 

the northern part of its range are green, while those of the southern 

part of its range are quite glaucous beneath. To distinguish these two 

intergrading forms the southern form has been called Acer saccharum 

vay. glaucum Sargent!. Allof the trees seen in Indiana have leaves 

more or less glaucous beneath. This character, however, is not 

always evident in dried specimens. The writer prefers not to apply 

the varietal name to the forms of our area. The sugar maple always 
has been and will continue to be one of the most important trees of the 

State. In its mass distribution in Indiana it ranks not less than third. 

In the quality and uses of its wood it is equalled or exceeded only by 

iBot. Gaz. Vol. 67:233:1919. 
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the oak, ash and hickory. When compared with white oak it is a little 
lighter but thirty per cent stronger and fifty-three per cent stiffer. 

The greatest amount of the annual cut of maple is worked into flooring 

which is shipped to all parts of the world. It 1s much used in the 

manufacture of furniture and ranks third in use for veneer and hard 

wood distillation, and asa fuel wood is excelled only by hickory. Since, 

pioneer times the sap of this tree has been made into sirup and sugar 

and their manufacture now forms a valuable industry. On an average 

it takes 3 to 4 gallons of sap to make a pound of sugar, and an average 

sized tree will annually vield about 3 to 4 pounds of sugar. 

The sugar maple on account of its slow growth has not been used much 

in reforestation. It is very tolerant of shade, can adapt itself to almost 

all kinds of soils, thrives either in a pure or mixed stand, and is prac- 

tically free from injury of insects and diseases. It has, however, been 

extensively used as a shade tree. For this purpose it is scarcely ex- 

celled by any other tree. When grown in the open it almost invariably 

assumes a symmetrical oval form, and the autumnal coloration of its 

foliage is rarely surpassed by any of our trees. Where a large tree is 

desired for street or ornamental] planting the sugar maple can safely be 

recommended. 

5a. Acer saccharum variety Rugélii (Pax) Rehder. This variety 

of the sugar maple has leaves much wider than long, smaller and 3- 

lobed. The lobes are Jong acuminate and usually entire, sometimes the 

lower lobe has a small lobe near the base. This variety is included in our 

flora on the authority of C. S. Sargent who has given this name to 

specimens from Indiana in the writer’s herbarium. The specimens so 

named are from the southern part of the State. While there is a wide 

range of difference in the shape of the leaves of the typical 5-lobed 

Acer saccharum and its variety Rugeli?, all intermediate forms can be 

easily found. The leaves of a tree will vary most on those trees whose 

average shaped leaves are farthest from the typical form. 

5b. Acer saccharum varicty Schnéckii Rehder. This variety in 

its extreme form is well marked by having the petioles and under surface 

of the leaves densely covered with hairs. The variety is characterized 

by having a ‘‘fulvous pubescence,”’ but the 18 specimens at hand show 

the color of the pubescence on both young and mature specimens to 

range from white to fulvous. The leaves of all specimens at hand are 

5-lobed and show a variation of leaves with petioles and under surface of 

leaves densely pubescent to those with petioles glabrous and with densely 

pubescent under surface. The habitat is that of a dry soil and asso- 

ciated with beech. It has been found in Gibson, Martin, Perry, Posey 

and Vanderburgh counties. 
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AESCULACEAE. Tue Buckeye Famity. 

AESCULUS. Tue Buckeyes. 

Trees with dark or ashy-gray colored bark; twigs stout; buds large, 

leaves opposite, palmately divided into 5-9 ovate or oblong divisions, 

the divisions serrate; flowers in terminal panicles; fruit a 3-lobed 

capsule. The fruit is poisonous to stock, although it rarely proves 

fatal. 

Anthers protruding from the flower; fruit warty............ 1 A. glabra. 

Anthers included in the flower; fruit smooth................ 2 A. octandra. 

1. Aesculus glabra Willdenow. Bucknysr. Plate 116. Medium to 

large sized trees!; bark of old trees fissured, not tight; branchlets robust ; 

twigs at first more or less pubescent, remaining more or less hairy until 

maturity; leaves large, 5-foliate, rarely 6 or 7 foliate, petioles more or 

less pubescent; leaflets sessile or on very short stalks, ovate-oblong, 

oval-oblong, or obovate, about 1 dm. long, acuminate, narrowed to a 

wedge-shaped base, more or less pubescent beneath until maturity, es- 

pecially along the principal veins, margins irregularly serrate except 

near the base; flowers generally appear in May when the leaves are 

almost full size, but in the southern part of the State the flowers 

sometimes appear the last of March, flower clusters 1-1.5 dm. long, the 

whole inflorescence usually densely covered with white hairs, flowers 

pale-greenish yellow; fruit a globular spiny capsule, generally 3-6 cm. 

in diameter, which usually contains 1-3 large glossy chocolate-colored 

nuts. 

The pubescence on the petioles, leaflets and inflorescence is generally 

white, but often with it are reddish and longer hairs which are scattered 

among the other hairs, except in the articulations of the flowers, 

pedicels and leaflets, where they appear in tufts. 

Distribution.—Pennsylvania south to Alabama, west to Iowa and 

south to the Indian Territory. Found in all parts of Indiana. It is 

usually associated with beech, sugar maple and linn. On account of the 

poisonous character of its fruit, land owners have almost exterminated 

it. 

From the data at hand it appears that the buckeye was a rare tree 

in the northern tier of counties. However, as soon as the basin of the 

Wabash is reached it becomes a frequent to a common tree where beech, 

sugar maple, and linn are found. In all of our area it prefers a rich 
moist soil, except in the southern counties it may be found even on the 

1S. Coulter: Size of some trees of Jefferson County, Ind. Bot. Gaz. Vol. 1:10:1875 
He says: ‘‘Fifty trees were measured at three feet above the ground with anaverage diameter 
of 2 ft. and 9 inches. An equal number of Aesculus octandra were measured at the same 
height from the ground with an average diameter of 2 ft. and 9 inches.” 
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bluffs of streams with the species just named. In the lower Wabash 
Valley especially in Posey County it was a rare tree, or entirely absent. 

Remarks.—In our area the buckeye is the very first tree to put out 

its leaves. On this account in early Spring it can be easily distinguished 

in the forest. This character together with its large clusters of flowers 

which appear early are features which recommend it for shade tree and 

ornamental planting. The tree has now become so rare in Indiana 

as to have no economic importance. 

2. Aesculus octandra Marshall. Buckryz. Sweet Buckeye. 

Plate 117. Medium to large sized trees with smooth bark which on old 

trees becomes more or less scaly. This tree closely resembles the pre- 

ceding from which it can be easily distinguished by the following charac- 

ters. Its smoother and lighter colored bark; by the entire under surface 

of the leaves remaining permanently pubescent; the hairs more or less 

fulvous; by the included anthers; and by its smooth capsule. 

Distribution.— Western Pennsylvania, westward along the Ohio to 

Iowa, south to Georgia and west to Louisiana and Texas. In Indiana it 

is confined to a few counties along the Ohio River. The records of 

McCaslin for Jay and Phinney for Delaware counties are doubtless 

errors in determination. The writer has diligently tried to extend the 

range of this species in Indiana and has found it only in Dearborn, 

Jefferson, Clark and Crawford Counties, and in no place more than a 

mile from the Ohio River. No doubt under favorable situations it 

found its way to a greater distance from the River. On account of the 

poisonous character of its fruit, it has been almost exterminated, and 

only along the precipitous bluffs of the Ohio River are trees yet to be 

found. Doubtless its exact range in our area can never be determined. 

Dr. Drake! minutely described this species and remarks: ‘‘This species 

delights in rich hills, and is seldom seen far from the Ohio River. It 

frequently arrives at the height of 100 feet and the diameter of four feet.”’ 

Remarks.—The wood is soft, white and resembles the sap wood of 

the tulip tree for which wood it is commonly sold. Too rare in Indiana 

to be of economic importance. Young? reported a purple flowered form 

of buckeye from Jefferson County, but since no specimen was preserved 

and the size of the plant is not given, it will not be considered here. The 

form was reported as rare under the nameof Aesculus flava var. pur- 

purascens. 

1Drake: Picture of Cincinnatus:79:1815. 
2Young: Botany of Jefferson County, Ind. Geo. Surv. Ind. Rept. 2°255:1871. 
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TILIACEAE. Tue Linpen FaMILy. 

TILIA. Tue Basswoops. 

Trees with medium sized twigs; leaves alternate, mostly taper- 
pointed, oblique cordate or truneate at the base, serrate; flowers in 
axillary or terminal cymes, white or yellow, fragrant, peduncles of the 
cymes with a leaf-like bract adhering to about half their length; fruit 
nut-like, woody, 1-celled. 

Leaves smooth or nearly so beneath....................... 1 T. glabra. 
Leaves densely white or gray pubescent beneath............ 2 T. heterophylla. 

1. Tilia glabra Ventenat (Tilia americana Linneus of authors). 

Linn. Basswoop. Plate. 118. Medium to large sized trees with 

deeply furrowed bark, much resembling that of white ash or black wal- 

nut; twigs when chewed somewhat mucilaginous, usually somewhat 

zigzag; leaves on petioles 2-6 cm. long, blades ovate to nearly orbicular, 

5-15 em. long, short or long acuminate at the apex, margins more or less 

coarsely or finely serrate with teeth attenuate and ending in a gland, 

dark green and smooth above, a lighter green and generally smooth 

beneath at maturity except tufts of hairs in the axils of the prinicpal 

veins, or sometimes with a scanty pubescence of simple or stellate 

hairs beneath; flowers appear in June or July, when the leaves are al- 

most mature; bracts of the peduncles very variable, generally about 

8-10 cm. long, rounded, or tapering at the base, obtuse or rounded at 

the apex, smooth both above and beneath at maturity; peduncles 

from very short up to 6 em. in length; pedicels of flowers variable in 

length on the same and on different trees, generally about one cm. 

long; styles pubescent near the base on all of the specimens at hand; 

fruit woolly, globose or somewhat ellipsoidal, generally about 6 mm. 

in diameter. 

Distribution.— New Brunswick to Manitoba, south to Georgia and 

west to Texas. More or less frequent to common in rich moist soil in 

all parts of Indiana. It is the most frequent and common in the lake 

area of the State but was almost as frequent and common throughout 

the central part of the State until the hilly area is reached where its 

habitat disappears for the greater part. In the hill area it is confined to 

the basins of streams, although sometimes found on the high rocky bluffs 

of streams. Rare or absent in the flats. In most of its area it is asso- 

ciated with white ash, slippery elm, beech, maple, shellbark hickory, ete. 

Remarks.—Wood soft, light, straight and close-grained, white and 
seasons well. On account of its softness and lightness it has always been 

a favorite wood where these two factors were important considerations. 
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Is practically odorless, hence, is a desirable wood to contain food pro- 
ducts. Its principal uses are lumber, heading, excelsior and veneer. The 
supply of this species in Indiana is now practically exhausted. 

In Indiana this species is commonly called linn, and only in a few 
counties near the Michigan line is it known as basswood. The name 

basswood is a corruption of the name bastwood, meaning the inner 

tough and fibrous part of the bark, which was used by pioneers for tying 

shocks of corn, and other cordage purposes. However, Dr. Schneck 

gives the name whittle-wood as one of its common names; and in some 

localities it is called bee tree, because bees find its flowers rich in honey. 

Linn is adapted to a rich moist soil, transplants fairly well, and 

grows rapidly. It has been used to some extent as an ornamental and 

shade tree, but its use as a street shade tree is no longer recommended 

because it is not adapted to city conditions, and is killed by the scale. 

It could, however, be recommended as an integral part of a windbreak, 

or woodlot where the land owner has an apiary. 

2. Tilia heterophylla Ventenat. Linn. Wuitr Basswoop. Plate 

119. Usually large trees; bark similar to the preceding but lighter in 

color; twigs similar to the preceding species; leaves on petioles 2-8 cm. 

long, blades ovate to nearly orbicular, generally 7-15 cm. long, generally 

oblique at the base, oblique-truncate or cordate at the base, abruptly 

short or long acuminate at the apex, margins serrate with teeth at- 

tenuate and ending in a gland, at maturity smooth and a dark yellow- 

green above, the under surface generally densely covered with a silvery 

or gray tomentum, however, on some specimens the pubescence is thin 

and appears as a stellate pubescence, the tufts of hairs in the principal 

axils of the veins are reddish brown, in addition to the pubescence red- 

dish glands are often found on the veins beneath; flowers appear in June 

or July when the leaves are almost mature; bracts very variable. 4-15 

cm. long, generally on short peduncles, rounded or wedge-shape at the 

base, generally rounded at the apex, sometimes merely obtuse, glabrous 

both above and below, or more or less densely pubescent beneath and 

generally sparingly pubescent above; pedicels of flowers variable in 

length, usually about 1 cm. long; styles of flowers pubescent at the 

base; fruit globose or somewhat ellipsoidal generally 6-8 mm. in di- 

ameter. 

Distribution.—This species as understood by Sargent ranges from 

West Virginia to Indiana and south to Florida and west to Alabama. 

In Indiana it is confined to counties near the Ohio River. Specimens are 

in the writer’s herbarium from Dearborn, Ripley, Switzerland, Jefferson, 

Clark, Harrison, Crawford, Perry, southeastern Dubois and east 

Spencer Counties. Practically in all of its range in Indiana it is found on 
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the tops of high bluffs along streams or on the slopes of deep ravines. 

It is an infrequent to a common tree where found. In general in the 

counties just mentioned it supplants the other species of Tilia. It was 

reported from Wayne County by Phinney, and Schneck says a single 

tree was found near the mouth of White River. The last named tree 

may be Tilta neglecta which is said to be found just west in Illinois. 

Remarks.—Wood and uses similar to that of the preceding species. 

In Indiana the species are not commercially separated. 

A satisfactory division of the species of Tilia of the United States has 

long been a puzzle. C. 5. Sargent! has recently published his studies 

of the species and credits Indiana with two species and one variety. 

His range of Tilia neglecta might include a part of Indiana, and it may 

be that the pubescent forms of T7lia glabra in our area should be referred 

to that species. Specimens No. 28043 and 28047 in the writer’s her- 

barium collected from trees on the high bluff of Graham Creek in Jen- 

nings County, Sargent refersto Tilia heterophylla variety Michauxii 

Sargent. While Sargent’s key to Tilia quite distinctly separates the 

species and varieties, yet when specimens are collected from an area where 

the species overlap and seem to intergrade, the task of referring a 

specimen to the proper species or variety is not an easy one. In fact 

the writer acknowledges his inability to satisfactorily classify our forms 

of Tilia, and the present arrangement should be accepted as provisional. 

CORNACEAE. Tue Doawoop Faminy. 

Trees or shrubs; leaves simple, alternate, opposite or whorled; fruit 

mostly a drupe, 1 or 2 seeded. 

Leaves alternate; flowers of two kinds, the staminate in heads, 

5-parted; stigmas lateral........................00.. 1 Nyssa. 

Leaves opposite; flowers perfect, 4-parted; stigmas terminal.. 2 Cornus. 

1. NYSSA. THE TuPetos. 

Nyssa sylvatica Marshall. Guo. Buack GuM. Sour Gum. 

YELLow Gum. PrpperRIpGEe. Plate 120. Medium to large sized 

trees; bark on old trees deeply and irregularly furrowed, the ridges 

broken up into small lengths; twigs at first pubescent, becoming gla- 
brous; leaves oval-obovate or oblong, blades 5-12 cm. long on petioles 
0.5-2 cm. long, rather abruptly acuminate at apex, narrowed at the 

base, sometimes rounded, margins entire, petioles and both surfaces 

pubescent when they unfold, becoming glabrous above and glabrous or 

iSargent: Notes on North American Trees. Bot. Gaz. Vol. 66:421-438 and 494-511 
1918 
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nearly so beneath at maturity; flowers appear in May or June, the 

staminate in clusters, numerous, small greenish-white, the pistillate 

2-8 or solitary; fruit ripens in autumn, a fleshy drupe, 1-3 of a cluster 

ripening on a pedicel 2-6 em. long, ovoid, usually 10-12 mm. long, blue- 

black, sour and astringent; stone generally cylindric and tapering at 

each end and with 10-12 indistinct ribs. 

Distribution.— Maine, southern Ontario, southern Michigan, south- 

eastern Wisconsin! to Missouri and south to the Gulf. Found through- 

out Indiana and no doubt was a native of practically every county. It is 

an infrequent to a very rare tree in the northern half of the State, be- 

coming a common tree in certain parts of the southern counties. In 

the northern part of the State it is usually found on dry ground asso- 

ciated with the oaks, although it is also found with sugar maple and 

beech. 

Remarks.—Wood heavy, soft, very difficult to split. Woodsmen 

always speak of two kinds of black gum. There is one form which splits 

easily which is designated as “yellow gum.”’ This distinction has not 

been substantiated. The uses of gum are many. The quality of not 

splitting makes many uses for it. The greater amount of gum is used 

as rough stuff. In the manufactures it is used for mine rollers, heading, 

boxes, hatter’s blocks, water pipes, firearms, wooden ware, musical 

instruments, etc. 

The distinctive habit of growth of the black gum together with the 

gorgeous coloring of the autumnal foliage recommend this species for 

ornamental planting. It has an upright habit of growth, although the 

trunk is more or less crooked. The crown when grown in the open is 

usually pyramidal, composed of horizontal crooked branches. 

2. CORNUS. Doawoon. 

Cornus flérida Linneus. DoGgwoop. FLowrrinac Docwoop. 

Plate 121. Usually a small tree? 1-2 dm. in diameter; bark deeply 

fissured, the ridges divided into short oblong, pieces; branchlets slender, 

in winter condition turning up at the tips; twigs green and smooth or 

nearly so from the first; leaves oval or slightly obovate, blades generally 

5-12 cm. long on petioles about 1 cm. long, generally abruptly taper- 

pointed at apex, gradually narrowed and generally oblique at the base, 

margins thickened and entire, or very slightly crenulate, appressed 

pubescent both above and beneath, light green above and a 

grayish-green beneath; flowering heads surrounded by an involucre of 

1Wadmond: Flora of Racine and Kenosha Counties. Trans. Wis. Acad. Sci. Vol.16: 
857:1909. The author says: ‘‘Two trees near Berryville, the only known trees of this species 
in the State.” 

2In 1918 I measured a specimen near Yankeetown in Warrick County that had a clear 
hole of 3 meters (10 feet), and a circumference of 11 dm. (40 inches) b.h. 
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4-large white or pinkish bracts; the mature bracts are obovate, 2-4 em. 

long, notched at the apex, appear before the leaves in April or May; 

flowers are in a head, numerous, small and greenish, opening usually 

about the middle of May as the leaves appear or even when the leaves 

are one-third grown; fruit ripens in September or October, an ovoid 

red drupe about 1 cm. long, usually about 3-5 flowers of a head mature 

fruit; stone elliptic and pointed at each end. 

Distribution.—Southern Maine, southern Ontario, southern Mich- 

igan, to Missouri and south to Florida and west to Texas. Found in all 

parts of Indiana. Frequent to very common in all beech-sugar maple 

woods of the State. It is very rare or absent in the prairie area of the 

northwest. part of the State, although it has been found in upland 

woods in all of the counties bordering Lake Michigan. It is also a fre- 

quent or more common tree in most parts of the State associated with 

white oak, or in the southern part of the State with black and white oak. 

It prefers a dry habitat, and is rarely found in wet situations. 

Remarks.—Wood hard, heavy, strong, close-grained and takes a 

high polish. The Indians made a scarlet dye from the roots. It was 

used much by the pioneers for wedges, mallets and handles for tools. 

The trees are so small that they do not produce much wood. The 

present supply is used principally for shuttles, golfheads, brush blocks, 

engraver’s blocks, ete. 

The mature fruit is much relished by squirrels and birds. 

The tree is quite conspicuous in the flowering season, and when the 

fruit is maturing. These features recommend it for ornamental plant- 

ing, and it is used to some extent. The tree has a flat crown, and is 

quite shade enduring. It is very difficult to transplant, and when the 

tree is transplanted, if possible, some earth taken from under a live dog- 

wood tree, should be used to fillin the hole where it is planted. 

ERICACEAE. Tur Heats Famity. 

Oxydéndrum arbéreum (Linneus) DeCandolle. Sour Woop. 

Sorret Tree. Plate 122. Small trees with a gray and deeply fissured 

bark, much resembling that of a young sweet gum tree; twigs and 

branchlets greenish and smooth; leaves alternate, on petioles about a 

cm. long, oblong-oval, generally 10-15 cm. long, narrowed at the base, 

acute or acuminate at the apex, margins entire toward the base or 

sometimes all over, usually about three-fourths is irregularly serrate 

with very short incurved teeth, glabrous above and beneath except a 

puberulence on the midrib and sometimes on the petiole to which an 

occasional prickle is added beneath; flowers appear in June when the 

leaves are full grown, in large panicles at the end of the year’s growth, 
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white, the whole inflorescence covered with a short gray pubescence; 
fruit a capsule about 0.5 cm. long on an erect and recurved pedicel of 
about the same length, maturing in autumn. 

Distribution.—A tree of the elevated regions of the area from 
southeastern Pennsylvania to Florida and west to southern Indiana 
and south to Louisiana. In Indiana it is definitely known to occur only 
in Perry County at the base of a beech spur of the VanBuren Ridge about 

7 miles southeast of Cannelton. Here it is a common tree over an area 

of an acre or two. The largest tree measured was about 1.5 dm. in 

diameter and 12 meters high. Here it is associated with beech, sugar 

maple, dogwood, sassafras, etc. When coppiced it grows long slender 

shoots which the boys of the pioneers used for arrows. A pioneer who 

lived near this colony of trees is the author of this use of the wood and 

he called the tree ‘‘arrow wood.” 

EBENACEAE. Tue Expony Famity. 

Diospyros virginiana Linneus. Prrsimmon. Plate 123. Small 

or medium sized trees with deeply and irregularly fissured bark, the 

ridges broken up into short lengths; twigs pubescent; leaves alternate, 

oval, oblong-oval or ovate, generally 8-15 cm. long and 3-7 cm. wide, 

narrowed, rounded or cordate at the base, short pointed at the apex, 

margin entire but ciliate, slightly pubescent above when young, be- 

coming glabrous on age, more or less pubescent beneath, sometimes 

glabrous except the midrib and margin; flowers appear in May or June 

on the year’s growth when the leaves are about half grown, greenish 

yellow, the staminate on one tree and the pistillate on another; fruit 

ripens in August, September or October, depressed-globose or oblong 

in shape, 2-3 cm. in diameter, generally with 1-4 very hard flat seed. 

Distribution.—Connecticut to Towa and south to the Gulf. In 

Indiana it is confined to the south half of the State. We have no 

record of wild trees being found north of Indianapolis, except Prof. 

Stanley Coulter reports three trees growing in Tippecanoe County in 

situations such as to indicate that they are native. It is doubtful if it 

was ever more than a frequent tree in the original forest. In some of 

the hill counties of the south central part of the State, it has become a 

common tree in clearings and abandoned fields. It grows long surface 

roots from which numerous suckers grow which form the “‘persimmon 

thickets.’”’ It seems to thrive in the poorest and hardest of soils. 

However, it reaches its greatest size in the alluvial bottoms of the 

Lower Wabash Valley. Here large and tall trees have been observed 

on the low border of sloughs, associated with such water-loving plants as 
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water-locust, button-bush, swell-butt ash, etc. It thrives equally well 

on the high sandy ridges of Knox and Sullivan Counties. 

Remarks.—The fruit is edible and the horticultural possibilities 

of this tree have never received the attention they deserve. The opin- 

ion is current that the fruit does not ripen and is not edible until it is 

subjected to a frost. This is an error. The best and largest fruit I 

have ever eaten ripened without a frost. A large native tree on the 

Forest Reserve in Clark County ripens its fruit in August, which is of 

an excelient quality and usually has only one, and rarely more than 

three seeds. The fruit of this tree is of the oblong type. The fruit 

varies much in size, time of ripening and quality. Some is scarcely 

edible. Some of the native trees bear fruit when they are not over 

eight feet tall, some are usually prolific bearers while others bear 

sparingly. For this reason if one wishes to grow persimmon trees it 

is best to buy grafted trees from some reliable nurseryman. The tree 

is hardy throughout Indiana and while it is a very slow growing tree, 

it can nevertheless be recommended for ornamental and roadside tree 

planting. It is to be noted that cattle will not browse persimmon, 

and that hogs greedily eat the ripe fruit. The fruit of many trees does 

not fall until early winter, and such trees are a granary for several 

kind of animals of the forest. 

The wood is hard, heavy, strong and close-grained. Practically the 

whole output of persimmon lumber is used in making shuttles. In 

Indiana the tree is too rare to furnish much lumber. 

OLEACAE. THE OLive Fami.y. 

Leaves compound; fruit dry, a samara..................05. 1 Fraxinus. 

Leaves simple; fruit fleshy, a drupe..................00.0.. 2 Adelia. 

1. FRAXINUS. Tue Asues. 

Trees with opposite, odd-pinnate leaves; flowers appear in April 

or May in clusters from the axils of last year’s leaves, the staminate 

and pistillate on different or sometimes on the same tree; fruit a 1- 

seeded samara. 

Bark of mature trees furrowed; fruit not winged to the base. 

Body of fruit robust, round and rather abruptly passing 
into the wing; the body rarely winged 14 its length. 

Shoots and axis of leaves smooth.................... 1 F. americana. 

Shoots and axis of leaves velvety pubescent, at least when 
7 UMP ees nia pa tale age ane sraracn wid Ne ee aE SEO 2 F. biltmoreana. 

Body of fruit flattened and gradually passing into the wing; 

the body usually winged more than 1 its length. 
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Shoots glabrous, or practically so... 0.0.0.0. ee 3 F. lanceolata. 

Shoots velvety pubescent, at least when young. 

Calyx of fruit less than 3 mm. long; body of samara just 

below the wing less than 3 mm. wide, rarely 4 mm. 

wide, usually 1.5-2.5 mm. wide; samaras 3-4.5 em. 

JOT Si caGonpeacne cantare aera pe ara ee eRe Reet 4 F. pennsylvanica. 
Calyx of fruit more than 3 mm. long, generally 4-5 mm. 

long; body of samara just below the wing more than 

3 mm. wice, usually 45 mm. wide; samaras gen- 

erally 4-6: em. longs... nak nda we ee uee eae ee 5 F. profunda. 

Bark of mature trees scaly or flaky; fruit winged to the base. 

Twigs usually 4 angled; leaflets on very short stalks........ 6 F. quadrangulata. 
Twigs round; leaflets sessile......0.0.0.00.0.0.0.0.00004. 7 F. nigra. 

1. Fraxinus americana Linneus. WHITE AsH. Gray AsH. Plate 

124. Large trees with deeply furrowed bark; twigs smooth, greenish 

gray and often covered with a bloom; leaves generally 2-3.5 dm. long, 

rachis smooth; leaflets 5-9, usually 7, generally 5-14 cm. long, on stalks 

generally 0.3-1 cm. long, the termi nalone on a stalk 2-4 times as long, 

leaflets ovate to narrow-oblong, narrowed, rounded or oblique at 

base, short or long acuminate at apex, sometimes merely acute, margins 

entire or irregularly serrate, usually not serrated to the base, teeth 

short, dark green and smooth above, glaucous beneath, sometimes al- 

most green beneath about Lake Michigan and in the northern tier of 

counties, usually pubescent beneath along the midrib and along the 

veins, sometimes glabrous; calyx persistent on the fruit, about 1 mm. 

long; fruit ripens in September and October, linear, 3-4.5 em. long, 

variable in size and shape, body of samara cylindrical, somewhat 

narrower than the wing and usually 14-14 the length of the samara, 

each face of the body usually striated longitudinally with about 8 faint 

lines; wing terminal, generally about 0.5 cm. wide, pointed or notched 

at apex. 

Distribution.—Nova Scotia to Minnesota and south to the Gulf. 

Frequent to common in all parts of Indiana. Itis the most abundant in 

the northern two-thirds of the State, where it is associated principally 

with beech, sugar maple, linn, slippery elm and red oak. In the 

hilly part of the Stateit is found principally near water courses and in 

ravines, and rarely on the white and black oak ridges. It is rarely 

found in the low “‘flats’” of the southeast part of the State, or in the 

shingle oak bottoms along the Patoka River. 

Remarks.—The foliage of the white ash is quite variable in the 

texture of the leaflets. Leaflets on some trees are quite thin while those 

of other trees are thick and leathery, and no doubt would be classed by 

Sargent as variety subcoriacea!. 

iBot. Gaz. Vol. 67:241-242:1919. 
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A form of white ash with reddish-purple fruit is found from Steuben 

to Clark County. This form is the prevailing type of white ash in 

Wayne County in the vicinity of Centerville. It has been described by 

Fernald as forma iodocarpa.! 

The wood is heavy, hard, strong, elastic, sap wood white and the 

heart wood light brown. It is one of the most valuable of Indiana woods, 

and is used by almost all wood using industries. Its principal] uses in- 

clude handles, butter tubs, car and vehicle stock, automobiles and 

implements. 

The white ash has been under cultivation at the Clark County State 

Forest for fifteen years, and the present indications are that it is one 

of the very best species to use for forest planting. It is hardy; grows 

in nearly all kinds of soil, although it prefers a moist, rich soil; trans- 

plants successfully; grows rapidly; bears pruning well; erect in habit 

of growth, and so far in our area forest plantings have not been des- 

stroyed by injurious insects. However, in some parts of the State, 

where trees have grown in the cities, some have been killed by scale 

insects. Aside from this the white ash would be an excellent tree for 

roadside planting, because it comes into leaf late, and never produces a 

dense shade. 

At present seed collectors are not able to separate the species of 

ash, and as a consequence white ash seedlings bought from a nursery 

are not always true to name. For this reason it is suggested that to 

obtain seedlings true to name that seed be collected and planted from 

a tree true to name. The seed should be planted in a sandy soil in 

rows, about 25 seeds to the foot, and covered about an inch deep with 

earth. The trees should be planted 4x4 ft. to 8x8 ft. apart. 

2. Fraxinus biltmoreana Beadle. Bivrmorr Asn. Plate 125. 

Large forest trees, resembling the whiteash. Young trees acquire the fur- 

rowed bark character earlier than the white ash, furrows of the bark of ma- 

ture trees are usually deeper, and the ridges correspondingly farther apart ; 

twigs are robust like the white ash and always velvety pubescent except 

in age when they may become smooth; leaves generally 2-3.5 dm. long, 

rachis pubescent; leaflets 5-11, usually 7-9, generally 5-14 em. long, 

on stalks generally 0.3-1 cm. long, the terminal one on a stalk 2-4 

times as long, leaflets broadly ovate to narrow ovate, or oblong to 

narrow oblong, narrowed, rounded, or oblique at the base, short or 

long acuminate at apex, sometimes merely acute, margins generally 

entire, sometimes with a few short teeth toward the apex, dark green 

and smooth above, glaucous and more or less pubescent beneath; 

fruit similar to the preceding species. 

MRhodora Vol. 14:192:1912. 
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Distribution.—This species has only recently been separated from 

the white ash and its range has not been ascertained. It is known to 

occur in the Appalachian Mountains from Pennsylvania to Georgia. In 

Indiana it is known to occur as far north as Wells County. It is 

commonly associated with the white ash, but much less frequent except 

in a few districts where it is the prevailing type. Such a district is in 

Gibson County north of Owensville. Here as well as in other parts 

of Gibson County very large trees have been observed. In the original 

forest the pioneers called the very large specimens of ash with deeply 

furrowed bark ‘‘the old fashion’’ ash. It is believed that most of these 

specimens were of this species. In the hilly parts of Indiana this 

species is found in situat:ons too dry for the white ash, and for this 

reason should be given preference in hillside planting. 

On the wooded bluff of White River in Fairview Park north of 

Indianapolis is a specimen that measures 31 dm. in circumference, b.h. 

The deepest furrows on the north side of the tree are 6 em. deep. 

Remarks.—This species is not yet commonly separated from the 

white ash and is known to the trade as white ash. Mr. Beadle who first 

recognized the species, named it Biltmore ash in honor of the Biltmore 

Estate on which the first tree was discovered. Authors ever since have 

so enalled it, and the common name which this form should bear is 

Biltmore ash. 

On the Clark County State Forest is a planting of sixteen year old 

white ash in which are mixed quite a number of Biltmore ash. This 

species at a distance, can be distinguished from the white ash by the 

rougher bark of the trunks and the darker green color of its foliage, and 

in the autumn by its more colored fohage. A closer view shows that the 

leaflets of the Biltmore ash stand in a plane above the rachis higher 

than those of the white ash. 

The wood is not commercially distinguished from the white ash, but 

its mechanical properties rank it somewhat below that species.! 

3. Fraxinus lanceolata Borckhausen. Wuitr AsH. GREEN ASH. 

Swamp Asu. Plate 126. Medium to large sized trees with fissured 

bark, the ridges and furrows narrower than those of the white ash; 

twigs slender and glabrous at maturity; leaves generally 2-3 dm. long, 

rachis smooth, rarely slightly pubescent; leaflets 5-9, usually 7, gen- 

erally 5-15 cm. long, on stalks generally about 0.5 em. or less in length, 

the terminal one on a stalk 2-4 times as long, leaflets generally narrow- 

oblong or ovate to narrow ovate-oblong, generally with a narrowed 

base, sometimes rounded and oblique, short or long acuminate at apex, 

margin entire near the base, the remainder of the margin generally 

iSterrett: Utilization of Ash. U. S. Dept. Agri. Bul. 523:1917. 
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sparsely serrate with short teeth, dark green and smooth above, a lighter 

green beneath and more or less pubescent on the petiolules, midrib and 

veins; calyx persistent, about 1 mm. long; fruit ripens in September 

and October, linear or spatulate, 3-5 em. long, variable in size and shape, 

body 1-15 the length of samara, compressed or flattened and gradu- 

ally narrowed to the base, usually less than half as wide as the wing, 

each face of the body usually striated with about 2-4 lines which are 

stronger than those near the edge of the body; wing generally 5-6 mm. 

wide, pointed or notched at apex, and decurrent on the sides of the body 

for about one-half of its length. 

Distribution.—Lake Champlain to the Saskatchewan and south to 

the Gulf. Found in all parts of Indiana. It is usually found in low 

ground along streams, in swamps, and in low woods. It is usually 

associated with white elm, red maple, cottonwood, aspens, linn, bur 

oak, ete., in the south to this list should be added silver maple and 

cypress. It prefers a habitat wetter than that of the white ash, although 

the two are found together in wet woods. In swampy woods it is often 

a common tree. While it has a general distribution in the State, it is 

much more local than the white ash. 

Remarks.—This form is not usually separated from the next species, 

and both are known in books and by nurserymen as green or red ash. 

The common name, green ash, should be applied to this species te 

separate it from the true white ash, and the next. 

In ash forest plantings on the Clark County State Forest, it is to 

be noted that this and the next species bear fruit while the trees are 

as small as 1.5 cm. in diameter, while the white and Biltmore ash which 

are much older and 6-8 cm. in diameter have never borne fruit. This 

species and the next bear fruit oftener and in greater abundance than 

the white or Biltmore ash. It is also to be noted that practically all 

of the volunteer ash trees found along fences and roadsides, except 

very large trees, are ofthe green ash species. 

The wood is similar to that of white ash, and the cut is usually sold 

as that species. However, it ranks below white ash in its mechanical 

qualities. ! 

While the native green ash is found growing in swamps, it adapts 

itself to drier situations. It is planted more than any other species 

of ash in the cold and dry regions of the West and Northwest. 

4. Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marshall. Rep AsH. WHITE 

AsH. Swamp AsH. Plate 127. Usually medium sized trees much 

like the preceding; twigs velvety pubescent at maturity; leaves 

generally 2-3 dm. long, rachis pubescent; leaflets 5-9, usually 7, generally 

iSterrett: Utilization of Ash. U. S. Dept. Agri. Bul. 523:1917. 
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5-15 cm. long. on stalks generally about 0.5 cm. long, the terminal one 

on a stalk 2-4 times as long, leaflets generally ovate, ovate-oblong, or 

oblong to narrow-oblong, generally with a narrowed base, sometimes 

rounded and oblique, short or long acuminate at the apex, margins 

sometimes entire, generally entire near the base, the remainder more or 

less serrated with shallow teeth, dark green and smooth above, a lighter 

green beneath and more or less densely pubescent all over the lower 

surface, especially on the midrib and veins; calyx persistent, about 1mm. 

long; fruit can not be distinguished from the preceding. 

Distribution.—Quebec te Manitoba, and south to Florida. Found 

sparingly in all parts of Indiana. It is usually found in low ground, but 

frequently on bluffs, and flood plain banks. 

Remarks.—This species is not commonly separated from the white 

ash group, but in booksitis known astheredash. Thisis the common 

name that should be applied to this form. 

This species is not usually separated from the preceding, but it is 

easily distinguished from it by its pubescent twigs. It can be distin- 

guished from the next by its smaller twigs, smaller calyx and smaller 

fruit. 

The wood is similar to that of the white ash, and the cut is usually 

sold as that species. In mechanical qualities it is on a par with the 

green ash. 

5. Fraxinus profGnda Bush. Sweut-sutr Asn. Plate 128. 

Medium or large trees with fissured bark similar to the white ash; twigs 

robust and velvety pubescent at least while young; leaves generally 

2-4 dm. long, rachis densely pubescent, rarely almost smooth; leaflets 

5-9, generally 7, on stalks 0.5-1 cm. long, the terminal one on a stalk 

2-4 times as long, leaflets ovate, narrow-ovate to narrow-oblong, 

narrowed or rounded and oblique at the base, short or long taper- 

pointed at the apex, margins entire, rarely with a few short teeth, dark 

ereen and smooth above, a lighter green and densely pubescent beneath, 

rarely somewhat smooth; calyx persistent, generally 4-5 mm. long, 

rarely as short as 3 mm.; fruit ripening in September and October, 

linear, generally 4-6 cm. long, variable in size and shape, body about 

1g the length of the samara, compressed or flattened and gradually 

narrowed to the base, the striations on the face of the body not 

prominent and usually not distinct the full length of the body, samara 

often unilateral or somewhat faleate; wings notched or merely rounded 

at the. apex, decurrent on the body 14-14 its 'ength, sometimes almost 

terminal. 

Distribution.—Vireinia, Indiana and Missouri, and south to 

Florida. In Indiana the distribution has not been determined. It is 
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a common to an infrequent tree of the river sloughs and cypress swamps 

of the southwestern counties. Authentic specimens are at hand from 

Knox, Gibson, Posey, Perry, Bartholomew, Jackson, Marion and 

Daviess Counties, and specimens from Hamilton, Tipton and Starke 

Counties, I doubtfully refer to this species. The preferred habitat of 

this species is inundated swamps, and when it grows in such situations 

it generally develops a base swollen to a point somewhat above the 

water level. In Bartholomew County it was found associated with 

the cow oak, and the trunk resembled the white ash. 

_ Remarks.—This species is known by authors and commercially as 

pumpkinash. The wood is similar to white ash but is inferior to that 

species. On account of its habitat this species was little cut until the 

past few years when ash became scarce. During the past few years 

most of the deep river and cypress swamps have been invaded and all 

of the ash cut. 

6. Fraxinus quadrangulata Michaux. Buue AsH. Plate 129. 

Medium to large sized trees with light gray bark, not regularly fissured, 

scaly at least above; twigs and branchlets more or less distinctly 4- 

angled, the angles of vigorous shoots develop corky wings about 2 mm. 

high; leaves generally 2-3 dm. long; leaflets 7-11, generally 7-15 cm. 

long, on short stalks, usually 1-5 mm. long, sometimes sessile, the 

terminal one ona stalk generally about 1-2 em. long, leaflets ovate to 

lanceolate, narrowed or rounded at the base, generally long acuminate at 

the apex, margins rather regularly and coarsely serrated with short 

incurved teeth, yellow-green and smooth above, about the same color 

beneath and generally smooth except along the veins, midrib and pe- 

tiolules which are permanently pubescent; calyx very small, usually 

about 0.5 mm. long, and persisting more or less in fruit; fruit ripens 

last of June to August, samaras twisted, generally 3-4 cm. long and 

8-10 mm. wide, rounded at the base, notched or rounded and apiculate 

at the apex, the apical end of all specimens at hand twisted to the 

right, the wing surrounds the body. 

Distribution.--Southern Ontario to Iowa, and south to northern 

Alabama and Arkansas. Found sparingly in most parts of Indiana, 

except the northwest part. There are no records northwest of White 

and Noble Counties. In the northern two-thirds of the State it is a 

rare to very rare tree, generally found only along the bluffs of streams. 

In many areas it is so rare that even the pioneers do not know the tree. 

It was the most frequent in the southeastern part of the State. 

Here also it is found principally along the higher banks of streams. 

While the species is confined principally to high ground it also grew in 

lower ground. The largest tree seen is on level ground at a fork of the 
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road between Charlestown and Jeffersonville about 3 miles northeast 

of Jeffersonville. In 1918 this tree measured 28.2 dm. (10414 inches) 

in circumference breast high. 

This species has not been observed in the ‘‘knob”’ area of the State 

or anywhere in the flats of the Lower Wabash Valley. Schneck 

reports it as rare on the hills of this area. The tree is too rare to 

definitely determine its associates, although sugar maple is usually 

found with it. 

Remarks.—This species is becoming too scarce to be of much 
economic importance. The cut is usually sold as white ash. The uses 

of the wood are practically the same as the white ash. 

The fruit and foliage of this species most closely resembles that 

of the black ash, from which it can be distinguished by its greenish- 

yellow foliage and the habitat in which it grows. 

7. Fraxinus nigra Marshall. Buack Asu. Plate 130. Medium 

sized, tall and straight trees with a light gray bark, broken up into small 

thin plates on old trunks; twigs round, robust and smooth at maturity; 

leaves 2.5-4 dm. long, leaflets generally 7-11 and 7-13 cm. long, sessile, 

the terminal one generally on a stalk 0.5-1 cm. long, oblong or oblong- 

lanceolate, narrowed or rounded at the base, and_ short or 

long acuminate at the apex, margins coarsely and rather irregularly 

serrate with short teeth which are usually somewhat incurved, dark 

ereen and glabrous above, not much lighter beneath and glabrous 01 

pubescent along the midrib and larger veins; calyx and corolla none; 

fruit ripens the last of June to August, similar to the fruit of the 

blue ash, samaras generally 3-4 cm. long, and 7-10 mm. wide, body 

winged all around, the base of the samara rounded, the apex notched 

or rounded, the apical end of the samara twisted more or less to the 

right in all specimens at hand. 

Distribution.—Nova Scotia to Manitoba, south to Virginia and 

northern Arkansas. Local in all parts of Indiana except in the ‘‘knob”’ 

area of the State. It is generally found in places that are inundated 

much of the winter season. Its habitat is in cold swampy woods or 

similar places about lakes. It has no special affinity for streams. It 

is local in its distribution. Where it is found it is generally a frequent 
to common tree. In the lake area of Indiana its habitat conditions are 

frequent, consequently colonies of it are frequent. South of the lake 

area of the State it becomes rare to extremely local. In the southwest 

part of the State it has been sparingly found in a few cypress swamps. 

It is usually associated with white elm, cottonwood, aspens, red maple, 

bur oak, and is one of the first species to invade extinct tamarack 

swamps. 
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Remarks.—The wood is tougher but in most qualities is inferior 

to white ash and cannot be used for handles. The layers of growth 

separate easily which enables the wood to be separated into thin 

strips. This fact was known to the Indians who used this wood for 

making baskets. This use was continued by the white man and in 

addition it was a favorite wood for making hoops, and in many sections 

it is known as the ‘hoop ash.’’ The wood has many uses such as for 

baskets, splint boxes, butter tubs, vehicle stock, interior finish, fur- 

niture, etc. The black burls of the trunk are much sought for by veneer 

manufacturers. 

2. ADELIA. 

Adélia acuminata Michaux. Ponp BrusH. Crookrep Brusu. 

Plate 131. Small trees, or shrub like, with gray smooth bark, becoming 

rough or fissured on large trees, the ridges short and broken; branch- 

lets numerous and somewhat spiny; twigs glabrous; leaves opposite 

on petioles about 1 em. long, ovate to elliptic-ovate, 4-11 cm. long, 

with a long narrow base, long acuminate at the apex, margins entire 

near the base, the remainder more or less coarsely serrated with short 

rounded teeth, rarely entire, smooth above and beneath; flowers 

appear last of March to the first of May, the staminate in small sessile 

clusters along the branchlets, the pistillate in short panicles; fruit 

a dark purple drupe, oblong, about 15 mm. long; stone with many lon- 

gitudinal ribs. 

Distribution.—Southwestern Indiana and southern Illinois south to 

northern Florida and Texas. In Indiana it has been found only in 

Knox, Gibson, Posey and Perry Counties. It grows on the low borders 

of river sloughs, swamps and river banks. It is very tolerant of shade 

and may be found growing under larger trees. It usually forms dense 

thickets on the bank that surrounds standing water and is usually 

associated with button-bush. <A straight specimen is rarely seen be- 

cause the area where it grows overflows each winter, and the small trees 

are usually covered more or less with debris, and then the following 

season the side branches assume a vertical growth. The top may be re- 

leased by the next inundation, and then other branches may assume 

leadership, and so on until the top is a mass of branches growing in 

several directions. The specimens found in Perry County grew on the 

low bank of the Ohio River about 6 miles east of Cannelton. The 

species is quite local in the area where it is found. It may border one 

river slough, and be entirely absent from another nearby. 

Remarks.—Of no economic use. In books it is called 

privet” but in the area where it grows it is not known by that name. 

‘ ‘swamp 
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BIGNONIACEAE. Tue Trumpet CREEPER FAmILy. 

CATALPA. Tuer Carazpas. 

Leaves simple, opposite or whorled, with long petioles; flowers in 

terminal panicles or corymbs; fruit a long round pod which splits into 

halves; seed many, flat, papery with a tuft of long hairs at each end. 

A small genus of widely distributed trees. The species freely hy- 

bridize, and have been cultivated and planted so extensively that it 

is dificult to find typical specimens. 

Bark of old trees thin and scaly; odor of bruised leaves fetid; 

lower lobe of corolla entire.......... 00.0 ec eee 1 Catalpa 
bignonioides. 

Bark of old trees fissured and ridgy; odor of bruised leaves not 

fetid; lower lobe of corolla notched at the apex.......... 2 Catalpa speciosa. 

1. Catalpa bignonioides Walter. Catalpa. (Catalpa Catalpa 

(Linneus) Karsten). Plate 132. Medium to large sized trees, usually 

with a trunk 1-3 meters in length, and a wide crown; bark a grayish- 

brown, scaly and flaking off in small thin plates; leaves ovate, blades 

usually 1.5-2 dm. long, cordate at the base, taper-pointed at apex, 

margins entire, or with 1 or 2 lateral lobes, yellow-green and smooth 

above, and pubescent beneath; flowering period the last of May to the 

first of July, about two weeks later than the next species; inflorescence 

in a rather compact large panicle; flowers white, usually 2-3 cm. across 

at expanded end; marked on the lower inner surface by two rows of 

yellow blotches, the lower lobes marked with purplish spots, the lower 

lobe entire or nearly so; fruit a long pod, generally 4-10 develop in each 

panicle, usually 1.5-4 dm. long, about 1 em. thick, somewhat flattened, 

the valves meeting at an angle which forms a ridge which is sensible to 

the fingers, the valves of the pod are thin, and become flat after they 

open; seed 2.5-4.5 em. long, including the tufts of hairs at each end, and 

about 4-5 mm. wide, the tuft of hairs usually converging to a point. 

Distribution.—Supposed to be native to parts of Florida, Georgia, 

Alabama and Mississippi. It has been introduced throughout the 

eastern part of the United States. In Indiana it has been used in all 

parts as an ornamental and shade tree. It has few qualities to recom- 

mend it, and since the difference between this and the next species has 

been known the next species is usually substituted for it. 

2. Catalpa specidsa Warder. Caraupa. Harpy CaTaupa. CaTaL- 
ra. Plate 133. Medium to large sized trees with long and rather 

straight trunks when grown in the forest; bark dark grayish-brown, 

fissured and much resembling the bark of a linden or black walnut in 

appearance; leaves ovate, generally 1.5-3 dm. long, cordate or some- 
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what rounded at the base, long taper-pointed at apex, margins entire, 

dark green and smooth above, pubescent beneath; flowering period 

May or June; flowers in large terminal panicles, white with yellow and 

purplish spots within, expanded part about 4 cm. across; fruit a long 

cylindrical pod which matures late in autumn or early winter, 2-5 dm. 

long, and about 1.5 em. in diameter, usually 1 or 2 and rarely 3 pods 

develop in a panicle, the valves of the pod remaining semi-terete after 

separating; seed many, thin and papery, 2.5-5 em. long, and 4-8 mm. 

wide, body of samara about equals in length the tuft of hairs at each end, 

the hairs remain separated and are little inclined to form a tuft at the 

end. 

Distribution.— Known to have been a native of the southwestern 

part of Indiana, and to have followed the valley of the Ohio and Missis- 

sippi Rivers to the southeastern part of Missouri and the northeastern 

part of Arkansas. The tree has practically disappeared from the forests 

of Indiana, and the exact range in Indiana can never be known. Being 

such a conspicuous tree, it was thought that the memory of living 

pioneers might be relied upon to fix the limits of its range in Indiana. 

One pioneer living near Austin in Scott County said it was a native of 

the Muscatatuck bottoms, and another said it was a native in the flats of 

the southwestern part of Clark County. In its native habitat it was 
found only in very low ground, usually with such associates as pin oak, 

sweet gum, southern hackberry, big shell-bark hickory, pecan, etc. In 

its native habitat it was an infrequent to a frequent tree, never acommon 

tree. A pioneer was interviewed who settled in the Knox County bot- 

toms about three miles west of Decker, when the whole area was a virgin 

forest. He said the catalpa was an occasional tree in the bottoms 

throughout the area; that he did not recall that it was ever found in as 

low situations as the cypress; that the tree was as tall as its associates, 

straight, and usually about 6 dm. in diameter, and that he never saw a 

tree a meter in diameter; that on account of the durable quality of 

the wood that it was cut for fence posts and rails. A pioneer who 

lived near the mouth of Deer Creek in Perry County said it was a native 

in his vicinity. The information at hand would fix the mass distribution 

of the species to the southwest of a line drawn from Terre Haute to a 

point about 6 miles east of Grandview in Spencer County. 

Remarks.— Attention was directed to this tree about 1880 by Dr. 

Jno. A. Warder and Dr. Geo. Engelmann, and it has had enthusiastic 

admirers ever since. In Indiana its most enthusiastic advocate was 
John P. Brown of Connersville. Its popularity was based upon the 

durability of its wood and its rapid growth. Nurserymen grew seedlings 

and through their agents plantations of all sizes were sold in many 
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States. The trees were planted to grow posts, telephone poles and 

crossties. In Indiana there is one plantation 42 years old, but the 

majority are only 10 to 15 years old. The tree has been planted long 

enough in our area to definitely conclude that it should net be planted 

in any part of Indiana for economic purposes. The range of the catalpa 

sphinx which defoliates the tree is rapidly increasing, and now ranges as 

far north as Wells County. In the southern part of the State the trees 

are usually defoliated twice each year by the larvae of this insect,andas 

a consequence the trees make very little growth, and some owners of 

plantations have abandoned them on this account. <A new insect is 

appearing which kills the young shoots, which will interfere with the 

upright habit of the tree. The catalpa is not recommended for forest 

planting in Indiana, and its use for this purpose has practically ceased. 

The catalpa prefers a moist, deep, rich soil, but will grow in almost 

all kinds of situations. In the northern part of the State, the young 

trees are frequently winter killed. The tree is quite tenacious of life 

and when cut off at the ground, usually sends up several coppice shoots. 

This species can be recommended for planting for shade for hog lots, 

and as a specimen tree in parks, etc. It is not a desirable street tree. 

CAPRIFOLIACEAE. Tur Honeysuckie Famity. 

VIBURNUM. Tue Visurnums. 

Viburnum prunifolium Linneus. Brack Haw. Plate 134. Small 

trees or shrubs; bark of old trees reddish-brown, furrowed and the 

ridges broken into short lengths; leaves simple, opposite, on petioles 

0.5-1.5 em. long; the lower pairs of leaves are generally smaller and have 

their petioles more or less winged, red and more or Jess densely covered 

with a rusty tomentum which may extend along the midrib and veins 

beneath or may sometimes cover a considerable part of the lower surface 

of the leaf while young, sometimes the margined petioles are only rough 

on the margins; leaf blades very variable in size and shape, usually 4-10 

cm. long, ovate to slightly obovate, or narrow-oval to nearly orbicular, 

narrowed or rounded at the base, pointed at the apex, or sometimes 

rounded, margins finely serrate, glabrous both above and beneath at 

maturity; flowers appear the last of April or in May in cymes which are 

sessile or nearly so, flowers white, numerous, and generally about 0.5 

cm. in diameter, fruit ripens in September and October, oval, oblong 

or nearly globose, generally 10-14 mm. long, dark blue, covered with a 

bloom, edible, and if not eaten by birds they persist onthe branches until 

late autumn; stone oval and very flat. 
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Distribution.—Connecticut to Iowa and south to Georgia and west 

to Texas. Itis more or less frequent in moist woods throughout Indiana, 

except in the hilly counties where it becomes more or less rare. In the 

hilly counties its place is taken by the southern black haw, Viburnum 

rufidulwm which only rarely attains tree size. 

Remarks.—This species could be used to advantage in ornamental 

planting where small trees or shrubs are required for a screen or back 

ground. The fruit of the black and red haws attract several species of 

birds. 

This species is quite variable in the shape, and texture of its leaves, 

and in the size and shape of its fruit. In the southern part of the State 

specimens are found that have very thick leaves with margined and 

tomentose petioles which very much resemble the southern species. 

SPECIES EXCLUDED. 

The following species have been reported for Indiana but have been 

excluded for want of satisfactory evidence to warrant their inclusion: 

The reasons for exclusion are discussed under the name of the species. 

It is needless to say that critical examination has been given doubtful 

species, and doubtful records, and every effort possible has been made 

to validate them. 

Pinus echinata Miller. Suort-Lear Prinze. This species does not 

occur in our area and all reference to it should be transferred to Pinus 

virginiana. References to this species are instances of wrong deter- 

mination. 

Pinus resinésa Aiton. Norway Pine. This species was reported 

as an escape in Wabash County by Coulter! for Jenkins. 

Pinus rigida Miller, Pircu Pine. Baird and Taylor? reported this 

species for Clark County. The range of this species is to the east of our 

area. They also reported Pznus Strobus, which has not been seen since 

they reported it, and they failed to report Pinus virginiana which is a 

common tree on the “knobs” of Clark County. A study of their flora 

of Clark County shows that they did little or no collecting in the 

“knobs.” They also freely reported field crop, garden and flower 

escapes, and it is believed that their reference to Pinus rigida and 

Pinus Strobus should be regarded as to cultivated trees. 

Abies balsAamea (Linneus.) Miller. Batsam Fir. Heimlich? 

repoits this as occurring in Porter County about Dune Park. He 

iProc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1900:141:1901. 
2Manual Public Schools Clark County, Ind. 1878-9, page 62. 
3Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1917:403:1918. 
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cites for his authority Bot. Gaz. Vol. 27: Apr. 1899. The article referred 

to is Cowles’ article on the flora of the sand dunesof Lake Michigan, in 

which he discusses the flora from Glen Haven in northern Michigan to 

Dune Park, Indiana in Porter County, which has confused Heimlich 

in separating the trees reported at several stations. It has never been 
found in Indiana. 

Chamaecyparis thyoides (Linneus) Britton, Sterns and Poggen- 

berg. Wuitre Crepar. The range of this species is east of the Alleghany 
mountains and no doubt was never native in our area. The first 

reference to it is by Dr. Drake in his Picture of Cincinnati, published in 

1815, page 83, in which he says: “The White Cedar and Cypress are 

found on the banks of the Wabash.” Schneck! in his Flora of the Lower 

Wabash Valley says: ‘Wet places near the mouth of the Wabash 

River.”” Iam certain it is not on the Indiana side of the river. Gorby? 
reports it for Miami County. All of his botanical records are too un- 
reliable to receive serious consideration. Coulter® reports it as found in 

Allen County on the authority of Dr. C. R. Dryer. I saw Dr. Dryer 

recently and he says he has no recollections about it. 

Juniperus communis Linneus. Juniper. This species has been 

reported from all parts of the State. The distribution of the species 
is to the north of Indiana, and examining herbarium specimens it is 

foundthatsubulate formsof Juniperus virginianaare frequently named 

Juniperus communis. In the older floras it was a custom to include 

cultivated forms, and not distinguish them assuch. Since juniper has 

been for years a common ornamental shrub, especially in cemeteries, 

it is highly probable that many records have such a basis. It is proposed 
to drop this species from our flora. I refer Higley and Raddin’s! record 
to the decumbent variety. VanGorder’s and Bradner’s records may also 

bethe decumbent form. Heimlich’s record I regard as an error, see 

remarks under Abzes balsamea. 

Populus balsamifera Linneus. Batsam Popiar. This species 
was reported by Bradner for Steuben Counry. In a letter from the 
late Prof. Bradner, he said he had no specimen and had no recollection 

of the tree. J. M. Coulter reported it for Jefferson County, but Young 

who also wrote a flora of Jefferson County does not mention it. Baird 

and Taylor also reported it for Clark County. The last two records may 
have been from cultivated trees or mistaken for Populus grandidentata 

which was not reported and is in the area, and is a frequent tree in the 

“knobs” in Clark County. Heimlich reports it in Proc. Ind. Acad. 

iRept. Geol. Surv. Ind.  7:562:1876. 
Rept. Geol. Surv. Ind. 16:168:1889. 
3Rept. Geol. Surv. Ind. 24:617:1900. 
sSci. Bul. Chic. Acad. Vol. 2:148:1891. 
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Sci. 1917:404:1918 for Cowles. I regard this as an error. See discus- 

sion under Abies canadensis on page 290. Sincetherange of the species 

is to the north of Indiana, it is here proposed to drop it from our flora. 

It should be looked for on the “‘divide’’ in Steuben County and about 

Lake Michigan. 

Populus cAndieans Aiton. Batm or Giteap. This species has 

been included in a few local floras, but it is believed that it has not yet 

escaped from cultivation. Phinney! gives it as ‘‘an important timber 

tree of Delaware County,” which is an error. 

Populus nigra var. italica Du Ror. LomBarpy Popiar. Reference 

is made to this tree by Blatchley?, Meyncke? and Nieuwland! but 

it is scarcely more than an accidental escape. 

Carya aquatica Nuttall. Water Hickory. This species is listed 

as one of the principal trees occuring along the Wabash in the Coblenz 

edition of Prince Maximilan’s travels in North America. It is recorded 

as “Water Bitternut (Juglans aquatica).’’ If it occurs in our area it 

most likely would be found in the extreme southwestern counties. 

It has been reported from Gallatin County, Illinois, bordering Posey 

County on the west. There are two other records of its occurrence in the 

State, which are doubtful. Ryland T. Brown’ reported it in a list of 

the principal trees of Fountain County in a report of the geology of 

Fountain County. Carya lacintosa, which is sometimes called 

swamp hickory and which 1s more or less frequent in the county, he 

failed to report. It is believed this reference to Carya aquatica should be 

referred to lactniosa. B.C. Hobbs also reported it as common in Parke 

County in a short list of the principal trees. He named only four of the 

five or more species of hickory that occur in the county, and it is believed 

since he was no botanist, that he confused the names. Elliott in bis 

Trees of Indiana gives ‘‘Carya aquatica’ as common, but no doubt this 

reference should be transferred to some other species. 

Carya myristicaeférmis Nuttall. Nurmrec Hickory. This tree 

also was reported by Prince Maximilian as occurring along the Wabash 

River. The known range of the species is from North Carolina to 

Arkansas, and for this reason the species is not included in this list. 

Betula lénta Linneus. Buack Bircw. This species has been re- 

ported for Indiana as occurring in Fulton, Gibson, Miami, Noble, 

Posey, St. Joseph and Steuben Counties. Sargent® says: ‘“‘This species 

lind. Geol. Rept. 11:148:1881. 
*Blatchley's, Mss. Flora of Monroe County, Ind. June 18 
’Bul. Brockville Nat. Hist. Soc. No. 1:38:1885. 
4Amer. Midland Nat. Vol. 3:222:1914. 
5I¢ is said that this list and that of Hobb’s list of trees of Parke county were prepared by 

obtaining from farmers a list of the common names of the trees to which they attached 
botanical names. 

*Sargent in a letter to the author. 
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has until recently been badly misunderstood. The range of the species 

is southern Maine to northwestern Vermont, eastern Kentucky, and 

south to Delaware and along the Appalachian Mountains to northern 

Georgia and Alabama.’’ No doubt all of the Indiana records should be 

transferred to Betula lutea, except the Gibson and Posey County record 

which may be Betula nigra. 

Castanea ptimila (Linnzeus) Miller. CuHinquarin. This species 

was given a place in our flora in Coulter’s catalogue upon the authority 

of Sargent, Ridgway and Schneck. Ridgway, in giving an additional 

list of the trees of the Lower Wabash Valley! says: ‘‘There is some 

doubt as to No. 16 Castanea pumila, which is given on Prof. Sargent’s 

authority; but there is a possibility of an error having been made from 

the circumstances that the name ‘chinquapin’ is in that region almost 

universally applied to the fruit of Quercus Muhlenbergii.”’ The Posey 

County record was based on a specimen in Dr. Schneck’s herbarium, 

which proves to have been taken from a cultivated tree near Poseyville. 

Quercus ilicifolia Wangenheim. Bear Oak. This — species 

is credited to our flora by Will Scott in his ecological study of ‘‘The 

Leesburg Swamp” in Kosciusko County, published in the Indiana 

Academy of Science, 1905, page 225. Inareply to an inquiry addressed 

to him he says no herbarium material was preserved. This ecological 

work was done during the summer months while working at the 

biological station at Winona Lake. In a footnote in this paper we are 

informed that for the identification of the trees listed, Apgar’s Trees 

of the Northern United States was used. In this key to the trees, 

Quercus velutina (Black Oak) is given only as a variety of Quercus 

coccinea (Scarlet Oak), and the distinction between Quercus velutina 

with its many formed leaves, and Quercus clic?folia is not made apparent. 

In view of the fact that the natural habitat of Quercus ilicifolia is 

sandy barrens and rocky hillsides and its western range is eastern Ohio, 

it is believed what Mr. Scott had in hand was a variable form of Quercus 

velutina, which is frequent in that vicinity. The evidence is not 

encouraging enough to include it. 

Quercus nigra Linneus. Water Oak. This species has been 
reported by several authors for Indiana. It is believed that a majority 

of the records should be transferred to velutina and imbricaria or 

marylandica. Gorby and Schneck call Quercus nigra black Jack oak, 

which is generally the common name for Quercus marilandica. Ridgway 

in his writings of the flora of the lower Wabash Valley, likewise speaks 

of Quercus nigra as jack oak and says it is found in poor soil. Coulter 

in his catalogue of Indiana plants regarded these references to nigra 

'proc. U.S. Nat. Mus. 17:415. 
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as errors and did not include it in his list. The report for Crawford 

County by Deam should be transferred to marilandica. Since the 

range of the species is not north of Kentucky, the reference to the 

species in the State should be dropped. 

The published records are as follows: Carroll (Thompson); Crawford 

(Deam); Delaware, Jay, Randolph and Wayne (Phinney); Jay (Mc- 

Caslin); Fountain (Brown); Miami (Gorby); Parke (Hobbs). 

Quercus Phéllos Linnzus. Wittow Oak. This species has been 

reported from various counties of the State. The tree is said to grow 

in swamps and on sandy uplands, ranging from Staten Island, New 

York, south to Florida and west to Texas, and north to southern 

Kentucky. If it occurs within our area it no doubt would have been 

found by Dr. Schneck, who was an enthusiastic student of the oaks. 

He reported it as occurring in the lower Wabash in his early writings, 

but his herbarium contained no specimens. The writer while in search 

for this species in Posey County met three men in widely separated 

parts of the county who were acquainted with the species in the South 

and they said they had never seen it in Indiana. One of the men was an 

old man who had spent his boyhood in Arkansas and he was well ac- 

quainted with the willow oak before he came to Indiana. It is believed 

what has been reported for Q. Phellos has been narrow-leaved forms of 

Q. imbricaria (shingle oak), and that the records should be transferred to 

that species. 

The published records are as follows: Gibson, Knox and Posey 

(Schneck); Knox (Thomas); Miami (Gorby). 

Quercus prinoides Willdenow. ScruB or Dwarr CHESNUT OAK. 

Reported for Marshall County by Nieuwland! on the authority of a 

specimen deposited in the National Museum collected by Clark. I had 

this reference checked by E. §. Steele and in a letter to me dated January 

4,1917, hesays: “I find no specimen labeled Quercus prinoides, but there 

is one named Q. Prinus. There is no ground for calling it Q. prinozdes.”’ 

Since the specimen in question is a very immature one, I propose not to 

take it into consideration since the range of the species would be 

extended on a dubious specimen. 

Planéra aquatica (Walter) J. F. Gmelin. PLANER-TREE. WATER 

Exum. This tree was included in Coulter’s catalogue upon the authority 

of Sargent, who includes Indiana in the range of the species in his 

“Forest Trees of North America,’’ Vol. 9, U.S. Census Report, 1880, 

page 124. Dr. Schneck spent a lifetime along the lower Wabash bot- 

toms and very carefully preserved specimens of all the flora of the region 

where this species is reported to occur. In his report of the flora of this 

TAmerican Midland Naturalist 3:320:1914. 
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region in 1875 he does not include this tree. An examination of his 

herbarium material showed no specimens of this tree either from Indiana 

or Illinois. It is fair to presume if he had been acquainted with the 

tree he would have had it represented in his herbarium. Since the white 

elm is frequently called water elm, as well as the planer-tree, it is 

easy to understand how confusion might arise in separating these trees 

by non-professional people. 

Morus nigra Linneus. Bhack Mu.tperry. This species is reported 

by Phinney! as one of the “more important and common forest trees 

observed in Delaware County.” He also enumerates Morus rubra. A 

splendid example of careless work. This species is reported by Brown? 

for Fountain County, and by McCaslin’ for Jay County. These authors 

reported this species as a native forest tree. Since this species is 

not a native of the United States the citations no doubt should be re- 

ferred to our native mulberry, Morus rubra (red mulberry). 

Tlex opaca Aiton. Hotzy. This species was included in Coulter’s 

Catalogue of the Plants of Indiana on the authority of Robert Ridge- 

way. I find no reference to this species in the writings of Ridgway. 

In Shawnee Park on the west side of Louisville, Kentucky is a large 

tree of this species. I was told that it was a native. A timber buyer of 

Tell City told me that there was a native tree on his grandfather’s farm 

in the southern part of Perry County. Since this species has been re- 

ported for Grayson County, Kentucky, which is less than forty miles 

tothe south, it is quite probable that a Jew trees were found as far north 

as Indiana. 

Acer pennsylvanicum Linneus. Moosrwoop. The only record 

of this species occuring in Indiana is in a report of the Trees occuring 

along the Wabash River by Prince Maximilian. Since the report does 

not definitely state where the species was observed or how frequently 

it occured and since the greater part of Maximilian’s time was spent 

on the Illinois side of the Wabash, it is more than likely that he observed 

it on the Illinois side of the Wabash. While Indiana is within the 

possible range of the species, it has not been discovered since. If not 

extinct in our area it is most likely to be found among the hills of the 

southern counties or in the vicinity of Lake Michigan. Robert Ridg- 

way says that he and Dr. Schneck saw it growing in a wooded cove 

near a cavern called Flory’s Cave in Johnson County, Illinois. 

Nyssa aquatica Linneus. Tuprato Gum. Several early authors 
erroneusly reported Nyssa sylvatica as this species. This species in- 

habits deep swamps. Dr. Schneck and Robert Ridgway, recognized 

1Ind. Geol. Rept. 11:148:1881. 
2Ind. Geol. Rept. 11:123:1882. 
3Ind. Geol. Rept. 12:174:1883. 
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authorities and best acquainted with the swamp area of the south- 

western counties, at first thought it wasa member of our flora, but later 

decided that it should be excluded. 

Michael Catt, 83 years old, who lived nearly 75 years about three 

miles west of Decker on the border of the cypress swamp in the south 

part of Knox County, told me that he is positive that the tupelo gum 

Was an occasional tree in the cypress swamp west of Decker. 

Fraxinus caroliniana Muller. Water Aso. This species was 

included in Coulter’s Catalogue of Indiana Plants upon the authority 

of Dr. Schneck. It is asserted that specimens were sent to Missouri 

Botanical Gardens for verification. The writer has carefully examined 

all the specimens of Frax7nus in the Missouri Botanical Gardens, and 

all of Schneck’s specimens in the herbarium are now correctly named 

Fraxinus profunda. Since this species is not in our range it should be 

dropped from our flora. 
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Specific Gravity of Indiana Woods.’ 

The specific gravity was derived from wood dried at 100° centi- 

grade (212 Fah.) until it ceased to lose weight. 

Carya ovata, (Shéllbark Hickory) «034 ¢03 404 40o0s0$44s 8b ebb eeabuE RES 0.8372 

Quercus:Stellatay (Post Oaleyen nt win Aepieres bate auce hae peneeecan wana Meee 0.8367 

Viburnum prunifolium (Black Haw)........00.0.0. 0000 ccc cee eee eee 0.8332 

Quercus lyrata (Overcup Oak). .....0. 0000 eects 0.8313 
Ostrya: Virginians: (IrOnWOOE) socco2 ccen a omnnawe anaes ays qnae een ee Ree 0.8264 

Carya alba (White Hickory)... 0.000000 00 c ccc ccc cee 0.8218 
Garya: glabra: (Black Hiekory))s. 6c niee een ncssqawan ele pee euleee’a sealer 0.8217 
Cornus florida (Flowering Dogwood)............... 000 c cece eee eee 0.8153 

Carya laciniosa (Big Shellbark Hickory) ..........000.00..0 00 cece eee 0.8108 

Quercus Michauxii (Cow Oak). ......0000000 000 cee nents 0.8039 
Diospyros virginiana (Persimmon)... ........00.000. 000 cee c eevee ee 0.7908 

Amelanchier canadensis (Juneberry).......00 0.000.000 ccc eee eee 0.7838 

Maclura pomifera (Osage Orange)... 2... eee 0.7736 
Quercus bicolor (Swamp White Oak)..........0..00. 000. ce cee eee 0.7662 

Carya.cordiformis: (Pig Hickory )iwes avers tac ke babu sea ee ne reaeeee cee 0.7552 
Quercus imbricaria (Shingle Oak)... 00.0000 eee 0.7529 

Quercus -Prinus: (Chestnut: Oakes .ie so. sesgiz pce 3 4 guscsaed a dis lend Sadavele a oheaeawes 0.7499 

eilini use: hei US One be Hn) oo oie aac ov ad eect esc nes cea tev yas, Boao. oe ctameanelia coos bes 0.7491 

Cm erou sal ba) (WW WITG OBIE) ay. 75 cctv roan Seater cceaneactly ahetets awed hod toh ch PEA Neca 0.7470 

Quéreus maerocarpa (Bur ‘Oaks .ccnco ceri sadia vad umawaeassiamwananeeaa 0.7453 

Quercus coccinea (Searlet Oak)... 0.0. cee 0.7405 
Gleditsia aquatica (Water Honey Locust). ... 0.0.0... 00000 c ce eee 0.7342 
Robinia Pseudo-Acacia (Black Locust)................5. Deere eee 0.7333 

Quercus marilandica (Black Jack Oak). 1.0.0.0 00 00 ee 0.7324 

Celtis occidentalis (Hackberry)........0000000 00 ccc cect e eee 0.7287 

Carpinus ecaroliniana (Water Beech). ........0.0.00000 00 cee ee 0.7286 

Ulinus Thomas, (hickory Bm). ¢ 0 ccc caw die eee ees we poe re eae 0.7263 

Priunus-aim eri cana aCWalds Patan) se sons, Pi ict eicen set levacte idee alle rave bilst prglinows we ite Aeceeee airs 0.7215 
Fraxinus quadrangulata (Blue Ash). occecices ca gevvee ee eee edeeauines os 0.7184 

Carve illinoensis: (Pecan) ise, cess cok Sad nd owns ob Gar bea eee eee rere 0.7180 

Malus glaucescens (Crab Apple)... 2.0... ee ce ce eee eee eed 0.7048 
Quercussveliting: (BISCK Oaley crc. «2: eee qeriascodi eave Ad Wa LAGE Deed Giesnesa inane 0.7045 

Ulmusfulva, (Slippery Bm) 2 aco: koe neend eta eenecha mare daten ak dine 0.6956 
Quercus: palustris: (Pin Ogle) 3 24% we ie neue eaten Alicante a ee wie Rin BA eA 0.69388 

Gymnocladus dioica (Coffeenut)... 2.0.0.0 eee eee 0.6934 

Quercus: falcata: (Spanish Oaly) ec 6. cceasia eee a suke se Gehl aes ee HRM ane aS EE 0.6928 

Acer nigrum. (Black: Maple ics acca x garnas sasaawnna sue cateoa dyin es andi felelal dakcaowiens 0.6915 
Acer saccharum (Sugar Maple)...............0 0 cece cece eee eee eens 0.6912 

Rags: eranditolia: (BeeCh) ioc: cv as ecn adden geie susie ma dacwia genie? dicen Gaseous 0.6883 

Gleditsia triacanthos (Honey Locust). .......... 0.0. eee 0.6740 

Betula lites; (Yellow Birch sic s¢ gaces ss acs wise cayarandd-ccabe: obanm ates aceon Ay wl 0.6553 
Fraxinus americana (White: AS) 6 cies ached ale eale wae en poled mates 0.6543 

Quercus: rubra. (REd Oak), 2 coca y ec wean wade pees hemes ew eee 0.6540 

1Adapted from Sargent’s ‘‘Trees of North America.’’ 



Ulmus americana (White Bli)ii sos gud ecachAnn comers ouaade wid aaeas 0.6506 

Cereis canadensis (Redbud)s ..c.c4 pes cits kes bigeye ysasusemeemias ess 0.6363 
Nyssa: sylvatica: (Black Guin) © sicig cces eee bd eee GSH Mets 0.6356 

Adeha acuminata: (Swainip Privét).s ia suc. cache de wns pede Sere e kee th 0.6345 
ERAS TH OTA (Watt ASIN) oie. ccren any mae ARAMA RVMb Ue ooaw Y PU Es eM 0.6318 

Fraxinus pennsylvanica. (Red ASh). oc... 0.000cuxeseyamneng eee ede dan 0.6251 

harix lanicina (TAmMarack): sos sas payee enns6 Sees aashen eee wena eae 0.6236 

Acor rubric (Red Wlaiple ie fancy 2 ade 2 OA eh he Ak or Wace ee deat Ree 0.6178 

Juglans ‘nigra (Black Walntit);;. osc. cshe dao eee bes Goh ees eed veers 0.6115 
Betula papyriters: (Paper Brel). voi bani eea dive carte nee bao ee ge eae 0.5955 

Liquidambar Styraciflua (Sweet Gum). ..........0..00 00 eee 0.5909 
Nonuis ibrar (Red: NUIb6rRYy) « ses2 2 sane anced eeeta eens als Rhee amad wee 0.5898 

Prunus serotina (Wild Black Cherry)... 2.0.0.0. 0.0.00 c eee eee 0.5822 
Beétulasnigra.CRiviertBitel ics. 5 na ca: conse oe epee abe ee ee eA Hen ee 0.5762 

Betula. populifolia (White: Birch), 2c sce20¢2 sq enadiecg enews maee's « 0.5760 

Platanus occidentalis: (Sycamore), «2225 a.4e¥eeheeere pe gendesioee caer 0.5678 

Pinussireimianey: (Jersey Pin@) ys aech vata Wane tee eyes ek oes een ae 0.5309 

Acer saccharinum (Silver Maple)....... 0.000.000.0000 ce ee eee 0.5259 

Hassatras Ormemuler(Sassarras):. 62.6 ihnesa sy 6 Go aGla sows udig ooaeh Banh Gee eee 0.5042 

Prunus pennsylvanica (Wild Red Cherry)...........0.0.00000 000s eee 0.5023 
Jumpers virginiana .CREd) Cedar yin. su. ccnxcsensorag mes PRagebecdsdau anand 0.4926 

Pins: Bamissiantal }( Gray PAM) sstsc 6 cases ds es er ted dh tom wed ete BG Gree es 0.4761 

Magnolia acuminata (Cucumber Tree). ....0..0.000000 000000 eee 0.4690 

Alnus nueo sar CALM er) syns cok y queen bik oe he ohn eon Deve dh 0s hv anel on RISA Ree ee Ae 0.4666 

Populus grandidentata (Quaking Aspen)............0..0. 00.000 00 00 ee eee 0.4632 

Alniuseinean an (Mae ANG ere. gah lag chek w cscmgeteg urdu ete Gkstle IaPawacrk eee en eee 0.4607 

Taxodiumt disttGhuin (Gypress) cs. sey 5 «Genocseh ds acud wteels a ese kane aan esteemed 0.4543 

fUsculus elabra (BUCkK6y 6). 1c venus Aah SAAD EA AR AER ERMA EAA S 0.4542 

Rae eisai isa g neces ead wan ke haan Garten ae aso en SEA a eae 0.4525 

Castanea dentata: (CHEStHtt) sos: « o3 54h vietee-eanectnanen ea laoh ad ku eaeew 0.4504 

Salixsamygdaloides(Wallow) 2 csc aci ue saga ee gana ks cm goa ee hn eek we 0.4502 

Catalpa: bignonioides (Catalpa)..; ¢c4ny0% 4 feeb a. 44 Bee ee ad Gee eee SNS 0.4474 

Salix nigra (Black: Wallow cx che ewes o tive ek age ews wie ere wuekaaes 0.4456 

Acer Neéoundo (Box Ider) tis fs ese ald actaenta eines device BE Gade oe wee ed 0.4328 

Asseulus octandra (Sweet Buckeye)... .....00.0000 0000 eee 0.4274 

Tilia heterophylla (White Linn)... 10.0.0... 0.0000 0.4253 

Tuga, canadensis (Hemloélk) osc cence ey eek eel GA wae are e ans 0.4239 

Liriodendron Tulipifera (Yellow Poplar).........0.0.0.000.000 0.0 ee eee 0.4230 

Catalpa speciosa (Catal pans nceiatiave neti adiaer ered besiea ieee ik 0.4165 

Populus heterophylla (Downy Cottonwood).................. 0.000000. 0.4089 

Juglans cinerea (Butternut)......0.000 000.0 cc ee ee eee 0.4086 

Populus tremuloides (Quaking Aspen). ....0.00.000000 00000 ccc eee 0.4032 

Asiminia, triloba: (Pawpaw )).0 4 24004 san ne gs avy e ous eens a yawn cyt eases 0.3069 

Populus deltoides (Cottonwood)... 0.0.0.0 0.0 eee 0.3889 
Pints Strobis. (CWhte Pine, os00 4: 046 ean ce ea ORE EOE REA AR EE wee aS 0.3854 

Thujasdccidentalis: CAtpor-Vitises vas 22 hues ae eG reek ee Aes ee eee eS 0.3164 
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PLaTE 1385. 
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PLAT E 136. 

LANE MICHTGLY 
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PLATE 137. 

of — | L 
(o3) 

ENGLISH AND METRIC SCALES COMPARED. 

These can be cut out and pasted on wood. 
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INDEX 

The accepted botanical names are in bold-face type. Synonyms are placed 
in italics. Where the subject receives the most extended notice the page num- 
ber is in bold-face type. 
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